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Holland
the Town Where Folks
Really Live

VOLUME

34

—

NUMBER

1I0LLAXD CITY

43

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, OCTOBER

23, 1958

Two Top Turkeys

Supervisors

NEWS

BRICE TEN

Ottawa Leads

City Offers

Michigan

r$i

Okay Hiring

Sell for $526.97

Mr

To Purchase

Jar
hen turkeys, with a combined
weight of 40 pounds and 6 ounces,
brought a total of $526.97 in the
4-H auction sale Wednesday evening in Holland Civic Center.
The sale was one of the highlights in the two day observance of
the West Michigan Poultry Days
which concluded this afternoon.
The Grand Champion hen, raised
by Don De Witt of Borculo,went
tn Van Raaltes Restaurant of Zeeland r.t $16 a pound, for a total
of $265. The bird weighed 16
pounds and 9 ounces.
High bidder for the Grand Champion tom was Phil Brooks of 7-Up
BottlingCo. who paid $11 per
pound for the 23 pound, 13 ounce
turkey for a total ol $261.97. The
bird was raised by Hugh Roberts
of Hubberston, in Montcalm Coun-

Board Increases Own
Salary 20 Per Cent;
Dog Pound Gets Funds

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)

-

Three major decisions were made

at a meeting of

the

Board

of

SupervisorsTuesday afternoon, one

to spread 44 mills for county

Historical Award

Goes
EAST

to Sentinel

LANSING, Mich. -

Citations for promoting interest in

Michigan history have

been
awarded to five Michigannews-

Roamer Land
Property Located South
Of 32nd St. Would Be
Used as Fire Station
At an adjourned meeting Wed
nesday night in City Hall. City

papers.

The citations were awarded at
the annual meeting Saturday of
the Michigan HistoricalSociety
to The Holland Evening Sentinel,
Houghton Daily Mining Gazette.
MarquetteMining Journal, Midland Daily News and the Grosse
Pointe Press • and • Northwest

Counciltook action to offer to purchase Roamer Boat Co. property
on US-31 south of 32nd St. for

is

Aid Sought
For

Humane

the No. 1 tur-

key producing county in Michigan
and Allegan is No.

CENTS

,

Turkeys

In

Ottawa County

The Grand Champion tom and

Comptroller

The News Has Been A
ConstructiveBoostei for
Holland Since 1B72

2,

H. C. Zindel,

Operations

head of the poultry science department at Mchigan State Uni-

Supervisors

versity told area poultryfarmers

Report on Society's

Wednesday,at the Civic

Activities in County

Center.

Allegan County is No. 1 and Ottawa

is

second in poultry and eggs

while AUegan is the 17th largest
poultry producing county In the
world. Zindel laid.

$53,-

Hear

GRAND HAVEN

O

-

(Special)

A. Vanden Dooren of Holland,

secretary of the Ottawa County

Humane Society, presented a report of the society's activities

He pointed to the lack of stu- together with a budget and balance
dents taking agriculture in Michi- sheet, at a meeting of the Ottawa
a city garage to be used mainly to
gan. includingHolland High. Zin- County Board of Supervisors
service the newly annexed areas
de) said the lack of farm experi- Thursday afternoon.
troller, also called administrator
to the city.
The report revealed that in the
ence is not a detriment,as might
O' manager.
Detroiter.
year ending June 30, a total of 3,Mayor Robert Visschersaid that be expected.
The board voted 18 to 1? In
$265 TURKEY — - A beaming Donald DeWitt (center)was on
Willard C. Wichers of Holland,
the majority of the cost would be
Lloyd H. Geil, generalmanager 387 animals were handled, that
favor of the latter issue which
hand at the Civic Center Wednesdaynight as his Grand
presidentof the Michigan Historiof
the poultry and egg national 751 cats and -dogs were adopted
covered by the Motor Vehicle Fund
was introduced by City Attorney Champion hen turkey was sold for a near-record $16 a pound
cal Society, said The Sentinel
by the public and that 2,473 dogs
board in Chicago, said the target
James E. Townsend of Holland,
received the award for its con- over a period of five years or less.
and cats were humanelydisposed
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Van Raalte of Van Raalte's Restaurant
ty
of
the
industry
is
the
hot
lunch
seconded by Mayor Robert VisVan Raaltes also bought the Re- tinued interest in historical mat- Council’saction Wednesday night program, pointing out what should of by euthanasia.City and county
and
Dressings in Zeeland at the West Michigan Poultry Days
scher of Holland. Visscher had
serve Champion hen, raised by ters in Michigan and for its many differs somewhat from terms of an be eaten, restaurants, teenage dog wardens delivered1,007 dogs
auction. The 16-pound, nine-ounce bird brought a total price
headed a committeelast year
John Janssen of Zeeland.It weigh- editorials and news stories on the option which the city held from the groups, supplying them the drive to the shelterand the public deof $265. Ottawa County 4-H Club Agent Willis Boss said the
which investigatedpossibilitiesof
livered 1,752 to the shelter which
ed 164 pounds and went for $3.55 subject. While the award is an ana county administrator,comparrecord for a grand champion is $16.25 a pound. In the backChris-CraftCo., of which Roamer for the "rodi and roll age" and
is located nine miles north of
a pound for a total of $58.58. The nual one, The Sentinel’s citation
having
a
balanced
diet
to
protect
able to a city manager for a city.
ground ^Auctioneer Gerrit Van Kampen. (Sentinelphoto)
Holland on US-31.
Reserve Championtom weighed 21 in this particularmatter covers Boat Co. is a division. The option againstheart disease.
He recommendedat that time that
had listed a given interest rate for
The societyasked the board to
pounds, 15 ounces and also went a longer record of time.
George S. McIntyre, directorof
the program be instituted, but it
unpaid balance, and this figure is
consider the following proposals:
to Van Raaltes at $1.75 for a total
the Michigan Department of Agriwas voted down.
now under negotiation.
1. Assfgn a full time dog wai^en
ot $38.39 It was raised by Glen
culture, spoke on the poultry phase
Townsend pointed out that
The
property
consists
of
three
to
service the county north of
Kuyers of Allendale.
of the progrgjn and explained
Ottawa county has passed the
buildingsall joined together. The
M-50.
Auctioneerwas Gerrit Van Kamweights
and
measures
and
the
million dollar mark in annual
north building would be used as
2. Investigate and inspect munipen of Holland.
health program as pertainingto
budgets, and for good organizaa fire department and the existing
cipal dog pounds to insure that
Winning awards in the live poulpoultry.
tion and efficiency, it is imperaoffices would be remodeled for livfacilitiesare adequate to humanetry event put on by Allegan CounG. L. Walts, assistant executive
tive that the new system be used.
ing -quarters for firemen. There
ly care for and dispose of animals.
ty were Keith Rigterink,route 1,
secretary
of
the
National
Turkey
Henry Slaughter, chairman of
would be some remodelingof doors
8. Appoint a committeeto reHamilton of the Highland 4-H Club,
Federation, Mount Morris, HI.,
the ways and means committee,
and minor changs. The building
view dog census reportsprepared
first; David Veen, route 1, Hampointed out that the county is now
Five persons have filed nomina- has almost 20,000 square feet of told of the EnabUng Act, and also
by supervisorsand assessors to
ilton, also of the Highland Club,
in the red, $18,000 to the Cleminting petitionsas candidates for floor space, and the site covers said the turkey growers should do
insure that diligent inquiry is being
second: and Richard Schrotenboer,
something for themselves.He told
shaw company, $2,500 on court
thr five positions on the newly ornearly three acres.
made and that dog listings are
route 2. Wayland, of the Moline
of
turkey
research
done
at
MSU
house and grounds with 24 months
ganized West Ottawa Public The area, outside and inside,
complete.It is recommended, also,
Christian4-H Club, third.
still to go, $8,000 on the sheriff’s
Schools Board of Education elec- would be used for storing street and on the west coast and spoke
that this committee scrutinize
In a quick and orderly manner
about
quarter
turkey
and
turkey
department, and $2,500 for hospition to be held Monday, Nov. 10.
department supplies such as pipe,
voucher charges to the dog account
more
than 1,200 residentsof HolDeadline for filing petitions was gravel and chloride for roads. parts. Much study has been done
talization, for a total of $31,009.
for propriety.
land and surrounding area were 4 p.m. Tuesday.
on turkey parts in the Detroit area.
Mayor Visscher said this was
Snow plows and other equipment
served a turkey supper by memFilms on turkeys were shown 4. Reimburse the society for
all the more reason why the county
Candidates are Gerrit M. Van
bers of Home Economics organiza- Kampen, North Holland, two-year would be kept inside for servicing and entertainmentwas providedby animal disposals at the rate of $1
should have an administrator, who
each and pay boarding fees applytions and 4-H leaders under the term: J. Dyke Van Putten, Wauka- that area of Holland. Some snow various 4-H clubs.
could make monthly financial
ing to rabies suspectdogs kenneldirectionof Mrs. Grace Vender zoo. three-yearterm: Harvey De plows and the snow loader would
reports if possible to keep all supremain in the Fifth St. garage.
ed by the society.
Kolk and Miss Mary Bullis, extenVree, Beechwood,two-year term;
ervisors informed on finances. This
Coots of operertlng the society
sion directorsfrom Ottawa and Harvey Knoll, East Crisp, one-year Last week's meeting of City
was said with all respect to SlaughCouncil was ' adjourned” until this
for the year totaled $12,477.06.
Allegan counties, respectively.
term: Jack Daniels, Pine Creek,
ter who has handled the county’s
week to allow Council to take acCash on hand Jupne 30, 1956, was
Special music was provided by three-yearterm.
money in extremely good shape for
tion on the Roamer option. The re$3,711.97 comparedwith a balance
the Vanden Berg Brothers, the
Five locations have been desigmany years. The $15,000 allocamainder of the meeting was spent
of $5,191.14 the previous year.
Misses Jane Handlogten and Martion will cover a study of the
nated by the school board as pollas a committee-of-the-whole
studySupervisor Larry Wade of Holian Bos of Coopersville4-H, the ing places. They follow:
servicesof a comptrollerand for
ing the proposed zoning ordinance.
land thanked Vanden Dooren for
Misses Janice Meeuwsen and
1. Waukazoo School,for Waukasalary and office expense If one
BUYS GRAND CHAMPION TOM
Phil Brooks (right) of
The zoning ordinancehas been in
"a remarkable job” in operating
Yvonne Taylor of Rusk 4-H, and zoo, Lakewood and Ventura voters.
is engaged.
the Seven-Up Bottling Co., Wednesday night purchasedthe
Council's hands a little more than
Forty - seven persons donated a program in a most efficientand
a
group
of singers from Allegan
2. Port Sheldon town hall, for
In raising per diem fees 20 per
a year and there have been many blood at a regular donor clinic humane way. The report was reGrand Champion tom turkey for $261.97 in spirited bidding at
4-H.
Robart, Harlem and West Olive
cent, Chairman Martin Boon felt
study meetings. Council has re- Monday at Red Cross headquarters ferred to the health committee to
the West Michigan Poultry Days auction at the Civic Center.
The two day event concludedthis voters.
the board should not raise its own
ferred back to the Planning Com- and eight others reportedfor repost bock at this sessionand to
afternoonwith special emphasis on
Brooks is shaking hands with Hugh Roberts, the young 4-H
3. West Crisp School,for West
salaries when the county is faced
mission several itemi. The Planrnikwrecommehdatldhs on increaseggs following a three hour break- Crisp and East Crisp voters.
member
who
grew
the
turkey,,
and
it
proudly
holding
his
with a million dollar budget, but
ning Commission has worked on
Reporting to the hospitalwere ing the license fees.
fast held at Civic Center which
4. Holland Townshipfire station
trophy.Looking on (center)is Auctioneer Gerrit Van Kampen.
Slaughter said Ottawa is the only
In other business, the board votDonald J. Crawford, John R. Fairattracted about 300 poultry and egg No. 1 for Beechwood and Pine the ordinance about three years.
county in the state paying $8.
(Sentinel photo)
brother, Jack Bergsma, Nells ed 22 to 9 to engage Vander Meidealers and interested persons.
Creek voters.
Albert Walcott of Wright townBade, Ivan McCallum, Norman den and Koteles, Grand Haven
In charge of arrangements was
5. Holland Township hall, for
ship said Ottawa has always pridGibson,
Mrs. Norma Sprick and architects, to draw plans for the
George
Stachwick,
marketing
spe
Police Investigate
North Holland,Waverly and Noored itself in being first in such
new $300,000 county jail. This firm
Don Ladewig.
cialist out of Zeeland, who was dcloos voters.
things as voting machines and
Two-Car Collision
had drawn plans for the branch
Regular
donors
were
Harvey
assistedby members of poultry
The new West Ottawa Public
county-wide appraisals,but is at
Bakker, Marlin Bakker, Paul H. buildingnorth of Holland.
industry,Ottawa and Allegan Schools district resultedfrom an
Holland
police
today
continued
the bottom in per diem fees.
The Frances Browning Hospital
County Cooperative Extension election Oct. 7 in which 13 school Guild met at the home of Mrs. Barkcl, Maynard Batjes,William Referred to the committeeon
The board' voted to appropriate
their investigation of an accident
Beckman, Jr., Jerry Bosch, county needs was a resolution
staff and several volunteer lead- districts north of Holland voted 10
$1,500 for the Ottawa County
Bruce Van Leuwen Thursday afWednesday at 6:31 p.m. at the ers from Ottawa and AlleganCoundrawn up by the Ottawa County
to 1 to consolidate.They also ternoon. She was assisted by Mrs. George Botsls, Mrs. Helena Brinks,
Humane Society for paying af(*er
corner of 26th St. and Maple Ave. ties.
Roger Brinks, Mrs. Dorothy Bush, Bar Association requesting the
voted to share the bonded indebted- Russell Klaasen and Mrs. Mary
proper bUling for dogs destroyed
Clarence Buurma, Harry Dauben- board to levy one mill for four
Of special interest to visitors ness and to raise four mills to rePolice said the cars were driven
A “Paint the Feather Get-Toat $1 each and $5 per week for
Tellman.
speck, Mrs. Janet De Haan, Cor years to create a sinkingfund for
Wednesday
was
the
display
in
the
tire this debt. Named to the indogs boarded while in quarantine. gether” will be staged Friday night by Robert W. Sprick, 17, of 342
The group voted to repeat the
nelius De Young, Mrs. Cor- constructionand repair of county
lobby put on by the Marketing terim board were J. Dyke Van
in
front
of
Community
Chest
headFinal figure on the budget at
Woman’s Shopping project next
West 21st St., going south on
nelius
De Young, A. S. Docos, buildings,emphasizing that preSpecialists,
Cooperative
Extension
Putten of Waukazoo, Gerrit M. spring and named Mrs. Vernon
present is $948,868.19 plus $184,- quartersin the John Good building. Maple Ave., and Mrs. Henrietta
Gary Engel, Mrs. Karel Feenstra, sent availablejuvenile detention
Service out of Grand Rapids, with Van Kampen of North Holland,
Campaign
Chairman
Dave
Han353.48 for the improvementfund.
Ten Cate and Mrs. Willard WichTopp, 61, of 665 Washington Ave..
Harvey Geerlings, Garry Hibma, facilitiesare inadequate,and that
its various ways of preparing Jack Daniels of Pine Creek. Paul
Originaltotal was listed at $950,- son and Co-Chairman John Fonger who was driving west on 26th St.
ers as co-chairmen.
Paul Jekel, Charles Johnson, Don- thf board should proceed with
turkey.
will
paint
the
feather
above
the
Brouwer
of
West
Crisp
and
Harvey
999.99 with no change for the imTwo gifts were presented to the
Officers estimated the
steps to provide adequate detenald Johnson, William J. Kievit.
Dc Vree of Beechwood.
provement fund. The board will $30,000 mark in a brief ceremony to Sprick’s1951 model car at $80
hospital: completion of the cysto.
.
Howard Loker*, Jay Marlink, tion facilitiesfor the county.
to
which
all
downtown
shoppers
considera few more points before
scopy room and purchase of anand the damage to Mrs. Topp's
Ken Matchinsky, Nelson Mulder,
are invited. An eight-piecepep 1956 model car at
taking final action.
other bed for the recovery room.
_
, f
Women
hold
Opening
William Mulder, Jr., Harvey Nyband
of
Holland
High
students
will
The board adopted a resolution
The additionof this room comIn
Theft,
land, Reuben Otten, R. B. Parker,
Session
of
Organization
granting permission to Consumers provide some music.
pletes the bed in the recovery
Hunter Is Charged With
Clarence Phillips, Arnold Pitcher,
Events
are
scheduled
to
start
at
Power Co. to construct,operate
room. Six beds have been authorAllegan County deputies and HolThe
organizationalmeeting of
Robert Rhoda. Fred Smith, Jr., Anand maintain a breakwater and ? p.m. and will be over about 7:15 Careless Firearms Use
in
land police today are seekingthree the Holland Questorswas held ized for purchase by the Holland drew Steenwyk, Sid Teusink, Thom
p.m.
to
allow
people
to
attend
the
deep water channel at Port Shelyoung men, reportedly found steal- Wednesday evening at the home Hospital Auxiliary. Each bed costs as .Thompson, Robert Trosper, JuGRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
don. The company was represent- Holland-St.Joseph football game
about $350.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
at 8 p.m. in Riverview Park.
A warrant was issued out of Jus- ing gas late Wednesday night at ol Mrs. CharlesMurrellat 307 West The two gifts amount to more lius Vander Hill, Vernon Vande A Holland man is in good condied by Philip R. Brown.
a farm just north of Overisel, who 19 St.
Water, John Van Oss, Fred Voss,
On the Single Solicitation front, tice Hilmer Dickman’s court in
than $700. The money was earned
escaped after their car struck a
The hostess explained that the
Mrs. Dewey J. Wolters, Roger tion at BlodgettHospital in Grand
Secretary Mayo A. Hadden. Sr.,
Rapids today with injuries receivZeeland today charging Chester nearby bridge and ran through a purpose of the group is “to study during the past woman's shopping Zuidema,Salvador Zuniga.
today reported two more 100 perday.
Woltjer. 47. of 1644 Plainfield, ditch.
ed in an auto accident in Grand
and appreciateantiques, objects of
Physicians
on
duty
,/e.e
Dr.
D.
centers. They are Mechanical
N.W., Grand Rapids, with careless
Haven early Sunday.
According to the deputies,the art. and their historicalbackC. Bloemendaal and Dr. R. R. Ny
TransplanterCo. and Duffy-Latex
use of firearms.Woltjer will have three youths were stealing gas ground.” A nominating committee Couple Observes 49th
Hospital authorities said Richkamp.
Nurses
were
Gertrude
St
Co. This means all employes have
ard
A. Payne, 24, of 2714 West
five days in which to appear.
from
the
farm
of
Alvin
Folkert
consisting
of
Mrs.
C.
Arthur
Jones,
tee. Joanne Van Naarden, Nell
Wedding Anniversary
signed up with SSP in which manThe charge arose out of a hunt- when a neighbor. Ray DeJonge, chairman, Mrs. Harold Peerboldt
19th St., received compound fracVander
Ploeg
and
Marlene
Hux
agement matches the gifts of the ing accident Monday in Olive townGRAND HAVEN (Special)
tures of the right leg and arm,
came to investigate.The three and Mrs. Glen Klopfenstein, was Mr. and Mrs. William Thomson hold.
Eleven drivers appeared before workers covering not only Com- ship in which John Albertie, 40. of
multiplebroken bones on the face
of 61 West Ninth St. were honored
jumped
into
a
1956
model
bluenamed
to
report
at
the
next
meetNurses
aides
were
Mrs.
William
Lars Syverson of the Driver Serv- munity Chest and Red Cross but 827 Getty St.. Muskegon received
at two special events this week H. Vande Water, Mrs. H. B. Niles and severe facial lacerations.
and-white
hardtop,
DeJonge
said, ing, Nov. 17.
ices Division of the Secretary of also polio.
two pellets in the left cheek, one ancj roared off down the road,
Lunch was served and the wom- in celebrationof their 49th wed and Mrs. Janet Christenson.Gray Payne was injured when the 1950
State’s Office in Grand Haven
in the left index finger, one in the ^ short distancedown the road, en viewed a collection of glass and ding anniversary which they ob- Ladies were Mabel Zoerhoff, Jean- model car he was driving left the
Thursdayfor re-examination,and Mrs. Wallace Dies
road and smashed into a tree on
leli arm and one in the left side of deputies said, the car skidded unusual pieces. Those interested served Monday.
ette Cranmer and Bins Nead. Histhree failed to appear.
the
against the side of a narrow bridge, i^ the club may call EX 6-6336.
At Her Home at 62
On Sunday their grandchildren torians were Mrs. Eileen De Went US-31 just south of Park St.,
Peter Junior VanderKooy, 19,
entertainedat dinner at the fam and Elinore M. Ryan. In charge across from the Tourist Informascraping off paint and losing a
Jenison,was given a 30 day susstrip
of
chrome
on
the
left
rear
ily home and on Monday night of the canteen were Mrs. Walter tion Booth.
Pfc.
Jerome
H.
Klein,
son
of
Mr.
Mrs Ji m^'alljcc' 6,2' <,iedun; Hit While Hunting
pension from Nov. 6. 1958. David expectedly
Grand Haven city police said
Wednesdayafternoon at
Craig Laughran, 10-year-old son side. The car then careened into and Mrs. Stanley Klein route 2, friends of the honored couple, Mr. Reagan, Mrs. John Sas, Mrs.
Henry Ryther, 21, Grand Haven, her home, 559 West 30th St. She
Payne was headed north on US-31
oi Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Laughran a ditch and traveled for 50 feet Hamilton recently participat- and Mrs. Ralph Borowski, enter Douglas Harmsen and Mrs. Frank
a suspensionfrom Oct. 16, 1958 to was born in Anamosa, la., and
when the car went off the road,
of 324 Lakeshore Dr., was treated before regainingthe roadway and ed 'with the 3rd InfantryDivision tained at their home 304 West 19th Culver. Barbara J. Wagner was
Jan. 16, 1959. Morris Calvin Den- came to Holland with her family
traveled 541 feet and struck sev;n combat efficiency training tests St.
in
Holland
Hospital Wednesday getting away.
Junior
Red
Cross
aide.
hof. 23, Conklin, from Oct. 16, 1958 in 1939 when her husband was
eral highway signs before smashin
Germany,
according
to
a
news
The
Thomsons
have
one
daugh
Persons
having
knowledge
of
this
morning for minor pellet wounds
until Nov. 16, 1958. Robert lee transferredfrom the Holland Furing into a maple tree about 36 feet
in the left index finger and left car, damaged on the left rear side, releasefrom Hamburg, Germany. ter, Mrs. Henry Herpolsheimer of
Melvin, 22, Grand Haven, Jerry nace Co. factory in Cedar Rapids,
off the highway Police said the
He
entered
the
Army
in
October
Grand
Rapids.
There
are
four
are
asked
to
contact
the
Allegan
ear lobe receivedin a hunting acLee Glasshowever,19, Jenison, la.
tree was uprooted and Payne's
cident. He was discharged after County Sheriff’sDepartment or 1957 and arrived in Europe last grandchildrenan(j one great grand
Paul James Snoek, 25, of 261
car was damaged in excess of its
She was a member of First PresApril.
child.
Holland police.
treatment.
Initiation
West 11th St.. HoUapd, Fridtjof byterianChurch and of the Amerivalue by the impact. The car
Martinussen,42, Spring Lake, Ed- can Legion Auxiliary.
formal meeting of Holland rolled completely over and landward Berton McLean, Jr., 18,
Surviving are the husband; two
Emblem Club was held Thursday ed on its right side, pinning the
Grand Haven, and Howard M. daughters, Mrs. Elmer J. Van
night for the initiationof four new driver inside.
Veneklasen, 37, of 880 Paw Paw Faasen of Dearborn, Mich., Mrs.
members.Those joining the organ- Payne was first taken to Grand
Whitcomb
h
a
s
ALLEGAN < Special ) — Allegan to were Walter Moore, Democraticsaid he wished the board “would Ray declaiedV\
Drive, Holland, were given instruc- John Gillesse of Salina, Kans.. one
Haven Municipal Hospitalin criticome
right
out
and
say
that, be cracked case after case without ization are the Mesdames Elaine
candidate
for
prosecutor
who
has
County ProsecutorChester A. Ray
tions.
son, M. Keith Wallace of Holland;
never been a practicingattorney, cause of who you are. you are not public recognition and no one has Van Tongeren. Gertrude Gogolin, cal condition and was later transDavid VanDyke Baron, 18, of 120 seven grandchildren; two broth- Wednesday told the County Board
ferred to Blodgett Hospital.
and Carl Hoffman, who is no longer worth what you are asking." in sought a'pay raise for him. A man Josephine Hopps and Miss Yvonne
South Church St., Zeeland, was ers, Fred Petersen of Nucla, Colo., of Supervisors he was resigning
charging that salariesare based of that caliber, with his rare talent De Jongh.
active.
cited in error.
and Lloyd Petersen of Lisbon,la.; from his post as soon as possible, Ray said he previouslyrequest- too much on personalities rather for investigation, isn't being paid
A donationof $25 was voted for Shop Entered
LaVern Harlen DeVries, 21, four sisters, Mrs. Charles Aben- in an action he termed a protest of
ed that the salary be set at $7,500, than performance.
a fraction of what he's worth, Ray Community Chest. The Emblem
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Jamestown, had his drivingprivil- seth of Davenport, la., Mrs. John
the low salariespaid all Allegan but had learned that the salaries . Ray told the board its policy of said.
Club will serve a supper on Mon- Spring Lake village police are ineges restricted to commercial ve- Steenhoek of Anamosa, la., Mrs.
County officers. •
The prosecutor also cited the day, Oct. 27, for the Dunn Mfg. vestigating
committee would report it back at keeping salariesfor some offices
breakin Tuesday
hicles only until April 16, 1969.
Derle Peiper of Clovis, N. M., and
Ray, a Republican candidate to a much lower figure.
low because the man had outside case of Sheriff Walter Runkel, who Co. The Nov. 20 visitationwas dis- night at Pettit Dress Shop at 224
Cornelius Wiers, 30, Jenison, Vin- Mrs. Herbert Thomas of De Witt,
succeed himself on the November
In stressing that he was far more income was “monumentallyun- receives $8,000 a year and must cussed and committees assigned. West Savidge St. Police Chief
cent Clare Forestiere,24, of 30 la
election,said he was unable to re- interested in the problems of other fair," and stated that "Outsidein- pay for two cars and operatethem It was announced that this will be Richard Levingstone discovered a
East 15th St.. Holland, and Kenneth
Funeral services will be held move his name from the ballot but county officialsthan in his own, come is of none of your affair. out of that amount. "If those cars formal.
broken glass in the front door at
Gene W i 1 s o n, 24, Hudsonville, Saturday at 2 p.m. at Nibbelink- would not serve even if elected.
There will be no social night in 6 a.m. Wednesday.Missing is a
Ray told the board he would not If an officer is doing his duties in were being used as they should be,
failed to
/
Notier Funeral Chapel with the
The resignation will be effective serve even if the $7,500 figure were a creditable manner, he should re- Runkel ’s take-home pay would November but officers will meet large quantity of pajamas and
Rev. Bernard Vanderbeek officiat- as soon as a qualified successor approved.
ceive a salary commensuratewith amount to less than $3,000 a year,” at the Elks Club Monday. Nov. 3, dusters,lingerie, maternity blousMan Found Guilty
ing. Burial will be in Rest Lawn is found. Ray said, but stated that
at 8 p.m. for special practice. De- es and skirts, mostly in small
Several area attorneys,told of the job.”
he said.
Memorial
«
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
in any case, he will not serve af- Ray’s action, said the arduous post
Ray conceded that he likes the tailed reportswere given by Mrs. sizes. Most of the plastic containThe highest praise was accorded
Friends may meet the family at te. Jan. 1.
Eugene Laaksonen, 23, of 105
of prosecutorshould pay “not less Allegan County UndersheriffBob supervisory as individuals, but said Florence Hall and Mrs. Marie Bot- ers on shelves containingmerchMaple Ave., Holland, was con- the funeral chapel Friday from 2
Ray appeared before the board than $10,000 a year.”
Whitcomb as the prosecutortold he was unable to accept their sU about their recent trip to the andize were broken. The shop is
victed ol a charge of drunk driv- to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
“as a taxpayer and a citizen” to
Ray, a practicing attorney for 19 the board that if it were not for "group philosophy that Allegan National Emblem Club convention owned by Mr. and Mrs. Roy
ing. second offense, it noon Wedprotest Allegan County's reputa- years, five and a half of which Whitcomb and the State Police County is so poor its officers must held in Swampscott. Mass.
Pettit of Muskegon.
The annual party of the Cradle tion as "the poorest south of Town htve been spent as prosecutingat- posts at Wayland, Paw Paw and forego a part of their rightful salnesday after a Circuit Court jury
The evening concluded with a
deliberated 15. minutes. He will Roll of Sixth Reformed Church will Line 16M#and said he personally torney.was appointedto the post South Haven, "we would probably aries to subsidize other county buffet lunch served by the Mes- visit with her daughter,Mrs. Mark
return Nov. 7 at 10 a.m. for sen- be held Friday at 2:30 p.m. in was weary of that distinction.
a year and a half ago to fill the have the most poorly policed coun functions."
dames Dorothy Lowry, Angie McCarthy and family and frieads.
tence. The alleged offense occur- the Fellowship hall. All mothers
“I have contacted all but two vacancy left by the resignation of ty in the state.”
The board appeared stunned by Bouwens, Mary Hardenberg and From here she will go to Chicago
red Aug. 3 on Seventh St. in Hol- with their children from infancy attorneysin the county,” Ray re- Dwight M. Cheever, who became
"In Bob Whitcomb we have one Ray’s resignationand comments, Flora Kouw.
for a weeks visit with relatives,
land. The previous convictionoc- through four years, are invited ported,“and none of them would Uk Allegan MunicipalCourt judge. ot the state’s top detectives,” be but gave no indication that any acAn unusual table ceoterpjedear- then to Boyntoi Beach, Fla. to
curred earlierthis year in Hoi- There will be a 25 cent gift ex- take the job at the current $5,000
Attacking the inequalitiesand said, calling Whitcomba "one-man tion would be taken to correct the ranged by Mrs. Lowry carriedout spend the winter with her brother,
y
salary..” The tw
two men be referred low level of opunty salaries, Ray Sheriff* Department”
the autumn and Halloween
Harold F airhead and family.
salary ^tuatioa.
purposes, another to increase per

diem for supervisorsfrom $8 to
$10, and the third to allocate at
least $15,000for a county comp-

5

000 for use as a fire station and
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Hunt With Care
In Annexed Area
send announced Saturday

Susan Kirkwood Reigns Over

Convention
Held in City

ope

Homecoming

that,

whereas all hunting formerly was
forbidden with the city limits of
Holland,hunters this year will be
somewhat “on their honor" in
huntingin the newly-annexedareas
01 the city.
Hunting in residential areas is
still strictly forbidden,Townsend
emphasized, while explaining, that
small-game hunting in agricultural
zones in the newly - annexed areas
will be permittedunder a new city
ordinance passed for just this pur-

formal opening. Roll call of conventionofficers and reading of the
last conventionminutes and an invitation to the next convention in

coming queen for 1958. Larry Ter
Molen, • captain of the* football
team, escorted the charming
queen to her throne during the
coronation ceremoniesat Riverv^w Park
The queen, (laughterof Mr.
and Mrs. John Kirkwood of Metuchen, N.J., was elected by the
student body from a group of eight
candidates.Members of her court
are SeniorsJoan Peelen of Kalamazoo and Susan Graves of Grand
Rapids, Junior Judy Van Dyke of
Zeeland; Sophomores Carol Joelson of Venice, Fla., and Judy
Eastman of Lebanon, N.J.; Freshmen Dianne Claussen of Closter,
N.J., and Barbara Ver Meer of
Forest Grove.

Montague was given.
New officers elected for the convention were Mrs. Irene Mahoney

Miss Kirkwood is majoring ir
history and sociology.She is a
member of Delta Phi sorority, the

,

address of welcome.Mrs.
Georgia Larson of Grand Haven
gave the response
Montague Camp presented the

Records showing which lands are
zoned for agricultureare on file
in the city and townships clerks'
offices, he said, but he doubted
that hunters would have to go to
the offices to check.
Large plots of land customarily
used for farming are quite certain
to be agricultural zones, he said,
and may be used for hunting —
with the owners' permission.
Under the state Horton trespass
law. hunters may be arrestedand

to-'.

uniform!)Include Mike Bkxigh

ONE OF FOUR — Ron

Bekius (44), Hope College fullback, leaps over the line to score one of
his four touchdownsin Hope’s 41-7 walloping
of Adrian College Saturday in the Homecoming
game at Riverview Park. Hope players (in white

(81),

George

Peelen (72) and Bill Huibregtie.The picture was
taken from the corner of the end zone with a 12inch telephoto lens.
(Penna-Sai photo)

Festivities

Miss Susan Kirkwood, a 20-year-

the

pose.

H

old Hope College junior, was
crowned Thursday night as Home-

Royal Neighbors 54th Oak Leaf
District Annual Conventionwas
held in Holland Wednesday at the
Warm Friend Tavern with 113 per.
sons attending.Four new members were initiated.
Registrationwas at 12:30 p.m.
Meetings opened at 1:30 with Mrs.
Adeline Van Dam, oracle, of Holland presiding.Mrs; Goldie Fox
presented the flag. Mrs. Minnie
Serier introduced |he convention
officers and deputies.
The Rev. John O. Hagans gave

City Attorney James E. town-

Engaged

54th Oak Leaf

Miu Myrno

of Montague, oracle;Mrs. Adeline

Van Dam,

Joy Cook

YWCA, Women's Athletic

Associa-

Women’s House Board.
Mrs. Blanche Hamlin, Muskegon
Mark De Witt, sophomorefrom
and Hope had another crack from Boy Scout Financial
Heights, vice oracle; Mrs. VelChicago, was master of ceremonthe Adrian 10. Four line plays
ma Roesler, Montague, recorder Of
ies Thursday evening. The memDrive Opened Friday
moved the ball to the one to end
and receiver; Mrs. Helen Smith,
bers of the court were escorted
Miss Keren Ruth
the opportunity.
kickoff breakfast Friday Muskegon,chancellor;Mrs. Stella
Miss Myrna Joy Cook, daughter by Ron Bekius of Holland, Tom
Coach Rqss De Vette got a long
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Naber of fined for hunting on lands without
held at Tiff nay’s Restaurant Dore, Holland,inner sentinel; Mrs. of Mrs. Henry Cook and the late Miller of Grand Rapids, Don
look at his team, particularly his
routt 3 announce the engagement permission,even if they are not
Mabel Emery, Grand Rapids, outPaarlberg of South Holland. 111.,
Mr. Cook of 238 West 18th St., is Jack Faber of Zeeland, Bill Huibench. He f i 1 e r e d substitutes in Douglas opened the annual two- er sentinel.
of their daughter Karen Ruth to
sl| hunUng activity
day financial drive for funds for
Memorial services were put on a member of the Homecoming bregtse of Sheboygan, Wis., Bill
Bmce Be , son of Mr. and
U]e dty limits th(1 cit),
Hillsdalehas been marked in- MIAA Standings
the Scoutingmovement in the Sau- by Victory Camp, Grand Haven
queen’s court at Western Michigan Brookstraof Davenport, Iowa, and
Alyan Bell of Gladwyne. Pa
ordinancewhich demands that guns
delibly on the minds of the Hope
W L PF PA gatuck • Douglas area.
and the Ballot March by Onward University.
Jim De Witt of Muskegon.The
a
if! he used wth "due care, caution
19
100
0
. 3
escorts are all senior members of
About 30 leaders and guests at- Camp, Montague.Deputies spoke
Hoi and High and Mr Bell attended ejreonrspertioo, and a man. Collegefootball team and prepara- Hope
She
is
a
senior
education
major
26
85
0
and
the group adjourned for the
the football team.
Dhiltrvc University.
I nivssrcttv He
HP U’flS
Philips
was a di- ner that will not endanger or be tions continuedtoday for the Dales Hillsdale.. . 3
tended the meeting which was preand is a member of Delta Zeta
125
20
banquet at 6:30 p.m. held in the
followingHope's 41-7 victoryover Albion ....
rector of Youth for Christ in AtCoach Russ De Vette spoke at
sorority.
Miss
Cook,
#1955
gradulikely to endanger personsor prop79 sided over by Charley Gilman, Warm Friend Tavern.
69
2
Adrian College at Riverview Park Alma ..... . 2
a pep rally preceding the coronalanta, Ga.
ate
of
Holland
High
School,
is preserty "
114 chairman. Adult teams of five men
31
3
Adrian ..... ..
Initiation and installation was
Saturday.
The couple who will be married
ident of the Pan-HellenicBoard at tion. He introduced the starting
Violators of this ordinance.
102 each have begun canvassing the held after the banquet by Lady
7
3
A crowd of 5.000 plus, the biggest Olivet ... . o
lineup for Saturday’sgame against
Nov. 29 plans to be home missionWMU.
Tcwnsend said, are subject to a
71
14
3
Homecoming crowd in Hope's his- Kalamazoo . 0
Adrian. Bill Brookstra was master
area and the money received will Shanahan Camp and Oak Leaf
aries.
The
Homecoming
queen,
who
will
fine of up to $500 and or up to
tory. sat in sunny Riverview Park
benefit Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts. Camp. Fern Leaf Camp, Muskegon reign over festivitiesnext Friday of ceremonies and the cheerlead90 days in jail. Hunters, therefore,
put on the retirii^ march and rein 70-degreetemperaturesand throughout the game and he has Explorers and Sea Scouts.
and Saturday, is Miss Dorothy An- ers led 500 students in cheers.
are advised to be very careful
smiled approval as the Dutch rip- now emptied his bench hi each
Also
present
at the meeting were freshments were served.
derson, a senior from Kettering, Greta Weeks, Grand Rapids junaround other persons, farm homes
ped through the Bulldogswith ease M1AA game.
representativesof the Grand Val-I
Ohio. Others on the court are Miss ior, and Nick Vanderborgh, Sayand buildings,cars. etc.
Hope picked up 350 yards rushin recordingtheir fifth straight win
ley
Council
District includingBob Henry R. Kieft Dies
Ruth Ann Kvapil of Three Oaks, ville, N.Y. junior, were co-chairHolland Police Chief Jacob Van
and third straightin M1AA play. ing and 23 passing. They didn’t Wolbrink, Larry Wade and Jack
Miss Margie Sue Havenga of Kala- men of Thursday night's activiHoff said Holland policemen,in adAfter Brief Illness
Hope has now won eight straight throw a pass until the last three Van Groenewout of Holland.
mazoo
and Miss Marlene Lessard ties.
dition to conservationofficers,will
minutes of the first half and only
over the past two seasons.
Persons who have not been conof
Bellaire.
be patrolling the area to watch for
(Special)
—
GRAND
HAVEN
The win set the stage for the tried seven, completingone in each tacted and wish to contributeare
Henry R. Kieft, 77, of 1150 Fulton
violators.
Methodist Church Bible
possible championshipshowdown half. Adrian had a total of 227 asked to call Mr. Gilman or EuSt., died at his home early Sat- Holland Girl Receives
Saturday night at 8 p.m. at Hills- yards gained.
Class Stages Banquet
gene Bieler. The AmericanLegion
urday following a brief illness.
Watt led the Hope ball carriers
dale. The Dales defeatedAlma
Head Cuts in Collision
hall will be open at 7 p.m. SaturHe was park superintendent
for the
with 120 yards in 11 carries while
The Ladies Bible Class of First
21-13 for their third straight conday to wind up the campaign.
city of Grand Haven for 15 years
Bekius
had
97
in
10
and
Voskuil,
A seven-year-oldHolland girl, Methodist Church held its annual
ference win this season and their
Is
and retired 11 years ago. He mar- Linda Vander Kooi, of 167 North banquet in the social rooms of
in five. Ron Dilbone had nine
unbeaten league string stands at
Opti-Mrs. Club Plans
ried Lena Van Herwynec in Grand 160th Ave., received lacerations of the church Friday night. There
for 29 to lead Adrian.
Room Mothers of the Van Raalte 28 straight.
Haven April 17, 1919.
the head in a two-car collision were 38 members and friends presP. T. A. were entertained at a tea
Projects and Dinner
Ron Bekius. Hope's 185-pound Statistics:
Survivingare the wife; a daugh- Thursday at 5:13 p.m. on R i v e r ent.
A
H
in the school Friday at 2 p.m. senior fullback, enjoyed ‘the greatThe Opti-Mrs. Club held their ter, Mrs. Aldine Donselaar of Ave. just north of Seventh St.
11
18
The dinner was served by the
Miss Fannie Bultman. school prin- est day of his football career
104 meeting Thursdayat the home of Grand Haven; two brothers, Harry
350
Linda was treated by a local Builders’Class and tables were
cipal, and Mrs. Ada Essenberg, which began in 1949 as a memof San Gabriel, Calif.,and Tom of doctor and released.Holland po- decorated with bronze and yellow
123
23
Room Mother chairmon.poured ber of the Holland High varsity.
Mrs. Donald Reek, president. Open227
Grand Haven; also two grandchil- lice said she was a passenger dahliasand white candles. The infrom a table decorated in the fall Bekius scored the first four touch- Total yardage ..... 373
ing prayer was given by Mrs. John
24
dren.
7
in a car driven by her father. vocationwas by the Rev. John O.
motif.
downs with smashes over guard Passes attempted
Van Vuren.
9
2
Duties of a Room Mother were and tackle. His season's total for Passes completed
Elias J., 31, who was driving north Hagans and devotions were conIt was announced a new project
1
3
on River Ave. when he collided ducted by Mrs. Martha De Witt
described and projects and pro- TDs is 11 and he has scored 66 Passes intercepted
is scheduled for Oct. 28 at the Roy H. Lowings to Mark
Miss Georgio Ann Boumo
2
1
grams for the year discussed. The pcints. second only to Lovell Cole- Fumbles
with the rear of a car driven by on the topic "The Ten Commandhome of Mrs. Everett Hart to help Their 45th Anniversary
1
2
Mr. and Mrs. George Steffens of mothers already have been busily man of Western Michigan,who Fumbles recovered
Elmer Hirdes. 37, of 55 Vander ments."
raise money for underprivileged
2-46
A duet was sung by Mrs. Fred
230 West 15th St. announce the assiting wth the P. T. A’s first has 76 for state scoring honors.
Veen Ave., who had stopped for
Punts .......... 1-42
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
H.
Lowing
children.Also a pillow clinic will
37
60
Scheibach and Mrs. Marguerite
engagementof their granddaugh- project, "The Fall Festival."
Bekius plowed over tackle for
be sponsored Nov. 13 and 14 by the will celebrate their 45th wedding traffic.
ter, Georgia Ann Bouma, to RobRoom Mothers are kindergarten, five yards and his first touchdown
Police charged Vander Kooi with Haight. Miss Marian Shackson
Lineups:
anniversary Saturday, Oct. 25, at
Club.
ert Lee Arends, son of Mr. and taught by Miss Evelyn Heffron, with the game 4:44 old. Six plays
Hope
Nov. 6 is the date set for the the home of their son and daugh- failure to keep an assured clear spoke, showed slides and exhibited
souvenirswhich she had collected
Mrs. John Arends, 400 West 21st Mrs. Donald Van Oosterhout, Mrs. earlier Jack Faber had recovered Ends: Bronson, Blough. Coulson,
next dinner meeting at the Warm ter-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Hugh C. distance between cars. Damage
on her trip this summer to Puerto
St.
Gerald Reimink, Mrs. Robert Con- Bekius’ fumble of an Adrian punt Boeve. Van Es, Rottschafer,Anwas
estimated
by
police
at
$180
Lowing, 2361 Bauer Rd., Jenison.
Friend Tavern.
Miss Bouma is attending Daven- nell. Mrs. Robert Smith: Mrs. Ada
Rico.
to
Vander
Kooi's
1950
model
car
Friends
and
relatives
are
welon the Bulldog <7. Five plays lat- ms, Nieusma.
Refreshmentswere served by
Mrs. Lena Eakley, presidentof
port Instituteof Grand Rapids.Mr. Zickler'sfirst grade, Mrs. Bert
Tackles: Ter Molen, Peelen. De Mrs. James Harthorn and Mrs. come to call between 2 and 9 p.m. and at $30 to Hirdes' 1954 model
er including a recoveredfumble of
the class, presided.
Arends is in the Navy and is sta- Hoffmeyer, Mrs. John Stephens:
No invitations have been issued. car.'
a Pete Watt's bobble on the Ad- Witt, VandenBerg,Hubbard, Mey- Robert Van Ess.
tioned at Great Lakes, 111. where Mrs. Ridenour’sfirst grade. Mrs.
er, Jansen, Den Ouden.
rian 11. Bekius scored.
ha is attending electronics school. Chester Vander Molen. Mrs. KenGuards: Paarlberg. Huibregtse,
Bill Huibregtse kicked the first
neth Dozeman: Miss Helen Kuite's of five conversions. He missed only Machiele, Buckley, White, Simala,
second grade, Mrs. Eugene De after the third touchdown, whei! Van Leeuwen.
Greg Brower Honored
Centers: Van Dongen, Van Der
Witt, Mrs. Merle Boes: Miss Mar- the ball was wide of the uprights.
At Two Celebrations
tha Bird’s second and third grade,
George Peelen pounced on an Weg. Brookstra.
Backs: Vander Woude, Mack,
A birthday party for Greg Brow- Mrs. Robert Jaehnig, Mrs. Robert Adrian fumble on the Bulldog 34
Hamm: Mrs. Roe’s third grade, a few minutes later and four Herp, Faber, Voskuil, Watt,
«r was held Saturday afternoonin
Mrs. James Post, Mrs. J. O. John- plays later Bekius was sent leap Bekius. Mohr, Slagh, Bonnette,
honor of his flftn birthday. The ston; fourth grade of Mrs. D. Van
ing over right tackle from the one Fox, Klomparens, Phail.
party was held at his home given Lare’s room. Mrs. Ivan Munson, fo. his second score Duane VosAdrian
Ends: Hamilton, Myers, Papenby his mother, Mrs. Dale Brower. Mrs. Charles Woodall: Miss Ger- kuil helped with a 14-yard gain on
Games were played and prizes trude Zonnebelt'sfourth and fifth a reverse. The TJ came with 3:33 hagen, Bohannon.
grade, Mrs. William Van Reek and
Tackles: Thompson,Van Buren.
were awarded. Cartoons were Mrs. Robert Grebel; Mrs. J Sic- left in the quarter and the period
Schultz,
Powell.
ended 14-0.
ahown to the group.
ard’s fifth grade, Mrs. Melvin Van
Guards: Melin, Kaiser, StrittNext came a 72-yard Hope drive,
Decorated cup cakes and ice Tatenhove, Mrs. Henry Veenhov- started on the Dutch 28 when Ad- matter,Anderson.
Centers: Nanney, Farley.
cream cones were served by the en: Mrs. Willioms' sixth grade, rian's first scoring chance bogged
Mrs. Leonard Ver Schure, Mrs. .J down. It took Hope 11 plays to
Backs: Henderson.* Jones, Dilhostess assisted by Mrs. Ha |!d
Earl Kennedy; Miss Mae Whit- score and Bekius shot off guard bone. Koresky, Glover. Solmonson,
Brink and Mrs. Duane Lane.
mer's sixth grade. Mrs. Leon Van far the final 20. carryingtwo Bull- Guizinger, Ostermeyer, Bowser.
Guests were Shelley Brink, Huis and Mrs. John Bosch.
dogs with him into the endzone Przbylski, McCullum.
Mrs. Forrest Barber and Mrs. at 6:12 of the second period. He
Christineand Diana Lane, Larry

Nober

tion and

Chosen

Bekius Scores

Member

Queen's Court

A

FourTimes

To Lead Dutch

^feri

Holland, past oracle;

1

Mrs.

if

.

I

I

ftl- ...

.

1

1

Room Mothers

Tea

Held

.

Marvin Jalving were in charge
Brink, Scott Fetherston, Tom Zych,
David Henson, Scott Brower. Rod- the tea.
ney Brower, Craig Slager,Larry
Kindergarteners
Dannenberg, Gary
.....
______ - Visit

Brower.

of

.

had also carried iour other times
during the drive.
A few minutes later an Adrian
punt was partially blocked by

New Members
Feted at Party

Sherwood Vander Woude on the
In »e evening the birthdaywas Pub/;c Sc/ioo/ Forest
Twelve new members were honcontinuedat the home of Mr. and j 0n Frid thc kj„dergartcnchil. Adrian 7 and Paul Mack picked up
ored
at a party given by Beta SigMrs. Gus De Vries, Gregs grand- |dren o( Jc((ers0„ were tak. the ball on the 21 and returned to
the 17. But Hope failed to score ma Phi at the home of Mrs. Wilparents, who had a two
en by school bus to the Holland
and the half ended 20-0.
lunch for Greg and his father who
liam Kurth, 342 Third Ave., MonPublic School Forest. The children
Hope opened the second half by
also celebratedhis birthday this
visited the log cabin, a replica of
day evening.
receiving for the first time this
week.
Honored were the Mesdames
the first home built in Holland,
season. Faber returned the kick
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Larry
,
William Vanderburg, Robert Breslooked at the nursery tree plantto
Brower, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
to the
the Hope 39.
39.^ A violation
violation on
on the
the nahani Gordon Cunningham,Richings
Brink, Shelley. Janice and Larry,
Dutch 4o cost lo yards back to theard
, Rrown
Brown, Robert
Robert Lone.
Long, James
James
A walk along the fire lanes gave
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Brower, Greg them opportunityto study the dif- 30 On the first scrimmage play Pollock. Howard Reyff, • Chester
Paul Watt sailed around end, Smith. Robert Langenbert,Herand Gary.
ferent types of trees and notice
picking up speed and blockers and
t Arendbert Johnson and Robert
the effect of the change of seamoved down to the Adrian 26 be- shorst and Miss Audrey JohnsA.
Hope College Awarded
sons on the hardwood trees as they
fore being bounced out of bounds.
A country fair theme was carwere dropping leaves rapidly.
$500 Direct Grant
The 54-yard scamper was the longried out and prizes were awarded
Specimenswere gathered of oak
est run from scrimmageby a
to Mrs. Franklin Bronson, Mrs.
James T. Lawless, manager of 1 leaves and acorns, beech leaves
Hope back this season.
Reyff, Mrs. Vanderburg and Mrs.
Employe and Dealer Relations for ; and beech nuts, pine cones and
Then came Bekius’ turn. He James Meyer. All new pledges rethe Gulf Oil Corp. has presented pine needles, sasafras leaves, moss
headed off tackle, hit the secondHope College with a direct grant and maple leaves.
ceived Beta Sigma Phi memoary, was free and then turned on
books. Refreshments were served.
of $500 on behalf of his firm.
There were many animal and
the gas toward the goal line. The
On Oct. 6 guest night was held
At a dinner meeting in his honor bird tracks along the trail. Later
run was 26 yards and came with
at the Warm Friend Tavern for
recently Mr. Lawless said that the childrenenjoyed a treat of
1 02 gone in the third period. The
prospectivemembers. Featured on
Hope College was one of 40 col- Seven Up and crackers on the
kick was good and Bekius retired
leges and universitiesto whom his school forest lawn.
a panel to answer questions and
company makes such grants. The group was accompanied by to the sidelines for the rest of the tell the history and projects of the
afiernoon.
Schools are selected by an Aid to their teacher, Mrs. Bonnie Gregorganization
Mrs. C. S.
Six plays later Peelen recovered
EducationCommittee set up by loan.
Speicher, Mrs. Kenneth Olsen,
his second Adrian fumble on the
Mrs. Charles Armstrong. Mrs.
Bulldog 42. It took the Dutch sevJohn Du Mez and Mrs. Howard
The company’sgrant is desig- GOP Headquarters
en plays and a five-yardpenalty
nated for the physics department ......
.
Poll. Mrs. Jerome Hurtgen gave
to hit home with Watt going the
and will be used for the purchase Will Open Tonight
a reading.
final 18 yards, ripping away from
of new equipment.
Mrs. Bernard Becker was in
Republican headquartersfor this his last tackier on the Bulldog
charge of refreshments.
area of Ottawa county will open 10
A second chapter of Beta Sigma
Tommy Luth Has Party
tonight in the west half of the John
Bob Bonnette. Holland sophoPhi is being organized here and
Good
building
at
25
West
Eighth
more, scored Hope's last TD and
On His 8th Birthday
memben will hold their first
St.
the first of his collegiate career.
meeting in November at the home
Tonuny Luth was honored at a
Thereafter, headquarters will Bonnette set up the scoring chance
of Mr*. Chester Smith.
party Thursday afternoon,given open at 4 p.m. each day and ob- when he intercepted a pass on the
by his mother, Mrs. Clare Luth, serve the same hours as downtown Hope 47> and returned the ball to
Non-Support Charge
at their home, 190 East 30th St., stores.
the Adrian 35.
in honor of his eighth birthday. Starting next Friday. Oct. 24. cofBonnette scored eight plays later Dismissed in Court
Mrs. Luth was assisted by fee and doughnuts will be served on a one-yard smash off tackle
grandmother,Mrs. Friday eveningsto downtown shop- with 3:04 left in the third quar- GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
Arthur Scbaap.
pers.
ter. On two other carries he picked charge of non-supportagainstWilGames were played and prizes
up 16 yards during the short drive. liam Roberta, 31, Grand Haven,
awarded to Steven Townsend, Another 100 Percenter
Adrian scored its touthdown on a who was to have been tried be-,
Bobby De Nooyer, Jimmy Aalder- Another i00 percenter was re- 13-yard pass play early in the fore Judge Rayfond L. Smith Fri-'
ink and David Becker.
ported Friday in the Single Solici- fourth quarter from Larry Bowser day, without a jury, has been
Guests were served a two course tation Plan program. Newest firm to Bill Hamilton. The drive started dismissedupon recommendation
lunch includinga decorated birth- to achieve this goal is Duffy Manu- on tbe Adrian 47, following a hick- of ProsecutingAttorney James W.
day cake.
facturingCo. The SSP campaign ot: return and a Hope penalty. Bussard. Investigation revealed
that the childrenof Mr. and Mrs.
Others present were Mark which supports Community Chest Gene Melin converted.
Steele, Mark Van Dokkumburg,and other charities has 56 local
Hope’* only punt of the game, a Roberts are under the jurisdiction
County Probate
Billy Boersen, Carl West, Chippy firms enrolled.In this program, 42-yard boot by Voskuil, late in the of the
... Ottawa
.....
Sligh, Bobby Pippel, Garry Ed- management matches the gifts of contestput the Bulldogs on their Court at a result of the neglect of
wards and the honored guest.
own six. They failed on four tries both parent!.
i
the employe*.

course

------

„

-

Gulf. -

were

Tommy’s

..

L.

•

.
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YOU DON’T MISS WATER

1 TILL

run
the

We take water for granted. But let the well
dry, and we’re in trouble. It’s like that with
industries that provide work for our people. We take
them for granted. But let one of these industries
close and we realize how much it has meant to us.

THE WELL RUNS DRY

rewards that follow bigger payrolls, more retail
sales, and greater community prosperity. Become
familiar with the needs of industries in your eommunity. Show that you are interestedm helping
them find ways to meet their needs.

0

Industries already present are the community’s Join hands wjth your local industrial development
greatest potential for economic growth. Help
organizationand the Michigan Economic Developlocal industries to expand and you will share in
ment Department to help your community prosper.

your
thc

This

od

it

pwhlithtd os a pvbik ssrWct by tbit newspaper in cooperation with the

Michigan heu Astociotion and

the

Michigan Economic Dereiopment Deportment.

Sentinel Printing

Company

Publishers of

Tho Holland Evening Sentinel and Holland City News
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here there are many candles,
lamps and writings which are

Zoerhof-Zwiers Rites Performed

placed there by these four communions.
With the tomb as the center,
there is a large rotunda from
which we went into different chapels. One was for the Syrians which
was very small and run down.
Another was the chapel of the

Appearanceto Mary Magdalene
and another directly back of this
was of the Appearanceto Mary

SEE DEDICATION BY TV -

Twenty-four Holland Heinz staff officials and their wives were
in Chicago Monday 'to witness the dedicationof
the New Heinz Research Center at Pittsburgh,
Pa., through means of a live closed circuit
telecast. The evening began with an informal
reception at the Palmer House followed by a
PennsylvaniaDutch Dinner and then they
viewed the telecast. Dave Garroway was the
host commentator.With him the group toured

Arraignments
Held Before

the Center's test-kitchen, laboratories and executive offices. Attending were (left to right) :

Mr.
and Mrs. C.S. Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
Stephens, A.E. Hildebrand; Mr. and Mrs. H.E.
Brumm, Mr. and Mrs. W. Van Vuren; Mr. and
Mrs. E. Schierbeek; Mr. and Mrs. C.B. McCormick, plant manager, Mr. and Mrs. D.A.
White, Mr. and Mrs. H.C. Colton, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Cobb and Mr. and
Mrs. P.N.
(Sentinelphoto)

Frank.

Politicsond Student

Local Court

Talks by Ronald Chandler,

A

Leo Jungblut is shown in the studio
behind his home putting the finishing toucheson a table leg which
he designed recently for a Southern furniture company under the
supervisionof Denis K. O'Meara of Holland. Other parts for
furniture are shown resting on his work bench.
(Sentinelphoto)

Report

Provide Programs for

.

MASTER MODELER —

WLC

discussionof political issues

Holland’sCommunity Ambassador or. the state level by State Sen.
Marvin James Rowan. 17. of 295 tc Italy last summer, and Mary Clyde H. Geerlings and his DemHoward Ave., waived examination Kuiper who attended Wolverine ocraticopponent, Ralph Richman,
in Municipal Court Tuesday on a Girls* State for 10 days at the Uni- provided an enlighteningprogram
charge of unlawfullydriving away versityof Michigan provided the for members of the Woman’s Lit-

Sculptor's Creations of Past

50 Years Found Around World
Holland has a master sculptor
who has spent almost 50 years

the Virgin.In the second chapel
one can see through a little window a part of the pillar of Flagelation. Thes< two chapels are in
good condition.
From here we went up a flight
ol stairs to the Chapel of Calvary
where Jesus was crucified.The
Latins have the chapel on the
right, and the Greeks have the
chapel with the altar over the hole
were the cross stood. Two holes
are on each side for the other two
crosses. Also a hole is beside the
altar which shows a large crack
in.the rock which took place during the earthquake at the time Jesus died. We were then taken down
the flight of stairs and down anothe- to be directly under the cross
which is the tomb of Ada. Here
is is alleged that the blood of
Christ first fell on the skull of
Adam to cleanse him of his guilt.
This accounts for the skull and
crossbonesat the foot of the cross
in some of the Greek scenes of
thi cross.
We had spent more than two
hours here. One has a feeling of
heaviness that so much ill will
and bitterness should be at the
place where God demonstrated His
great love to the world. Sacred
sites and their veneration have
not been important among us, yet
one is strangely moved to think
that He was near the place where
Jesus gave his life to bring salvation for us all.

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jay Zoerhof
(Joel’s photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jay Zoerhof mint green ballerinalength gown

have returned from a. northern with scoop neckline on a fitted
bodice and a knife pleatednylon
wedding trip and are residingat
skirt. Her nose veil fell from a
264 Vi West 16th St. The couple
matching half hat. Miss Phyllis
was married Oct. 3 in Fourth Re- Zoerhofas bridesmaid was dressed
formed Church by the Rev. John in an ensemble Identical to the

Nieuwsma.
matron of honor only in pink. Her
The bride is the former Marcia flowers were a colonial arrangeJ(an Zwiers.daughter of Mr. and ment of white carnationscentered
Mrs. Henry 'Bob) Zwiers.440 Col- with pink roses.
lege Ave., and the groom's parDale Borgman assisted the
ents are Mr. and Mrs. James groom as best man and Wayne
Zoerhof of route 2, Hamilton.
Zoerhof and Jerome Bouws seated
Dr. Richard Oudersluys of WestPalms, candelabra and bouquets the guests.
ern TheologicalSeminary had of mums and gladiolidecoratedthe
A gold knit dress and a corsage
charge of the services at Second altar and pews were marked with of hybrid rases and white carnaReformed Church. The choir sang white satin bows.
tions was worn by the bridg’s moththe anthems “Temples Eternal"—
Traditionalwedding music was er for the occasion.The mother
Christiansen and “Jesus, Grant played by Miss Betty Bush as the of the groom had a blue dress
Me Hope and Comfort”— Franck- wedding party approached the al- and wore a similar corsage.
Stein. In the evening the anthem, tar. Soloist Alvin Prins sang "BeAssistingat a receptionfor 65
“Turn Thee Unto Me— Marker was cause" and "The Lord's Prayer." guests in the church basement
sung.
The bride who was given in mar- were Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sprick,
On Thursday, the Ladies Aid of riage by her father wore a white uncle and aunt of the bride, who
Second Reformed Church will floor length gown of rosepoint lace served as master and mistress of
meet at 2 p.m. Mrs. R. De Bruyn and tulle over satin. Style features ceremonies. Miss Karen Koopman
fill review the book, "Gift from were the sequin trimmed sabrina and Miss Beverly Fairbanks were
the Hills.” Mrs. R. Ruch will con- neckline and short lace sleeveson in charge of the gift room and
duct devotions; Mrs. .J Vander a fitted bodice.The bouffant tulle also served punch.
Weide will supervise the nursery skirt was enhanced with side pangraduate of Holland High
and the hostesses are Mrs. H. Bar- els of lace and tulle, ruffles and School the new Mrs. Zoerhof is
on, Mrs. F. De Young and Mrs. ended in a sweep train. Matching employed at the Domestic Finance
B. Veneklasen.
long lace mitts and an elbow Co The groom works at Northern
The midweek prayer service, length illusion veil falling from a Fibre Products.
with Rev. Matt J. Duven, presiding half hat of lace and tulle complet- Four pre-nuptial showers honored
will meet at 7:30 on Thursday eve- ed her attire. She carrieda white the bride-elect. They were given
ning.
Bible with white orchid, ribbons by Mrs. Dale Borgman; Mrs. HerThe Priscillas and Aquilas So- and ivy streamers.Her pearl neck- man Zoerhof and Hazel; Mrs.
ciety of Second Reformed Church lace and earrings were gifts ffom James Zoerhof; and Miss Karen
will entertainthe Zeeland school the groom.
Koopman and Miss Beverly Fairteachers on Wednesday evening,
Her matron of honor, Mrs. Dale banks.
Oct. 19.
Borgman, carrying a colonial Parents of the groom entertained
A church turkey dinner,offered bouquet of white carnations cen- the wedding party at a rehearsal
b> Group 3 of the Ladies Aid of tered with yellow roses, wore a dinner at Charlies’ Grill in Holland.

Jungblut also carved five wooden
crosses for the addition to St.
designingbeautiful pieces in stone, Fiancis de Sales School.
ceramics and wood. In following
His works are in churches and
a family tradition of three genera- cathedrals throughout Europe.
tions, Leo Jungblut of 353 College South America and the United
Ave.. has made hundreds of mon- States He designed a war monucast over WHTC.
Oct. 24.
soring the worth-whileprograms.
ment for The Netherlands after
Mary Emma Young, member of uments and statues.
Others appearing at a regular
Miss Kuiper describedher 10-day the Public Affairscommittee and
A native of The Netherlands. World War II, and modeled other
session of traffic court Tuesday
stay on the campus, her as- a staff member of the radio sta- Jungblutcame to Holland 35 years monuments for Belgium, Indowere Anthony Carnevale, of 979
tion. served as moderator for the ago after studying in Dutch and nesia and Norway.
Paw Paw Dr., speeding,$12; Viv- isignment to a city and lhe flurry discussionwhich brought up such German arts schools.Because he
Jungblut has recently completed
ian C. Kingsley, of 1349 South I of political activity in electing
questionsas people's welfare, edu- was particularly interested in work on modeling table and chair
Shore Dr
HBproper turn. $5; city, county and state officers of
cation,taxes, costs of operating ecclesiastical art. he visited cath- legs for a Southern furniture firm.
Clause Prinss, oT 261 West 17th St., mythical political partes. .She debusinessesin Michigan, recessions, edrals in France. Italy, England. He did this work under the superstop signal. $7; Albert Westrate, scrbed her visi to the state capivision of Denis K. O'Meara of 512
unemployment,tight money poli- Norway and Germany.
ol 133 West 23rd St., right of way, toi and the many thrilling experSince he began his career at Graafschap Rd., who s determined
cies, and stands on constitutional
$12; G. John Kooiker. of 12 West iences which, she felt, would help
the age of 16, this skilled artist to preserve the art of rich, graceconventions.
12th St., right of way to through her to become a better citizen.
Richman contended that Michi- has produced many war and civic fu' carving in furniture design.
traffic.$12;Martha Marie Mahnder,
Chandler injected considerable gan is not a Democratic state and monuments and religious statues. Jungblut and O’Mera feel that
route 2, Grand Haven, right of humor into his talk which decannot be a Democratic state until Samples of his work may be seen the creative arts are not receiving
vay tothrough traffic, $12; Betty scribed his life last summer with
the constitution is revised to allow here in Holland schools and enough emphasis in our space age.
Lou De Pree, of 81 West 29th St., an Italian middle-classfamily
Democratic senate based on pop- churches.A four-foot maple Christ They are extremely concerned
speeding,$10.
which lived 78 steps up on a fourth- ulation. He said taxes are all made the King Crucifix, which he carved about the fact that few young
Cases processed Saturday listed floor apartment in northern Italy.
by a Republican legislature, and several years ago. adorns the al- people are choosingcerative fields
Velma Jean Bays, route 1. Kouts, He blasted several popular conthe feeling that the state would go tar of Grace Episcopal Church. for their life work.
Ind., assured clear distance.$12; cepts on the Italian people. WhereAlthough they both have the satbankrupt if needs of the people are He carved an oak Crucifix for St.
Stanley Mrok. Gardenia. Calif., as most people seem to think Italacequately met belongs to an age Francis de Sales CatholicChurch isfaction of viewing 50 years of
reckless driving, $79.70; Timeteo ians are romantic, lazy and hapgone by— one geared to an age of about 20 years ago.
accomplishmentsin their fields,
Calvo, of 375 North Division, dis- py-go-lucky, the larger percentage
A marble bust of Jefferson holds
scarcity.
orderly-drunk, $19.70; Gretchen are hard working. He said the
their greatestdesire is to see
a
place
of
honor
in
the
lobby
of
Richman said more funds are
Nicol, of 221 West 28th St., speed- northern half of Italy appears to
needed for universities and colleges the new Thomas JeffersonSchool. others follow in their footsteps.
ing, $15 suspendedafter traffic be prosperous and enjoys standand pointed out that Geerlingshad
school.
ards better than in some other voted to reduce appropriationsby
countriesin Europe.
$2 3 millions. He also said RepubSecond Reformed Church will be
Chandler said the crime rate is licans had been enthusiastic over
De Boers to Celebrate
given in the church, Nov. 5.
surprisingly low. and juvenilede- the Menningermental health plan
day evening in the Third Christian uation with a chicken dinner at
25th Anniversary Friday
As presently scheduled, the inlinquency has the lowest percent- it. Kansas bu. had done little, and
Reformed Church sponsored by the Bpsch’s restaurantFriday evening.
stallationservice for the Rev. RayMr. and Mrs. Elmer De Boer of age of any country in Europe, and had even cut down tourist adveryoung
people of Third Church. The Old classmates attendingthe dinmond Beckering, pastor elect of
377 East 32nd St.' who will ob- far below the United States rale. tising funds in a state which is
foi their water. This was a comThis is the fourth of a serSecond
Reformed
Church, will be speaker was Rev. Veenstra. A ner were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
seive their 25th wedding anniver- The local ambassador lived in a quite dependent on the tourist dolies of articles prepared by Dr.
mon device also found in other held on Thursday evening,Nov. 6.
trumpet trio from Holland and a Dyke of Muncie, Ind.; Mr. and
sary on Nov. 11 are planning an city of 45,000 persons with his lar.
cities.It was rather eerie to walk
Lester J. Kuyper of Western
At the morning worship service 'ladies’ vocal trio from Zeeland
open house in celebrationof the Italianfamily in the foothills of
Mrs. Carl Hofman, Mr. and Mrs.
TheologicalSeminary who is
up those slimy steps with the aid
Geerlings outlinedhis work on
in First Reformed Church, the furnished musical selections.
the Italian Alps. There was his the taxation study committee—
occasion.
studying in the Holy Land.
of flash lights and see little niches
Rev. John den Ouden, pastor, had
Alvin Hoksberge, studentat Cal- Henry Roon and Mr. and Mrs. AlThe event will take place on Fri- 43-year-old Italian mother, two the issue which Gov. Williams
where oil lamps used to be set.
foi his sermon, “What Happened" vin Seminary in Grand Rapids bertus Wissink of Grand Rapids:
day of this week. Home for the brothers,20 and 19, and a sister. seems most concerned about. He
All the while I wondered how
By Dr. Lester J. Kuyper
and the choir sang the anthem, was guest ministerat North Street Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bouma of
occasion is their son A 3/C Larry Ik The father had died a few cited many cases— many of them
The director of our school. Prof. many women had gone down and "The Waters of Thy Love" - G. ChristianReformed Church at the
years
ago
and
the
family
was
supGrandville;Mr. and Mrs. John
De Boer who is returningOct. 31
indicating that industries were Fred Winnett, has arranged field up those steps carrying water for
O’Hara. John Zwyghuizen was so- morning and evening worship servto continue duty in the Azores. He ported by a state pension and from expanding outside of Michigan and trips to observe some of the sites their families.
Van Ingen of Holland; Mr. and
loist. In the evening Rev. den ices.
was home for abbut two weeks proceeds from a family business, a some cutting operationswithin the that have oeen dug recently. One
The presentwell is fed from the
Ouden’s sermon topic was, "ChrisDr. J. H. Bruinooge,-pastor of Mrs. William Baarman, Mr. and
afier attending mechanics school at roofing supply store which handled state.
such site is called El-Jib, the Bib- same spring, and has good stone tian Courtship"and the choir Third ChristianReformed Church Mrs. Andrew Lokers. Mr. and Mrs.
some
plumbing
equipment.
Dover, Del. The De Boer's daughIn his rebuttal. Richman said un- lical Gibeon which is mentioned steps leadingto it. Half way down
sang, "O Jesus, Grant Me Hope had for his morning sermon topic, Gerrit Koop, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
He said he had a new apprecia- employment in Michigan was the
ter, Mrs. Harold Regnerus, resides
43 times in the Old Testament. a buxom Arab woman was seated and Comfort’’— J. Franck. Soloist "The Great Judgment"and in the Vanden Brink. Albert Luurtsema
in Holland.There are two grand- tion of many things he takes for result of the Republican hard-mon- The Chevie stationwagon of the a* mistressof the spring. She carwas Herbert Wybenga.
evening, "The Great Confession." and Marinus Scheele, all of
granted in the United States — ey policy on the federal level and
children.
school with Omar our cook, keeper ried on a lively conversationwith
The
We-Two
Club
of
First
ReAt Bethel Christian Reformed Zeeland.
Friends and relatives are invited water and electricity, and warm felt far more concerned over na- of the grounds and building, driv- the women coming for the water
Mrs. Marie Saunders, a Zeeland
formed
Church
met
Monday
eveChurch,
the Rev. Gilbert Haan,
to call at the De Boer home from baths when one wants them. He tional policiesthan on the Michigan e*- and guide, brings all of us to which they carry in five gallon
High history teacher during the
ning
in
the
church
parlors.
Rev.
pastor,
the
morning
worship
topic
spoke highly of the good Italian level. Geerlings cited more cases
2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. Friday.
the place about eight miles north tins or stone jars on their heads. Patterson of the True Light Bap- was, "God in Three Persons."The school days of the class of '28 and
food. The main meal of the day indicatingstate policies were reAnd this mistress gave the chilo! Jerusalem.
tisi Church of Grand Rapids was sacrament of baptism was admin- a present teacher at Zeeland High
might include appetiezrs,salad, sponsiblefor Michigan cases than
dren a tongue lashing for getting
El-Jib
is a small village where
the speaker.
istered at the morning service. In School was a special guest at the
spaghetti with tomato sauce, meat federal policies. Geerlingsalso anIn the way of people.By now we
two
summers
of
intensive
“digs"
The
semi-annual
meeting
of
the
the evening, his sermon topic was, anniversarydinner.Mrs. Saunders
0 fish, potatoes, vegetable, an egg swered the senatorial districting
are used to boys following us and
gave an interesting report on her
dish, cheese, pastry and fresh comment. He said if Mr. Rich- took place, 1956-57. The natives asking for the inevitable"back- Light Bearer’s Class of First Re- "The Second Coming of. Christ."
recent European trip.
were
very
happy
to
see
us
and
formed
Church
was
held
on
TuesTryouts
for
the
senior
play
were
fruit.
man’s plan were adopted, the ensheesh."
Gerrit Koop, the .etiring presiday evening in Fellowship Hall. held at Zeeland High School last
Chandler particularly appreciat- tire state would be governed by especially to see Prof. Winnettwho
1 would like to relate a tour of
dent. was in charge of the meethad
been
one
of
the
digging
perAt
the
special
congregational
Wednesday.
The
play
"Off
the
ed the fellowship and comaraderie four counties in the Detroit area.
a different nature, namely through
sonnel. After the usual greetings
meeting of First ReformedChurch Tracks" is a three act comedy with ing New officers electeo were An01 the male students.Ordinarily,
During the question period,the
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
we
went
to see the results. It was
held last Monday evening, it was Mrs. Mark De Jonge as the direc- drew Lokers president and Mrs.
Italian youths do not start court- question was asked why production
Prof. Winnet had arranged to have
Frank Bouma. secretary-treasurer.
ing until they are about 25. Per- '.s going up. yet unemployment re- something immense.At the top of a friend of the school, Father voted to assume an obligation of tor
Joseph A. 'Conner, Director of
the
mound
we
stood
on
the
edge
some
$26,000
for
the
purchase
of
Mary
Berghorst
was
chosen
mission must first be obtained mains. Richman felt the whole new
James, a Latin priest from Washthe Seventh U. S. Civil Service
from the parents before a young field of automation needs to be ex- ol a huge round basin 30 feet in ington. D.C., to be our guide. a piece of property in the Detroit Home Coming Queen of 1958-59 £
diameter which had been cut out
area for Church Extensionpur- Zeeland High School. Her court Region, announcedtoday that his
lady may be taken out, and then plored.As for all these ever-imFather James is on duty at the
ot rock, possibly700 B. C. Steps
poses.
consists of Sharon Yntema, Joyce office is acceptingapplications for
only in groups of five or six cou- proving serviceson health, safety
Holy Sepulchre and Ls one of the
were
cut
into
the
rock
along
the
The
Ladies
Aid
society
of
First
Borr. Mary Jo Van Dorple and the positions of substituteclerk
ples.
and education,he said there was
Latin priests who conduct daily
and carrierfor duty in the Zeewall. These spiraled down along
Jackie
Wyngarden.
Reformed
Church
will
meet
ThursHe described some of the poli- no doubt but that the money had
services there.
land Post Office. Applicantsmust
the
wall until they reached a pool
day
afternoon
at
2; 30 in the church
Mr.
Hartgerink
was
the
speaker
tical, religious and economic issues to come from, the people.Yet he
The Church Ls in a very bad
under the rock 82 feet from the
at the Bible Club meeting of Zee- reside within the deliveryarea o!
parlors.
facing Italy today, its transition felt that there is no greater value
state of disrepair. The facade is
the post office or be a bona fide
top.
The
Golden
Chain
Roller Skating land High.
from a Fascist program to demo- to Michigan than the lives of its
supportedby scaffolds and the
patron of that office. Starting salWell,
all
of
us
made
our
way
Twenty
new
members
have
Party
was
held
Monday
in
the
Kills Rats and Mire-Fast
cratic procedures,the Communist citizens.
down those steps until we could center dome and walls under the Zeeland Coliseum. The Kalamazoo joined the Y-Teens in Zeeland ary rate is $2 an hour, with opthreat (Communist party second
Geerlings said Michigan had built
dome have iron and wood scafVACUUM PACKID FRESH BAIT
peer under the rock to see the
and Muskegon Unions were ^ilso High this year. They will meet portunityfor advancement. Applilargest), and the economic front in a training school for mental
folding. We could see loose stones
I
I
pool. This huge basin has been
invited.
once a month. The officers as chos- cants must have reached their 18th
which Italians work 8 or 10 hours health similarin part to the Menin the dome. The care and manfilled in over the years. The deen
last year are: Myra Vanden birthdayon or before closing date
At
the
morning
worship
service
a day, six days a week, for wages ninger program, but after everyagement of the Church involve
bris was taken out and in this dein Faith Reformed Church the Rev. Berg, president;and Mary Elzin- for receipt of application. There is
approximatelyone-ninth paid in the thing was in order there were no
four groups: the Latin Church,
no maximum age limit. A written
bris they found many jar handles.
Edward Tania, pastor, four lay- ga. vice president.
United States.
trainees. As for a $5-million reducthe Greek Church, the Armenians
Some
of them had the name Gibmen took part: Laymen Elson Last Monday a movie was shown test is required to determine elChandler spoke highly of the ele- tion for the state police, Geerlings
and the Copts. These are bitter
igibility. Applications must be filed
ment of friendship Italy feels for said no men had been laid off eon inscribed which pfoved rather toward each other, and nothing can Stegeman, Bruct De Pree. Henry io the rural students in Zeeland
clearly that this was the place of
Meyer
and Max DePree. The topic High school. It was about the with the Director.Seventh U. S.
the
United
States.
He
said
many
I
and he has some questions on the
be done unless all agree which
ancientGibeon.
was, "ChristIs Able." In the eve- school bus laws. The steps were: Civil Service Region, Main Post
Italians feel that the United States necessityof maintaining such a
seems to be impossible. As a re| Rodents can’t resiat new
An
argument
had been going on
ning the pastor's sermon was. 1. Never throw things out of the Office Bldg., Chicago 7, HI., and
will govern their destiny.
large force. As for college and unisult, efforts to repair the Church
a Diphacin. It'a vacuumover the years between American
"Walls and Serpents."
windows. 2. Do not fight on the will be accepted until further n»Mrs. Clarence .J Becker, club versity allocations, he said invesdc not meet with much success.
| packed ireeh! Containa poscholars and German scholars
There
will be a film at the bus. 3. Do not talk to the driver ticc. Further informationand appresident,presided.Mrs. Willard tigations revealed that allocations
I tent new chemical for sure
I was surprisedto learn that the Third ChristianReformed Church while he is driving. 4. Always keep plication forms may be obtained
about the site of ancient Gibeon.
I results. Safe to use— easy
C. Wichers read a resolution to re- are adequate, even though there
Prof. J. B. Pritchard, who was the key to the Church is kept by one in Zeeland,Thursday, at 7:30 p.m. the aisles clean. 5. Always fill up at the Zeeland Post Office.
I too. Buy at drug, hardware,
tain the Porcupine Mountains in isn’t a universityor an agency
directorof the dig, tells about Moslem family and the right to Pictures will be shown by Dr. G. the back seats first. Be careful
I groceryand farm stores.
the upper peninsulain its natural which couldn’tuse more money.
meeting with German archaeolo- open the Church belongsto anoth- Kemme of his trip around the when getting off the
j Wanda
Driy Has Party
setting, rather than allowing minHe said the state pays $1,000 gists at Munich shortly after -leav- •i Moslem family. The two famIN SELF-FEEDER CANS
world
and
to the mission fields.
All
the
underclassmen
at
Zeeland
Qn
Her
7th Birthdav
I
ing operations there. Announce- per university studentwhereas the
ilies set the time and price for Special music will 'be presentedby High school had their pictures
Justtay"DIE-FASIN
ner /In Dinnaay»
ment was made of the Ann Land- student pays $250 tuition,and out- ing here in 1957. The Germans had
insisted that El-Jib was not the opening which is 25 cents each Mrs. Gladys Karsten and Ron en Tuesday for the 1959 annual.
Wanda Driy was honored at a
ers meeting Nov. 11 in Civic Cen- side studentspay $450. He said a
site. Prof. Pritchard produced the time.
Holland Coop
Beyer.
Some interesting facts about the party Saturday afternoon at her
ter which will be open to the space utilization study is now unevidence of the jar handles. In the
• 11-90 Cast 7th St.
The Rev. Herbert Vander Lugt, Zeeland Public Library are that home. 302 West 22nd St., in honor
I shall mention in rapid succespublic.
der way at both U of
and
face of this the Germans in good sion the places that are supposed minister at First Baptist Church the library has a total of 8,000 of her seventh birthday anniverMSU.
Some
classrooms
were
beBruco Alan Feed Elevator
humor said, 'The battle is over to mark special things that hap- had for bis morning topic, "God books on its shelves with an av- sary. The party was given by her
ing used only a third of the time.
Wrong License Used
M-40
and the Americans have won a pened to our Savior Jesus Christ. If Truth and Love.” In the eve- erage circulation of 300 books a mother, Mrs. Robert Driy. who
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
decisive victory.”
First we saw the stone where they ning his sermon was "God’s Pat- week. During the month of Sep- was assisted by Mrs. Donald Van
Vogelsang Hardware
James Choate, 26, Muskegon, was 15 Apply for Absent
After leaving this large basin we anointed His body. About 15 feet tern for ChristianPower.”
tember 350 mare books were put Den Beldt.
94 East 9th St.
arraigned before Justice Eva Voter Ballots in Zeeland
went to the foot of the mound to away is the place where the Holy
At the Free Methodist Church, in circulation than the same month Winning prizes for games werfe
439 WashingtonSquare
Workman Monday night for purenter- a small door which led to a Women stood to watch. In the cen- the Rev. H. J. Green, pastor, last year. Assistingthe librarian,
Betty Vander Jagt, Patty Morse.
chasing and using a resident huntZEELAND (Special) - Mrs. Ada cisternat the bottom of the hill. ter of the Church directly under Ccmmunion Service was observed Miss Whitnell, this year are Ruth Claudia Boss. Susan Boes and
Doesburg Drug Store
ing license which cost him $3. This Staal, Zeeland city clerk, said From the cistern upward a flight the dome is the Sepulchre.First, and Rev. H. D. V. Fleck of Cedar Dalman, Marcia Dalman, Gloria
32 East 9th St.
Betty Renfro.
morning upon presenting a non- today she has received 15 applica- oi stairs had been tunneled in the one enters a little vestibule where' Springs. District SuperintendentVan Dam, Betty Snow and Ellen
Decorationson the birthdaycake
Dykttra Drug Store
resident fishing license which cost tions for absent voters ballots,for rock which went to an opening there is a smal' glass case with was present.
Surink. For the benefit of towns- were in blue and yellow.
149 North River
him $20. he paid $10 fine and $7.30 the Nov. 4 election.
within the ancient city wall. In a part of the stone which was in
Rev. Anthony Rozendaal, pastor people the library is open from 6
The followingattended:Linda
costs. His resident license was
The deadline for applying for time of peace, the people would front of the tomb. We go through of First Christian Reformed to 8ip.m. on Tuesdays and Fri- Ploeg, Susan Boes, Joyce Sprick,
Hansen's Drug Store
surrendered to Conservation Offi- these ballots is at 2 p.m. Satur-* get their water through the open- the vestibule into the tomb itself Church had for his morning wor- days with Mrs.
in Judy Sprick. Betty Renfro, Kathy
20 West 9th St
cer Frank Banks who made the ar- day, Nov. 1. They must be re- ing outside the city wall. In time where there is room for about ship sermon, "Visible .‘v?ns and qharge.
Parks. Betty Vander Jagt, Susan
rest. Choate had not been a resi- turned to the Zeeland City Hall of war, this opening would be
four people to stand. Tere a shelf Seals."In the evening his sermon Members of the Zeeland High i Zych. Claudia Boss, Patty Morse,
Skip's Pharmacy
dent of the state for six months before 8 p.m. on election day, blocked and covered up, and they in the rock is overlaidwith mar- was "Seeking a Fathers Blessing."
700 Michigan
school class of 1928 observed the Sally Smith and the honored
previously^
Tuesday, Nov. 4.
would go down the secret tunnel ble and a bronze plate. All through A hymn sing was held on Sun- thirtiethanniversaryof their grad- 1 guest.

an auto. The alleged offense oc- program at a regular meeting of erary Club Tuesday afternoon. The
curred Oct. 16 involving a vehicle the Woman’s Literary Club Tues- event was a pre-club meeting,
belonging to Kepneth Laarman.
day afternoon.
sponsored by the Public Affairs
Rowan, who previously had decommittee of which Mrs. A. C.
Both
expressed
warm
gratitude
manded examination, was bound
Yost is chairman. It was broadto
the
club
for
its
share
in
sponover to Circuit Court to appear
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DeGraaf-Nagelkerk Vows Spoken

Local Polio

Sunday School

Group Given

Lesson

Added Funds

Sunday. October 26
Temptation ia the Wilderness
Matthew 4:1-11

The Ottawa County Chapter

By C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrighted outlines
produced by the Division of Christian Education. National Council
of the Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. and used by permission.)
In life one temptationis followed
by another. Jesus was tempted not
The Homo »f tb«
only in the wildernessbut he was
HullandCity New*
P u b 1 • h e d every tempted after that in other places
"Thu rid *y by the and in various ways. In this lesson
(Sentinel Printing Co.
Office M • 56 West Jesus tells us how to overcome
Eighth Street, Holland. temptation—the inducement to go
Michigan.
Entered as lecond claw matter beyond the bounds set.
at the post office at Holland. I. We are all tempted. From
Mich, under tha Act of Congress.
early childhood untik the end of
March 3, 1879.
life we are tempted. The temptaW. A. BUTLER
tion of Jesus came after his bapEditor and Publisher
tism. At his baptism Jesus • reTelephone — News Items EX 2-2314 ceived the Holy Spirit and it was
Advertising-Subscription^ EX 2-2311
the Holy Spirit who led him into
''’he publisher shall not be liable the wilderness to be tempted of the
toe «... error or errors in printing
any advertising unless a proof of devil. The temptationsJesus faced
such advertisementshall have been in the wildernesswere in connecobtained by advertiser and returned
by him In time for correction* with tion with his ministry.God spoke
uch errors or correction*noted to Jesus at his baptism, the devil
plainly thereon; and In such case If
any error so noted I* not corrected spoke to him in his temptations.
publishers liabilityshall not exceed . Good people and bad people are
such a proportionof the entire tempted. It is not a sin to be
coat of such advertisementas the
space occupied by the error bears tempted— unless we sought it— but
to the whole space occupied by to yield is sin. Adam was tempted
such advertisement.
in a garden. Jesus in the wilderTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ness. Today people are tempted in
One year, $3.00; six months.
$2.00; three months, J1.00; single the slums and in the swanky
copy, 10c. Subscriptions payable In neighborhoods. Success, ability,
advance and will be promptly prosperity,promotions often indiscontinued If not renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor crease the number and the power
by reporting promptly any Irregu- of temptations. Sometimes temptalarity in delivery. Write or Phone
tions come from within our own
EX 2-2311.
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ot

the National Foundation, formerly

The National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, has used up all
available local March of Dimes
funds and has turned to the or
ganization’s nationalheadquarters
foi help to supply patientaid for

Ottawa County polio sufferers.
This was revealed today by Earl

1

Rhodes, chapter chairman,upon
receipt of a check for $4,000 from

nationalheadquartersin New
York.

'

"The

National Foundation’snew-

ly announced health program goes
far

beyond polio,”said Mr. Rhodes.
have become an organ-

"We now

ized voluntary force in the fieldsof

CHIX ROYALTY

—

and freshman Jackie Wyngarden, aaughter

Miss Mary Berghorst
Zeeland High senior, will reign Friday night as queen of the Zeeland Homecoming. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Berghorst. Members of the court
(left to right) are: senior Sharon Yntemo,
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Yntema;
junior Joyce Borr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Borr; sophomore May Jo Van Dorple,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jay Van Dorple

of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyngarden. The queen

(center),

crowned at halftime of the ZeelandSparta football game by team captain Jim
Van Dam. Escortsof the queen and court are
Bob Hendricks, Bob Komejan, Jack De Witt,
Larry Zalman and Bill Hansen. The Zeeland
band, directed by Lee Brower, will present a
show entitled "Stepping Around," built
around American folk songs.

will be

medical scientifitresearch,patient
care and professional education,
with sufficient flexibilityto meet
new health problems as they arise.
To polio we have added the No. 1
crippler,arthritis,birth defects,
virus diseases and disorders of the
central nervoussystem. As soon as
feasible, we will provide patient
aid for childrenthrough the age
of 18 suffering from arthritis and

Mr. ond Mrs. Pout Leroy De Groof
(Prince photo)

specific birth defects.

"We

will still, however, continue

to fulfill

our obligations to all polio

Central Avenue ChristianRe- length gowns of embroidered
formed Church was the scene on

taf-

feta with matching mitts and cum-

merbunds,the maid of honor in
Oct. 10 of the marriage of Miss yellow and the bridesmaid in
on the new patient care programs
Shirley Ann Nagelkerk, daughter aqua. Their matching velvet
until after the 1959 March of
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nagel- crowns held short veils and they
Dimes.” he said. "The funds just
kerk, 379 North Franklin St.. Zee- carried nosegays of yellow, white
received will be used to assist
land, and Paul Leroy De Graaf. and aqua featheredcarnations. The
local polio patientswith hospital,
flower girl wore a white dress
evil hearts, another may make evil
Admitted to Holland Hospital
medical and appliance bilb. Al- son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin De
ard headpiece styled like the
Graaf,
130
East
17th
St.
suggestions,
sometimes
the Tuesday were Louis Bell, route 4:
though there have been only three
ADJUSTING OUTGO TO INCOME
Vows
were exchanged at 8 p.m. bride's. She carried a basket of
temptation
comes
from
the
crowd
Mrs. Selberto Valderas, 178 West
new’ cases in our area this year,
A former U. S. budget director,
yellow mums.
or the culture in which people Eighth St.; Mrs. Mary Schipper,
this money is vitally needed for with the Rev. John L. Van(Harn,
More than 7.000 teachers of RePercival F. Brundage.told the
Followingthe ceremonya recepmove. The devil is the source of 4284 Central Ave.; Dr. John R. gions 9 and 13 of the Michigan ' a member of a discussiongroup the care and rehabilitation of ’old’ brother-in-law of the groom, readAmerican Instituteof Certified temptations.
tion was held for 100 guests in the
Mulder. 80 West 16th St.; Leonard Education Associationwill gather , dea||ng w)lh -Adolescents: Their cases. Some of the patients we ing the double ring ceremony.
Two bouquets of white gladioli, church basement Assisting were
Public Accountants,in a speech in
II. The devil uses variouskinds R Kootstra, 126 West Ninth St.:
in Civic Audtorium in Grand Rap- Moral and SpiritualValues and are now assisting were paralyzed
yellow mums, ferns and cande- Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Jong, masDetroit, that a one-package appro- of strategy to mislead people. John Haan, route 5; Mrs. Donald ids next Monday and Tuesday for Mental Health.”Wendell A. Miles, by polio as far back as 1946."
ter and mistress of ceremonies;
Some people do not believe in the J. Van Eden. 389 Fifth Ave.: Mrs. the annual teachers meetings.
Ottawa County’s situation illus- labra adorned the church.
priation measure should be
member of Holland Board of EdWedding attendants were the Mr. and Mrs. Dick Perkias who
devil but Jesus did. The devil’s Evelyn King, 310 West 16th St.:
Several Holland teachers will ucation. will be on a panel deal- trates the national polio problem
matched against a one-packagetax
bride’s sister. Miss Betty Nagel- were gift room attendants;Misses
business thrives much in this day Mrs. Gerald Appledorn. 99 West contribute to the program and
ing with "Tenure on the March.” today, according to Rhodes. New
bill when congress makes its plans
kerk as maid of honor; anothersis- Karen and Shirley De Graaf who
bombing and racial conflicts 20th St.; Bert Kimber. 109 West among those from here appearing
cases
continue
to
drop
since
the
The progams for these first genand prejudices which seems to in- 19th St.; Mrs. Milton Johnston.104 as platform guests will be William i era] sessj0ns will be opened with advent of. the Salk vaccine,devel- ter, Carol Nagelkerk, bridesmaid; assisted at the punch bowl and
for any fiscal year.
Ann Scheerhorn,flower girl; Mich- Miss Marcia De Jong who was in
Putting outgc and income in a dicate that he is much alive.
Hornbaker, president of the Hol- invocationgiven by the Rev. oped through the March of Dimes
East 22nd St.
ael Keen, ringbearer; Gordon charge of the bridal register.
The three temptations which
single bracket would prevent the
Discharged Tuesday were Mrs. land
District; Miss Vida Maurice Marcus, pastor of Central funds. But the cost of providing
Scheerhorn.
best man; Ronald Waitresses were the Misses Joan
deficit spending that makes an al- came to Jesus were the tempta- Willis Lambertsand baby, 8 West Harper, treasurer, Region 9 of the
Reformed Church of Grand Rap- care and rehabilitation for "old"
Buter and David Plasman, ush- Van Hoven, Mary Raterink, Shamost annual increasein the coun- tion to enjoy, to do and to get 17th St.: Frank Lepo, 141 Howard Michigan Education Association,
cases
remains
high.
In
1957
some
ids. Special music will be providers, and Richard Nagelkerk,broth- ron Otte, Julie Nagelkerk.Mary
try’s mountainousnational debt and these three include all the Ave.; Mrs. Peter Middlehoek, and Harold Tregloan,legislation
ed by the Muskegon High School 90 per cent of all March of Dimes
er of the bride, who lit the candles. Waldyke and Glenda Gruppcn.
various temptations of life. They route 2; Mrs. Edward Van Ooster- chairman of Region 9 MEA
necessary.
patient
aid
went
to
persons
strickBand directed by William Stewart.
For the occaA>n the bride's
Wedding music was played by
came
to
Jesus
after
he
had
fasted
Remember that this fiscal plan
hout, 126 River Hills Dr.: Mrs.
Gene Scholten, psychologistof Mayor Stanley Davis of Grand en with polio in previous years.
Mrs. Carl Edewaards, organist, mother chose a royal blue emis not advocated by an economic forty days. The devil first tempted Gerald Appledorn. 99 West 20th the Holland Public Schools, will be
Rhodes
added
that
the
National
Rapids will give the welcome to
who also accompanied Herman bossed crepe dress with black accrackpot.The man who advances him to make bread from stones. St.
the teachersand Dr. E. Dale Ken- Foundationwould not abate its
Kolk when he sang "Because" and cessoriesand the mother of the
it was once a U. S. budget direc- Satan appealed to a normal appepolio
vaccination
campaign.
"DeHospital births list a daughter.
nedy, executive secretaryof Michgroom wore a navy blue crepe
"The Lord’s Prayer."
tor; he has had plenty of oppor- tite. Jesus refusedto use his mir- Jodi Lynne, born today to Mr. and
igan EducationAssociation,will spite the decline in polio incidence,
dress with black accessories. Both
The
bride,
given
in
marriage
by
tunity to learn at firsthandwhat aculous powers in order to mini- Mrs. Allen Guilford. 349 Lakewood
millions of Americans have had no
talk on "Action Is the Word."
had corsages of white sweetheart
hei
father,
selected
a
floor
length
the present loose financial system ster to a personalneed. The Lord Blvd.: a son. Alan Dean, born toOther speakers will include Mrs. vaccine protection and more milroses.
gown
of
miramist
taffeta
featuring
is doing to the American economy. told Satan that "man shall not day to Mr. and Mrs. Duane EmCharlotte Richards, president of lions have not yet finishedtheir
A two piece olive green dress,
a
modified
scooped
neck,
outlined
In one paragraph of his speech live by bread alone but by every mons. 109 168th Ave.: a son.
Thirty room mothers attended a , MEA on the topic "Fifty Thousand full series of Salk shots. As long
white featherhat with green trim
in
Venice
lace
delicately
embroidBrundage spoke words of economic word that proceedeth out of the Steven Jon. born today to Mr and tea at Longfellow School Tuesday j pi^” and Dr. Benjamin Fine, as this conditioncontinues, the
ered in sequins and pearls.The and the white orchid from her
wisdom that, if followed, might mouth of God” quoting Deuteron- Mrs. Vernon Machiele, 104 Glendean of Yeshiva University, New danger of polio epidemics is not
bouffantskirt had a pleated bustle bridal bouquet was worn by the
eventuallycarry the nation back omy 8:3. This was the temptation dale Ave.; a daughter. Amy Lee,
Mrs. William Arendshorst. vice York City, who will give the prin- ruled out. We urge all persons to
and ended in a chapel train. Her bride as the couple left on a honfrom the brink of national bank- to enjoy.
sec
their
doctors
or
the
local
health
born today to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- presidentof the P-T Club conduct- apal address, "Crisis in American
eymoon to Florida. They will make
ruptcy. The words will of course
Satan tries more than once to liam Funckes, route 1, Hamilton. ed a short businessmeeting. Plans
department about starting their elbow length scalloped veil fell
Education."
from a matching taffeta and lace their home at 764 West 18th St.
win. The Lord was told to do
not be heeded in Washington;
vaccination
series
without
delay"
Zeeland Hospital
for the school year were discussed.
Secondary teachers will meet
crown also embroidered in sequins The bride, a graduate of Holland
would not be good politics to do something recklessand reveal his Births at Zeeland Community The teachers joined the group at Tuesday morning in the second
and pearls. She carrieda cascade Christian High School, is employed
so. But for what they are worth trust in God— the devil suggested Hospital the past week include a 3:30 for the tea and a social hour.
general session and an arrangeof white snow drift mums centered at Otte’s Beauty Shop and the
that
he
jump
down
from
the
temhere they are;
daughter,Cynthia Jo. born Oct. 14
Mrs. Bernard Becker and her ment similar to that of Monday
with a white orchid and ivy groom, also a graduate of Holland
“1 have come to believe that so ple. This was an invitation to pre- to Mr. and Mrs. Jerold Kuyers of committee. Mrs. Ray Kemme and
will be followed.
Christian High, is employed at
streamers
long as we continue high tax col sume upon God .The devil knows West Olive: a son, Daniel James, Mrs. Ronald Kobes, were in charge
Special music will be by the
The
bridal
attendants
wore
waltz
1 Modern Products.
lections we are going to have high how to quote scripture for he cited born Oct. 14 to Mr. and Mrs. Peter of the tea. Mrs. Walter Seidelman
Ionia High School Band led by
the words, “If thou be the Son of De Kock, 164 East Central Ave., 1 an(j \irs. Marinus Harthorn poured
government spending."
Charles White. Dr. Lynn M. BartReduced hunting resulted in a
Can there be anyone who doubts God, cast thyself down: for it is Zeeland; a son, Dennis J., born from a table decorated with fall i(.tt stato .superintendent of schools
sharp drop m the number of accithat statement? It is so basic
written, He shall give his angels Oct. 14 to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer flowers. The centerpiece was made from Lansing, will talk on "Citidental woundings throughout MichAmerican politics that it may well charge concerning thee; and in Hassevoort, route 1. Zeeland; a by Mrs. Oscar
! zens Look at Their Schools.”The
igan and Holland and Zeeland
be regarded as axiomatic. And that thy hands they shall bear thee up. son, William Hal. born Oct. 15 to
Room mothers for this year are; niain address will be given by Hospitalreported that no wounded
of course regardlessof which par- lest at any time thou dash thy Mr and Mrs. William Sumerix,
Mrs. Ernest Penna’s room. Mrs. ! Victor Reuther. administrative hunters were treated Tuesday.
ty occupies the seats of power in foot against a stone." The devil route 1, Allendale.
James De Vries and Mrs. Ben , assistant to LAW President. Wash- State police said only six huntWashington. On this point the Re- left off the words, "to keep thee
A duo-piano team's gift for blend- arrangement of Richard Rodgers’
A son, Larry Dale, born Oct. 17 Cuperus; Mrs. Rudolph Kuyten’sington. D C., on ‘ Automation and
ers were wounded on the second
publicansare merely the pot that in all thy ways.’’ Jesus said to to Mr. and Mrs. CorneliusSpoel- room, Mrs. John Vereeke and Mrs. 1 ii>s impact on the Schools."
ing the classicwith the modern, Slaughter on Tenth Avenue,"a
day of the season with 42 woundcalls the kettle black, and the Satan, "Thou shall not tempt the man, route 1, Hudsonville;a son, William Pelon; Miss Della Bowplus some noveltieson the side, medley from "My Fair Lady” and
ings and one death Monday, the
Democrats are merely the kettle Lord thy God." Not to trust and Philip Harold, born Oct. 18 to Mr. man’s room. Mrs. John Gebben
provided a well balanced and en- some novelties in which the artisLs
opening day.
that accuses the pot of being a false trust are both wrong. This and Mrs. Wesley Thompson of and Mrs. Rowland Aussicker;Mrs.
tertaining program for the first "doctored" up the strings in their
to
Ben McCoy. 32, of Benton Harblack.
was the temptation to do.
concert of the 1958-59 series of the two Steinways for unusual effects
Lament ; a son, Terry Lane, born Russell Woldring's room. Mrs.
bor, is reported in "fairly good"
If the government, whether DemThe third temptation was the Oct. 18 to Mr. and Mrs Wendell George Stachwick and Mrs. Wal- For
Holland Civic Music Association suggesting African witch doctors,
condition at Holland Hospitalwith
carouselsand hurdy-gurdies.
ocratic or Republican, were re- most brazen of all. The devil took Wyngarden. 242 East 14th St., tn Burke; Mrs. Isla Van Dyke's
Tuesday night in Civic Center.
an eye injury. There is a possiFor an encore, they repeated a
quired to pass a tax bill in one Jesus to a high mountain and Holland; a daughter,Lu Ann, born room, Mrs. Robert Borst and Mrs.
Appearing
were
Ferrante
and
Richard Vander Veen. Democrability he may lose the sight of the
package at the same time that it showed him all the kingdoms of Oct. 19 to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Richard Van Wyk; tirs Grace tic candidate for Congress, will
Teicher, the duo-pianists who first favorite on their last appearance,
eye. hospital authorities said.
passed a single over-all appropri- the earth and promisedthem to Voorhorst,route 3, Holland.
started playing together at the age variations on "When Johnny Comes
Dornan’s room, Mrs. William Mil-jbe h0R0red at a tca Friday. Oct.
Hunting pressure is expected to
ation bill, there might be some Jesus if he would worship him. The
of six as fellow prodigiesat the MarchingHome Again." For just
A son, James Curtis, born Oct. lard and Mrs. Seidelman; Mrs.
„
5 p.m at the home remain light until the weekend Juilliard School of Music. Ever the right final encore they played
hope that government spending devil lied for he did not have the 19 to Mr. and Mrs. John Breslin. Jane Lampen's room. Mrs. Alverne
would eventuallybe adjusted to kingdoms to give. Jesus again Washington St.. Zeeland; a daugh- Kapenga and Mrs. Avery Baker;10' ^rs- L. William Seidman, | when a majority of the state's since they made their Town Hall the beautiful and simple "Jesu, Joy
more than 500.000 hunters will rethe tax take. As of today, what quoted Scripture saying, "Get thee ter, Diane Marie, born Oct. 19 to 1 ^rs Egbert Boer's room. Mrs. Buttrick Rd . in -vda
debut in 1948. they have been of Man's Desiring."
new their quest of pheasants,rabDr. Morrette Rider of the Hope
with the haphaazrd and piecemeal hence Satan, for it is written, Thou Mr. and Mrs Clair Griffin, route James Lamb and Mrs. Charles R.
crisscrossing the country annually.
Mrs Philip Hart and Mrv James
ruffed
appropriationbills in response to shall worship the Lord thy God 2. Hudsonville; a son. Edward
It was their second appearance in College music department was
Hare
will
tie
honored
guests.
Mrs
Sligh Jr
woodchuck and other game anithe demands of pressure groups, and him only shall thou serve.
Holland, having visited this city elected president of the concert asWatkins of Grand
Daie, born Oct. 20 to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Wilma Brasher's room. Robert
mals.
there is little correlation between We must both worship and serve Egbert Velthouse, route 2, Zee- Mrs. Elton Eenigenburg and Mrs. Rapids is genera: chairman of the
during the first Civic Concert sea- sociation at a meeting of the board
In addition to Allen Crandell,
| in the Warm Friend Tavern after
income and outgo. When deficits the Lord. After the departure of land.
Kenneth Zuverink: Miss Margaret event. Both Mrs Watkins and Mrs. 42 Oakley, who was fatally wound- son three years ago.
develop, as they always do, we the devil angels came and miniTwin girls, Lorna Lee and Schurman’sroom. Mrs. William Seidman are Macatawa Park sum- ed Monday when his own shotgun Tuesday's program had some- the concert. He succeeds Arthur C.
the tax payers are called upon to stered to Jesus. This was the Laura Lynn, were born Oct. 20 to Wierda. Mrs. Kenneth Steggerda. mer residents
thing for everybody. Purists would Hills who was given a rising vote
misfired,one hunter has died of
fill the gap.
temptation to get.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Rycenga, Mrs. Ivan Wheaton and Mrs. John Mrs. Frances Johnson, Demo- a heart attack. Camille C. Van appreciate the first half with its of thanks for his fine work as
president for three years. Peter
The party politicians are rela- HI. Temptations can be over- route 1. Allendale.
Bugladi; Miss Betty Cook's room. cratic candidate for County Clerk Der Scheuren, 58, Grosse Pomte classical selections by Bach, ChoN. Prins succeeds Rider as vice
tively safe because of the very come. Jesus did it and we can also
Mrs. Donna Gier and Mrs. Stuart of Ottawa County is chairmanof Woods, collapsed while hunting pin, Ravel and Brahms. The
president. Reelectedwere Mrs.
size of the amounts involved. do it. The Lord used the Bible—
Brahms
variations
on
a
theme
of
Chief Attends Police Meet Padnos: Mrs. Eugene Prins' room, the tea for Ottawa County. She is with his 13-year-old son, Richard
Geographers tell us that the Great he knew it and quoted in every
Haydn— half hymn, half folk song Arthur C. Yost, secretary, and
assistedby Mrs. Preston Shaffer
Mrs.
Ralph
Barkman
and
Mrs.
Holland Police Chief Jacob Van
in Macomb Township.
Clarence Jalving,treasurer.
Rift Valley in Africa can’t be seen instancefrom Deuteronomy. Jesus
-was particularly well done.
oi Holland.Mrs. William Boonstra
Hoff left Tuesdaj afternoon by car Harthorn;Mrs. Letitia Mower's
Mrs. W. F. Young was elected to
as a crack in the globe because can help us in our temptations.
For the many studentsand child
Zeeland and Mrs Michael Riolo
room.
Mrs.
Howard
Van
Egmond
for Miami. Fla., to attend the InYouth
Bound
Over;
the board to fill the unexpired
of the enormity of its size. Our When tempted— use the Bible and
dren
in
the
crowd,
the
last
half
ternationalPolice Chief's Conven- and Mrs. Myron Van Oort; Mrs. o) Grand Haven.
mounting nationaldebt, reckoned call upon Jesus for help and
of the program proved more en- term of John Swieringa who has
Holland women who are ex- Partner Apprehended
tion. a week-long meeting which Robert Martin’s room. Mrs. Wiltertaining. There was an originalmoved to Illinois.
in terms of billions,can’t be seen strengthand victory will be yours.
pected
to
attend
the
affair
are
opens Monday. Oct. 27. He was liam De Wilde and Mrs. Richard
GRAND HAVEN 'Special)by the American people’snaked
Mrs
Jame.s Napier. Mrs. Ernest
Sharp.
accompanied by his wife.
eye because of its unimaginable Beechwood Groups Hold
Johnson. Mrs. James Darrow. Ronald Seaney. 17, Lakewood,
Mich., who was apprehendedby
bigness. But like the Great Rift
Accidents are the eading cause More than twice as many males Mrs. David Fetters Mrs. James
slate police while attempting to
Valley crack, it is there none the Joint Meet at Church
of death to persons 1-36 years of las females are killed each year in ; Fitch. Mrs. Ralph Richman. Mrs.
The Beechwood FriendshipMisbreak into Jim Rogers' radio shop
le$s. Too big to be seen, it is yet
Hill
to
the
National
accidents, accordingto the Nation- 1 Frances Johnson, Mrs. r red bherin Spring Lake township Oct. 17,
a threat that affects every man. sion Circle held its October meet- age. according
' al Safety
|rell and Mrs. C. E. Merillat.
"DistinguishedService
waived examination in Municipal
woman, and child in the nation. ing Tuesday evening in the lounge Safety Council.
Court Tuesday on a charge of atThe people in and out of office of Beechwood Reformed Church
Award” of the Michigan Congress
tempted breaking and entering and
could render a service if they with the Ladies Aid as guests.
of Parents and Teachers was
An informativetalk was given
was bound over to CircuitCourt
would start right now ____ yes
awarded to Chester Hill at the
by
Mrs.
Garrett
Vander
Borgh
and
right now .... lookingfor ways
arets in the car. The tigaret cases to appear this week. Unable to
Thomas Hills, 28 of Chicago,
meeting of the Van Raalte School
Mrs. J. A. Veldman of the Holfurnish
$200
bond,
he
was
comto reduce our tax dollor waste.
bore marks indicating they had
Parent Teachers Association Tuesland MissionaryUnion, on the pro- wanted in Holland for the Dec.
mitted to the county jail. Seaney
come
from
Van's.
posed self-supporting nationalde- 13. 1953 burglary of Van's Superday evening.
Ls
on
a
30-day
leave
from
Fort
Hills' brother, William 30, also
Catholic Women's Club
Mr. Hill has devoted himself to
partment of woman’s work of the market. may soon be returned here
a suspect in the burglary,escaped Dix. N.J.
Planning Annual Event
PTA
work over a period of years,
Reformed Churches.They also dis- from Chicago to stand trial if legal
His
companion.
George
Andrew
a police riet around his Saugatuck
but most recentlyhas shown outcussed the advantage of merging technicalitiescan be cleared.
Lichner, 17, also of Lakewood,
rooming
house
Dec.
14.
1953,
but
The Catholic Women’s Club of
Ottawa County Prosecutor
standing service in developing
missionary societies into one
he was captured the next day by north of Muskegon, was taken into
St. Francis de Sales Church held
recen*. playgroundimprovement.
Guild for Christian Servicein each James Bussard said Chicago aucustody
by
state
police
at
4
a.m.
heavily armed police as he slept
Hi general meeting on Monday church.
thorities notified him that Hills,
He also served as chairman for »
today and will be arraigned in
in
the
attic
of
a
home
at
807
evening. Mrs. Frank Schwarz,
Special music included solo num- who refused to waive extradition,
the successful"Fall Festival."
Municipal court later today for atSouth Short Dr.
chairman, conducted the meeting
This is the first time such an
bers by Mrs. Julius Karsten. ac- was being held for him.
tempted breaking and entering.
The
two
brothers,
both
charged
and spoke of the plans being made
award
has been given to a memBussard said necessary papers
companied by Mrs. John KamLichner
escaped
officers
in
the
with the Van's burglarywere never
foi the fourth annual carnival to
ber of the Van Raalte PTA. The
meraad. The Rev. Elton Van Pe: are being immediately forwarded
chase but Seaney wap found lying
brought
to
trial.
They,
along
with
be held at the Holland Armory on
presentationwas made by Earl
niz led in the Bible study period. to Chicago arid the /-Homey Gentwo others, broke out of the Ottawa in the grass.
Nov. 5.
President Mrs Marvin Vanden eral's office in Lansing has been
Waters, president.
County
jail
in
Grand
Haven
Feb.
The following women gave re- Boach conducted the business requested to obtain extradition paThe evening’s program highGIVEN
APPOINTMENT.
7. 1954, the day before they were Sons of Revolution Hear
ports on the progress of their
lighteda talk ny Dr. Robert De
meeting. Opening devotions were pers from the Governor’s office.
Robert
E.
Van
Ark,
son
of
to
appear
in
court.
booths: Mrs. Kenneth Hall, Mrs.
Boy's State Delegate
Haan who discussed the Holland
given by Mrs. Lawrence Prins,
Hills was arraigned Tuesday afMrs. Earl Van Oort of HolLouis Haight, Mrs. Earle Wright,
Thirteen days later FBI agents
Youth Development program. Parand the spiritual life topic and ternoon before U. S. CommissionRalph
Houston
delegate
to
Boys’
Mrs. Fred Pathuis, Mrs. Stephen closing were given by Mrs. Donald
t arrested the two Hills brothers in
land, has been appointed dients also visited the classrooms
er C. S. Bentley Pike and held as
Sanger, Mrs. Francis Nash. Mrs.
Philadelphia. Pa. They were State at East Lansing last sum
rector of Missouri Public Exto view the children’sdaily proPrins.
an escaped convict. He was armer.
was
guest
speaker
at
the
Sam Fabiano. Mrs. John Mrok Jr.
charged with driving a stolen
Refreshmentswere served by rested by the FBI Friday night
gram.
penditures Survey. Their ofand Mrs. Joseph Fabiano.
Grand Haven car across a state regular meeting of the Sons
Mrs. Harvey Johnson. Mrs. Rich- on the south side.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Poppema
fice is located at Jefferson
Mrs. Joseph Lang and Mrs. aio Bell, Mrs. Glenn Wiersma.
line to Ohio following their escape the Revolution held Monday evt
•wire chairmen of the social comOn June 1, 1958, Hills was ar-|
Earle Wright gave a brief sumfrom the jail and were sentenced ning at the home of Harrison City, Mo. Van Ark spent four mittee. Assisting were Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Meppelinkand Mrs. rested while in the processof burThomas Hills
years in the Army in Japan
mary of the meeting of the Dioceto terms in a federalprison. The Hutchins.
Mrs. Harold Bremer and Mrs.
Gerald Van Lente.
glarizinga Chicago medical cen- been obtained previouslybut due
The speaker,who was sponsored and Korea. He attended Hope
san Instituteof the NationalCounother two escapees were also capter. He was released, but his ac- to a mixup in other states they
Ralph Renfro.
College and was graduated
by the group, thanked the mem
cil of CatholicWomen which was
complice, Roman Tra, was were not served in time to hold tured by FBI agents in New York
More
100
Percenters
with
a
Fellowship
to
Wayne
bers
for
the
opportunity
of
being
held at Big Rapids.
City and Columbus, Ohio.
Sloths are known Rk their pecuTwo more local firms were list- wounded and held by police.
Hills on other occasions.
Universitywhere he completRefreshments were served by
Bussard had the' extradition pa- a delegate and told of his experliar way of hanging upside down I
The
FBI
learned
ht
was
wanted
Hills was first arrestedby Miched today as 100 percentersin the
ed
a
course
in
Public
Adminiences
while
at
East
Lansing.
the' St. Bernadette Study Group.
pers waiting for Thomas Hills when
when walking aboat the branches
Single SolicitationProgram which on a Michigan warrant for un- igan State Police near South Haven
Lunch was served by Mrs. istration. While at the Unihe was releasedfrom Leavenworth
of trees that form their homes deep
lawful
flight
to
avoid
prosecution.
versityhe was on the staff of
in the early morning hours of Prison in Kansas but he was set Hutchins. The November meeting
One person in 40 is injured each covers Community Chest. Red
in the dense forests of Centraland
He offeredno resistance when arCross
and
polio.
They
are
Scottthe
Citizens
Research
Council
year in a home accident, accordDec. 14. 1953. Police found two free even though the papers were will be held at the home of D.
rested.
authorities
said.
South
America.
I of Michigan.
ing to
roun- Lugers Lumber Co. and Swift and
Ruck
Similar extraditionpapers have loaded pistols and ten cases of cig- 1 on file.
Co.
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Zeeland
Two new members of the Zeeland Rotary Club were introduced
by president Bob Bennett at the
club's Tuesday luncheon meeting
at Bosch’s restaurant.The new
members are Jack Yerkey . and
Ken Louis. Three members of the
local club will travel to Spring
Lake Thursday to participatein
the charter night celebrationof
the newly formed Spring Lake
Rotary. Program chairman Robert
J. Den Herder introducedJ.
Leatherman of the Mobile Homes
Manufacturers Association who
gave an interestingtalk on the
historyand use of house trailers.
The Chick-Owa Sportsmen will

HALF-TIME PROGRAM -

While the football

team takes a break at half-time,the Holland
High band and drum majorettes provide entertainment. The peppy performers are known as
a top Class A band throughput the state. The

BUSY SALESGIRLS — These

AthleticSisters
are busy selling soft drinks to fans at a, Holland
High School football game. Members of the
organization,who are elected by their fellow
students, sell refreshments at every home foot-

serve a chicken supper at their
clubhouse at 6:30 p.m. on Oct. 30.
Movies will be shown after the
meal.
Many Zeeland people were seen
walking about with their heads
tilted back around noon Tuesday
as they watched the giant balloon
that drifted over Zeeland in a
southeasterlydirection. The balloon was sent up by General Mills
somewhere near Minneapolis,
Minn., according to the story. Its
purpose is to study cosmic rays.
Observers estimatel the balloon's
height to be between 50 and 70
thousand feet. The large polyethelen bag was spotted over Grand
Haven about mid-morning. It drifted slowly and was seen here about
1 p.m. It was seen over Kalamazoo in the late afternoon.
George M. Van Peursem, speak
er of the state house of representatives, was guest speaker at the
Tuesday evening meeting of the
Mission Aid Society of Faith Reformed church. Husbands of members were invited guests. Van
Peursem talked of some of the
duties and responsibilities of his
office. He also stated that one of
the responsibilitiesof good Christian citizenship is to be actve in
partisan politics.
Mrs. Don Kooiman, chairman of
the ChristianCitizenship Committee, was in charge of the program
for the evening. Devotions were
led by Mrs. John Kaat. The theme
of the devotionalperiod was "The
Christian as a Citizen.”A vocal
solo was presented by Normalee
Bolman.
Hostesses for the evening were
Mrs. Harvey Lockman, Mrs. John
Kaat, Mrs. Martin Komejan. Mrs.
Don Kooiman, Mrs. Jean Kossen
and Mrs. John Kossen. Mrs. Max

majorettes above are (left to right): Marilyn
Den Uyl, Karen Kolean and Kalynn Winstrom.
Other twirlers are Pat Brouwer, Mary Van
,lwaarden and Joyce Peters.
(Sentinel photo)

A Zeeland student

Study on

ball and basketball game to raise money for
the school's athletic department. Shown above
(left to right) are Betty Vanden Brink, Delores
Vande Water and Millie Enstam. Mary Ann Seif
is in the backgroundat left. (Sentinelphoto)

Guam

at the Univer-

The third annual meeting of the

sity of Michigan is presently on

held Friday at a dinner meeting

Guam,

av

a

group of scientists from the
Universityin connectionwith the
International Geophysical Year.
Wayne Millard.21, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alvie Millard.39 South
Centennial St.. Zeeland, and a
senior in electrical engineeringat
Michigan, is spending six to eight
weeks on the island.
The group is led by Dr. Harold
Allen of the AeronauticalEngineering Departmentwho will participate in the firing of eight rockets
into the earth's upper atmosphere
to determine its density, temperature, pressure,winds and humidity.

Also the group is seeking to find
(he time required for the sound
waves to travel a given distance,
the scientists can determine the
average temperature of a given
layer of atmosphere.
An array of microphones on the

f.

.

.

you »ure

are

my auto insurance
company doesn*t
have claim service
in this

town?

SUU Farm

policy hold

era en-

joy “Hometown Claim Service” wherever they drive. BeU
ter aee

your State Farm agent,

bated below.

Raalte'sRestaurant

in

Zeeland. Dinner was served to 51

members

move to Zeeland shortly thereafter. Installationservices at
Second Reformed will probably be
held during the week of Nov. 2.
Rev. Beckering is expected to
preach his first sermon here on
Nov. 9. Minor repairs and some re-

pfesent.

Ail *

decorationsof the parsonage are
now underway in preparation for
his arrival and occupancy.
Mrs. Milan Huyser has returned
to her home on East Main St after
visiting her sister in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Van Dyke.
East Main St., have returned from
Madison, Wis., where they visited
their daughter and son-in-law. the

HHS — These pretty, perky gals are the ones who
cheer Holland High School on through victoryor defeat. They
spend many hours of practiceperfectingcheers and working out
new routinesto capture the enthusiasm of the spectators. Shown

iw

at

hom« and

Ben Van Lente, Agent
Ph.

,

Chester L Baumann, Agent
135

I. 35th

St.

Atfthorizad

Ph.

EX 6-1294

HaprMMtativM

FARM
MUTUAL

(STATE

MUTOMOMiMSUfUNCt
COMPANY

ttomeOfflMiBM

(Sentinelphoto)
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and Mrs. Norris Count of St.
Peteraburg. Florida were unable

Arronge that special business appointment at The
Bier Kelder Air-conditioned
with only nationally advertised beverages. Open tor
your conveniencefrom noon
until midnight.

rout

HOSTS.

PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAAITI

WARN

FRIEND

TAVERN

ACROSS PROM POSTOfFICI
t

ZEELAND

CLOSED SUNDAYS

— ...

m-

_

Save Cooking Time
When possible, save time

to attend.

her brother and sister-in-law,Dr.

and Mrs. George H. Thomas
and

fuel by cooking vegetablesin the

Suffers Fractured Leg

When Kicked by Horse
iLavern Nyland.

(Sa/L fiaaliiLL

IX 4.1133

•n4

to right) are co-captainLinn Bouwman, Sara Jane Bonnette,
Mary Rottshaefer, Stevie Goodes, Callie Zuverink, Maryann Cook,
Deanna Phillips and CharlotteButler,cocaptain.
(left

Chicago with relatives.
tired members and one who left
,ing held by the Holland Christian
before retirement,making a total
anl M5S‘ 06 D,e ;'onge of : School board of trustees Tuesday
of 68 eligible members. Years of Linden. 'Vash- visited Mr and njght> The meeting was the reguservice representedis 2,019 or an cw.,!/ K°Ck 8nd °ther fnen^s | lar monthly session of the board.
Friday.
average of 29^ years per member.
Re-elected officers were John
Mrs. Agnes Wharton. Mrs. June
Mrs. Margaret Adamaitis atVeltkamp. president;Gerald Aptained 48 years of service, the rec- Pluister and daughter. Sharon, pledorn,treasurer.James Zwier,
took a color tour to Baldwin and
ord. Melville Stickels with 39 years
assistant treasurerand Gerald Van
Ludington.
was second.
Wyke, assistant secretary. New ofWayne Millard
George Heeringa,president of The Rev. and Mrs. Matt J. ficers elected were the Rev. Gcrrit
ground picks up the sound signals Hart and Cooley, was speaker of Duven moved to the North Blerv Vander Plaats.vice president and
set up by the explosion. Knowing the evening. He said that building don Reformed Church parsonage Paul Baker, secretary.
the solar-related constituentsin- machinery, tools and equipment Tuesday, where the Rev. Duven
Members of the educational comcluding for example, ionized parti- can be bought and replaced,but will serve is stated supply. Their mittee are Van Wyke, chairman;
cles and ozone and various solar noi manpower. He presented address is Hudsonville. Mich, Dr. Robert De Haan. Gary Jolradiations.
watches to William Haiker, Dick Route 3. in care ol North Bleadon dcrsma Rev Vandcr p|aals Velt.
The information obtained is Brandt, John Van Dyke, Emmett Reformed Church.
kamp and Supt. Bert P. Bos. FiMrs. G. J. Van Hoven attended
shared by all countries and scien- Van Duren, Ben Lemmen and Gernance committee members are
tists have called (he project "the ald Bishop for their 25 years of the opening 1958-1959 season lec- William De Mots, chairman; Apture recital of the Piano Forum,
greatestassault in nistory on the service.
pledom. Baker. Russel B o e v e,
secrets of the earth and its atmosNew officers of the 25 Year Club held at the Women's City Club in Henry Vander Zwaag and Zwier.
phere "
art Paul Wojahn, president;Phil Grand Rapids, by Felix Granz, The members of the building comRadio ham operators in the Enstam, vice president and Lee pianist on the faculty of the Chi- mittee are Donald Tranderhorst,
cago Musical College.The topic chairman; Ben Altena. John BouwHolland-Zeelandarea will remem- Smitters. secretary-treasurer.
was “The Etude in Piano Study." man and Russel Lamar. Serving
Movies on California and Europe
ber Millard's call lettersas W8LEL
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Claver and
were shown at the conclusionof
on the planning committee are Aland they will be able to contact
Mr. and Mrs Harmon Den Herder
the meeting.
tena. chairman; Branderhorstand
took a weekend color tour.
him on the 20 meter wave band
Bos It was announced that several
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
Van
Dorp
<14 29 MO in the morning between
non-board members will also be
Henry Blink, 75, Dies
of North Fairview Road celebraappointedto the planningcommit6 and 7 a m. which corresponds
HOPE CHEERLEADERS - The job of these Mich., Grace Fomess from Hillsdale.N.J.;
ter their 35th wedding anniverAt Zeeland Hospital
tee
seven girls is to create enthusiasm among the
with 9 and 10 p.m. on Guam. The
Standing, Ellen Frink of Mohawk, N.Y.; Mary
sary quietly at their home on
time on Guam is 15 hours ahead
ZEELAND (Special1— Henry Saturday, Oct. 11. For the occa- Serving on the construction com- fans at Hope College footballand basketball Jane Veunnk of Grant, Mich.: Diane Claussen
games. The squad shown above includes: Kneelof Ck)ster. N.J.; and Ethelanne Swets of Staten
of EST. John Jellema of Holland Blink. 75. died at the Zeeland sion, Mr. and Mrs. Van Dorp en- mittee are Harold Vander Bie,
ing (left to right), Judy Eastman from Lebanon,
Island. N Y.
has been in contact with Millard Hospital Sunday night. He had tertainedwith an anniversarydin- chairman; Altena, Earl Vander
Kolk, John Volkers and Bos. RepN.J.;
Joy
Philip, captain,from Wyandotte,
(Vande Vusse photo)
frequently.
been ill for some time.
ner at Van Raaltes on Friday eveSurviving are the wife. Eder- ning. The invited guests were: resentatives to the National Union
dena; one sister-in-law,Mrs. Etta Jacob Van Dorp, Jr., Mr. and of Christian Schools district meetMiss Thomas was born in Sauga- Congregational Church and the
Miss Sarah C. Thomas
Blink of Holland; one brother-in- Mrs. Richard Van Dorp and chil- ings are Zwier, Appledorn. and
tuck
in 1869 and has lived there Saugatuck Eastern Star.
Van Wyke. De Haan was named Of Saugatuck Dies
hw, William Douma of Holland.
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
mast
of her life She was a retired
Survivingare two brothers, Dr.
Before retiringMr. Blink was Kouw, all of Zeeland; Mr. and to the PTA executive committee
Miss Sarah C. Thomas, 89. form- school teacher,teaching in Chica- George H. Thomas of Holland and
and
De
Mots
to
the
Band
Parents
janitor in the Zeeland Public Mrs. Jacob Van Dorp of Grand
Associationcommittee. Vander erly of Saugatuck,and for the past go schools (or many years. She
Schools and the Second Reformed Rapids,
Joseph Thomas of Minneapolis,
and Mrs. Henry
Zwaag was named to the SusChurch.
Andringa and children and Mr.
member of the Saugatuck Minn, and two nephews.
two years making her home with was
taining MembershipGroup.

cmm iKrtc*

Aw.

I

Elects Officers

'WMWWt _

C«ll«f«

.

School Boord

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

177

A

it Ed Scheerhorn presidPresident
ed at the meeting. A moment of Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Keizer,
assistantpastor of the Presbytersilence was observed for the late
Jchn Morrison. Henry Boerigter ian church and to get acquainted
with their new grandson.
gave the invocation.
Mrs. William Bolemendal of
After dinner vice president Don
Jencks gave a report on member- Grand Haven was a recent visitor
Officers were electedand comwith Mr. and Mrs. George Meengs
ship. Including new members there
Mr. and Mrs. Glen De Pree and mittee assignments were made at
are 59 who are still actively emson, Paul, spent a few days in
ployed by the company; eight rethe annual organizationalmeet-

TWO PLACES TO
t*
firm

k

CHEER FOR

Mr

l|Kh
Iftm

Laurel Kolean, Jane Vereeke, Joann Brown, Ruth Zuverink,Janet
Wichers, Nancy Wheaton, President Mary Kulper, Betay Conner,
Sharon Weatherwax , Karen Gibson and Joan Disbrow. Not
pictured are Dotte Morrison and Linda Walvoord, treasurer.
(Sentinel photo)

will

Annual Meeting

Van

Karen Eckstrand, Vicki Ziel, Gretchen De Weerd, Vice President
Ivol Farabee, Nancy Nienhuis, Delores Vande Water, Secretary
Mary Ann Seif, Sharon Van Eerden; back row, Sharon Waterway,

his presentchurch on Oct. 26. and

Hart and Cooley 25 Year Club was.

in the South Pacific, with

entire group of Holland High School

shown here on the steps of the high school.
Those pictured (left to right I are : Front row, Nova White, Betty
Vanden Brink, Nance Pollock,Betsy Becker, Marlene Dykstra,
Veryl Rowan. Sharon Brower; second row, Ruth Vanden Brink,
Sue Tague, Nancy Rypma. Joan Ten Cate, Barbara Walvoord,
Judy De Zeeuw, Mickey Wyrick, Mrs. James Van Ixmte, advisor;
third row, Millie Enstam, Janice Harbin, Luanne Kiomparens,
Athletic Sisters is

De Pree and Mrs. George Van
Peursem poured.
Word has been received from
the Rev. Raymond E. Beckering
of Los Angeles Calif., who recently accepted a call to Second
Reformed Church, that he plans
to preach his farewellsermon at

Zeeland Student Participates 25YearClubHas
In Scientific

ATHLETIC SISTERS - The

13-year-old son

of

861 East Eighth St., died Satur-

day noon in Holland

Hospital

bottom of a double boiler while you
make the cream sauce for them where she had been a patient for
in the upper pan.
the past two months.

of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nyland of

798 Oakdale Ct., is in good condition at Holland Hospitalafter being kicked by a horse Saturday
afternoon.Hospitalauthorities said
that he received a compound fracture of the left leg.
Allegan County deputies said
Nyland was riding along a trail
south of Castle Park with a group
o' riders from the Western Saddle
Club when another horse in the
party reared up on its hind legs
and kicked the youth. The other
riders assisted Nyland to the bospiUl, accordingjo deputies.

_

_

______

YOU CANT BEAT
THE BIG DUTCH FLEET

HOLLAND
Motor Express,
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DIDN'T TAKE LONG
By 11:30 o.m. Monday, Percy X.
Bailey, of 302 South 120th Ave. (left) and his friend, Percy
Lewis, of Grand Rapids, were smiling over this foursome of fat
cock pheasants. The sky was filled with pheasants and lead
Monday at 10 a.m. as a large army of hunters moved in on an

A PERFECT DAY— Taking a noon break
bite of lunch Monday, this party of
hunters was more than happy to pose with
their dogs and bag of pheasants.So was
Allegan County Deputy Allen Wood, (far
right) working with conservation officers for
the day, who had just checked their bag and
IT'S

for

excellentpheasant crop and kept the birds shuttling district*
edly from cornfieldsto brushy swales. Lewis, a jet pilot for
the Michigan Air National Guard, said he had never seen so

many

pheasants.

Exchangites

HearDeHaan

(Sentinelphoto)

Mrs. Kruithof
Guest Speaker

a

Big

licenses. Left to right, the hunters are Robert

Rasmussen, 2241 Second Ave., Ed Bosma,
same address, Bill Hop, of Grand Rapid and
Jack Tuttle of Fennville. The men were
hunting south of Holland in Allegan County
and participated in some of the best shooting
in recent

years.

(Sentinelphoto)

an Ottawa punt a couple minutes Yards rushing .... 128
downed the ball on the Yards passing ...... 47
Indian one. Brouwer knifed off Total yardage ... 175
tackle to put Holland in the lead Passes attempted.. 8
and then hit the same spot for the Passes completed.. 3

2nd Half

later and

At Third Church Gives Indians
Members
the Women's Guild 5th Straight

139
416
9
5

—

Passes intercepted.. 0
1
Holland area hunters who opened the season
LET'S GO HUNTING
Perk, a beaglt
That ended Holland's scoring.
,. 3
1
With an abundant crop of
hound, belonging to Donald Key jumps to
of
Ottawa took the kickoff, and five Fumbles recovered . 3
1
pheasantsreported, many hunters had their
show
his master he is eager to get started
of Third Reformed Church held
2-26
plays later, after moving the ball Punts ........... 2-80
The Exchange Club, meeting
GRAND RAPIDS (Special' to the Dutch 37, quarterback Tex Penalties ............30
limits shortly after the 10 a.m. opening.
with the pheasant season. Key, who lives at
65
Monday noon in the Warm Friend their meeting in the Fellowship
(Sentinel photo)
Unleashing a strong second half Texer whipped a pass to J i m
2095 Randall Ave., was one of the many
Lineups
Tavern, heard two addresses,one Hall Monday evening. Mrs. Kenattack
which
netted
three
touchFitzgerald,
who
hauled
it
in
on
Holland
by Dr. Robert De Haan of Hope neth Kooiker president,conducted
Ends: Dorgelo,De Weerd. Prins,
College on gifted children and their the business meeting.Devotions downs, unbeaten Grand Rapids Ot- the 10 and raced home. Van Keuin
educationand the other by Ab were led by Mrs. Melvin Van Tat- tawa Hills rolled to a 35-13 decision len's kick made it 14-13 at half- Adams.
time.
Tackles: Nienhuis,Jarvis,
Martin of General Electric on enhove and Mrs. Harry Frissel.
over Holland High’s football team
From then on in it was all Ot- Prins. Smith. Wiggers. Kolean
evaluating this community with
"Teaching the silent billions to
here Friday night before 2,500 fans tawa and • Mason took over the
Guards: Byrne, Klaver, Ememphasis on citizens’ responsibili- read,” was discussedby Mrs. Basat South Field.
scoring chores. Giblin intercepted mons.
ty in such community affairs as tian Kruithof.Two-thirds of the
Little Carl Mason, a ST’, 150- a Holland pass, the lone Dutch
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Centers: Colts, Egger.
the Community Chest.
population of the world are illpound fullback, played havoc with offensiveplay in the first seven
Backs:
Buunrma,
Van
Dyke,
Three
personsappeared before MuMartin,who is chairman of the clothed, ill-housed, ill-fedand illithe Dutch the entire game, scor- minutes of the third quarter, to Teall, Brouwer, Williams, Woltbusinessand professional division tereate,” the speaker said. At least
nicipalJudge Jacob Ponstein in
ing four touchdowns, three in the set up the score. Five plays later man, Hill, Hale.
of the 1958 Community Chest cam- a billionpersons are illiterateand
Grand Haven Monday afternoon.
second half. The smallest man in Mason cracked over from the one.
Ottawa
paign, told how visitors coming in- are called the silent billions.
Woodrow A. Smith. 35, of 1014
the Ottawa backfield, Mason would
Holland failed to gain a yard
'starting lineup only)
to the city appraise it, particularThe speaker explainedthe methtake a handoff and plow over guard in the third quarter while the InClinton
St., Grand Haven, who
Ends: Giblin. Fitzgerald.
ly with regard to its school sys- od used by Dr. Frank Laubach in
with the authority of a 200-pounder.dians had 89. Ottawa dominated
Tackles:
O.
Schneider,
Stanley.
failed
to
report an accident after
tem, churches, facilitiesand the teaching millions to read. It is
Mason's exhibit plus the com- in the final period. After taking
Guards: Luurtsema,Schott.
general appearance of the city.
called “Each One-Teach One." She
his car knocked down the guard
plete domination of the game by a punt on its own three. Ottawa
Center: B. Schneider.
"But there is one thing that sur- showed by pictures, translated inrails on US-31 in Grand Haven
the Indians in the second half; startedup the field and aided by
Backs:
Texer,
Smith,
Arbnot,
mounts all things in this study and to words and sounds, the beginning
Township at 2:18 a.m. Sunday,
wiped out a nip-and-tuckfirst half a 40-yard pass from Texer to Rog Mason.
that is the character of the town step of literacy campaign. By this
that saw Holland leading at one Smith covered the 97 yards in 10
Officials: Brothers, Johnson,
pleaded guilty to recklessdriving
and community,” he said. "When method, Dr. Laubach, his workers
point, 13-6 and then trailingat plays. Mason went over from the Nameth, Needham.
and paid $75 fine and $5.50 costs.
one thinks of the character of a and experts have taught 60 milhalftime by a point, 14-13.
two.
The arrest was by the sheriff'sdetown, he has particular reference lion people to read, but there are
Holland started strong and lumMason's fourth touchdowncame
to what it does for its own people, still a billion persons who are ilpartment.
en in its best first quarter of the in the final two minutes. Holland
particularly for the unfortunates literate.
Freddie Crockett, 25, route 2,
season. But a fluke fumble by was stopped on the Ottawa 22. its
Grand Haven, charged with leavand afflicted.In the past Holland Helping people to learn to read
Scott Brouwer with the game only deepest penetrationof the second
to
ing the scene of a property damhas proved it has had its heart in their own language is one part
1:56 old gave the Indians a TD.
half and five plays later Mason
age accident,paid $100 fine and
in the right place, followingthe of the story, she said, while litBrouwer cracked off tackle and shot off guard for 56 yards and
The Rev. L e 1 a n d Hoyer, Lu$5.70 costs. Crockett was one of
mental attitude that the best way erature is the other part.
the ball squirted out of hand, bump- the score. The Holland drive had theran minister from Grand Rapto take care of those who need
three in a car that struck one
Books, pamphlets,and maga- ed two Indians on the shoulder started at the Dutch 29 and taken
ids, related some of his counselling
parked in front of 932 Washington
attention is to work as a unit, zines on child care, health,agribefore fallinginto the arms of 13 plays on the ground.
experiencesbefore the Kiwanis
give as a unit and function through culture, family life, stories with a
St., Grand Haven, at 2:32 a.m.
Mason who was off for 60 yards
Ottawa gained 277 yards rush- Club Monday night at the Warm
the agencies and supportingthem Christianmessage and the Bible
Sunday, which was owned by
and the score. He was escorted ing in the game. 200 in the second Friend Tavern.
as a uniL"
Wuendlen Severson.The car which
are provided by the committee on
down the field by teammate Tom half. The Indians made 139 yards
As a representative
of the Grand
struck the parked car was owned
Martin pointed to the experi- World Literacy of the National
Giblin. Mark Van Keulun’s first passing,93 of it in the first half. Rapids Ministerial Association, the
by George Whipple, 144th Ave.,
ence of last year when Holland peo- Council of Churches.
of five straightconversions gave The Dutch 'gained 47 yards in the Rev. Hoyer has spent the past ten
Grand Haven, who claimed he was
ple failed to reach the. Chest
Refreshments were served from the Indians a 7-0 lead.
second hhlf and ended with 128 years working in Kent County inriding in the back seat. Following
goal. He said this was largely be- an attractive tea table by Mrs.
But then Holland again started yards rushing and 47 passing.
stitutions such as the jail, county
further questioning,Crockett adcause of a misunderstanding on Edwin Koeppe and Miss Emma
to roll, using the single wing for
It was the fifth straight lass for infirmary,juvenile home and hosthe people who thought they were Reeverts. Serving on the social
mitted he was the driver.
the first time this season, and pick- Holland and the fifth straight vic- pitals.
doing pretty well but when the re- committee were Mrs. GarrettVanJohn W i e r e n g a, 21, route 2.
(Prince
photo)
ing up yardage on every play. tory for Ottawa. The Indians face
The speaker told of some of the
sults came in it was quite evident der Borgh, Mrs. Joseph Moran,
Spring Lake, charged with furnishMr.
and
Mrs.
Gorry
Joy
Dykstra
After two straight first downs and Grand Rapids Catholic for the problems confronting individuals
they had failed by quite a sum of Miss Clara Reeverts and Miss LilThe marriage of Miss Connie matching bows and sequins and ing beer to minors, two girls and
the ball on the Indian 35 as a re- Grand Rapids City League cham- in difficulty and emphasizedthe
money. He said it was largely lack lian Van Dyke. Door hostesses were
Mae
Nagelkirk, daughter of Mr. carried a colonial bouquet of tv/o boys, aged 14 and 15 years,
pionship
next
Friday
and
Holland
sult of rushing, quarterback Rog
importance of local citizens giving
of information and inadequatecov- Mrs. W. Van Howe, Mrs. Jacob
and
Mrs.
Abraham Nagelkirk,2715 bronze mums, pompons and paid $75 fine and $5.10 costs. The
Buurma struck end Ron Dorgelo entertains St. Joseph.
aid to those needing help.
allegedoffense occurred in Grand
erage on the part of volunteers Zuidema, Mrs. Gordon Groenewoud
Hague Ave., S.W., Grand Rapids, streamers.
End Jim De Weerd received a
on the three and he stepped in for
From his many years’ experiwho also thought they were doing and Miss Barbara Lampen.
In similarattire were the brides- Haven Oct. 7.
and
Garry
Jay
Dykstra,
son
of
the first touchdown. The conver- sprained ankle when he was ence with youthful offenders the
a good job but who did not cover
Next meeting will be on Nov. 19. sion snap was high and Bruce Van injured In the third quarter. HolMr. and Mrs. William Dykstra, 152 maids, Miss Harriet Visser of JenRev. Hoyer believesjuvenile dethe area.
ison and Miss Mary Bosma of Rev. Kent Accepts Post
Dyke failed in his pass attempt. lancl had the consolationof being linquency comes primarily from East Main St., Zeeland was solHe said it is another test of
Grand Rapids. Their bouquets inHolland picked up 67 yards rush- the first team to score twice the lack of responsibility on the emnized OcL 9 at 8 p.m. in BevAs Field Representative
the people themselves who might
erly Christian Reformed Church of cluded gold mums and pompons
ing in the first quarter to 16 for against Ottawa this season.
part of parents toward their chilallow a campaign to go by default
v/ith
streamers.
Grand Rapids.
The Rev. Roscoe Kent, pastor
Ottawa. Early in the second quarOn two of the five Ottawa con- dren.
because somebody failed to call on
Leon _ Dykstra attended his of the local Berean Church for the
Aisle candles,a candle tree and
ter the Dutch had. anotherscoring version attempts, the Indians exBarbara
Walvoord,
Holland
High
them. "It is the proper response
brother as best man and Norman
in
past six years, has accepted a posichance when Ottawa lost the ball ecuted the play with 12 men on the School senior, gave a brief history spiral candelabra augmented the
for people not visited to come into
Vruggink of Zeeland and Harold tion as International Field Reprebouquets
of
gladioli,
fuji
mums
on its 10. But Holland moved the field.
of
Community
Chest
since
its
orheadquartersvoluntarilyand *ay.
and palms which were used as Nagelkirk, the br’de’sbrother,of sentative of the Grace Gospel Felball to the seven in the four plays.
Statistics:
ganizationin 1887.
'Here is my part. I want to help.' ”
Grand Rapids served as ushers. lowshipwhich has its headquarters
decorations.
OH Ab Martin, chairman of the busiGuard Bob Klaver and end
Dr. De Haan spoke of the long
The
Rev. Frederick Van Houten Completing the bridal party were in Milwaukee.
14
First
downs
........
10
Larry
Prins
of
Holland
blocked
At a non-jury trial Thursday
ness and professionalmen’s divistudiesby educators of the real
performedthe double ring cere- Mi. and Mrs. Lorenzo Meengs of
Rev. Kent will travel throughout
afternoon in Hollana Municipal
sion of the Community Chest drive,
opportunityto bring out the best
mony following appropriate wed- Zeeland as master and mistress Europe, Africa,Canada and the
Court, StanleyJacobs, of 147 West
emphasized the importance to Holabilitiesand talents of children not
ding selections played by the or- of ceremonies.
United States, ministeringto mis15th St., was found guilty of
land in putting the drive over its
only from the angle of brain effort
Following the ceremony the sionaries, pastors, churches and
ganist, Miss Lois Berkompas. Hercharges of improper turning and
goal this year.
but also those things which appeal
man Karel, vocalist, provided the newlywedsgreeted 150 guests at a establishing new churches.
no signal. A third charge of imFred Veltman reported season
to children, things that would bring
reception in the church parlors.
special
music numbers.
His resignation as pastor of t|jp
proper passing was dismissed.On
tickets are selling rapidly for the
outstandingresults.
Serving punch were Miss Mary
A
gown
of
Chantilly
lace
and
local church is effective next Sunthe improper turn, Jacobs paid $5
World
Travel
Series
which
is
Dr. De Haan explainedthe ktudy
tulle over satin was selected by Jane Nagelkirk and Miss Sharon day and a farewellfor the pastor
and on the no signal, $15.
again being sponsored by the club.
currently under way in Holland
the bride who was given in mar- Rynbrandt and in charge of the and his family has been planned
Also on Thursday, a drunk drivto discover and developleadership,
riage by her father. The gown was gift room were Mr. and Mrs. for that evening. Mrs. Kent and
ing charge against Garland Reed,
with a particular view to the fuBusiness
Meeting
Held
fashioned with a fitted bodice, Jack Blackport and Miss Arva their daughters, Paula and Mi29. of 591 Hayes, was dismissed
ture when such leadershipwill be
Queen
Anne collar and long point Vander Markt.
chele. will make their home in
and Reed pleaded guilty to a
By Eagles Auxiliary
needed.
The newlyweds are making their
eo sleeves. The bouffantskirt with
Terre Haute, Ind., their native
charge of careless driving. He was
Plans for a Halloween Costume lace was accented with a ruffle home at 319 West Washington,Zee- home.
assessed fine and costs of $44.70.
Ticketed for Failure
party to be held by the Holland oi tulle and the veil fell from a land, followingan eastern trip to
During Rev. Kent’s stay here 10
Unable to raise fine and costs
Aerie of Eagles on Nov. 1 were headpiece trimmed with seed the New England states. For trav- young people from the Berean
ol $57.70. Floyd Alfred D'Water of
To Yield Right of
discussed at a regular meeting of pearls and sequins. A white orchid
Church have attended Bible School
Grand Haven was committedto
eling the bride selected a blue knit
the Eagle Auxiliary Friday eve- with streamers adorned the white
Norman D. Scheerhom,23. of the county jail for 20 days after
and four have gone to mission
dress with black accessoriesand
ning in the hall. Mrs. Fannie Par- Bible she carried.
282 East 12th St., was ticketed by pleading guilty to careless drivfields.
For her maid of honor the bride an orchid corsage. She is a graddue presided.
Holland police for failure to yield ing and failure to report a properRev. Kent is widely known in
A thank you letter was read from chose her sister. Miss Carol Nagel- uate of Grand Rapids Christian Grace Gospel Fellowship as an
the right of way to through traf- ty damage accident.
High
School
and
was
employed
at
the Fort Custer State Home. Plans kirk, whose gown of periwinkle
fic followinga two-car collision Other's appearing were Wesley
eminent Bible teacher with a wide
Monday at 5 p.m. at the corner Glass, route 5, speeding, $15;
also were discussed for a Christ- blue velveteen featured a scoop the American Motors, Kelvinator vision for the need of work.
neck, fitted bodice and full skirt Division in Grand Rapids. The
mas project for the Home.
of 12th St. and Columbia Ave.
Orlan W. Uitermark, of 1464 West
Mrs. G. Austin extended an in- accented with a matchingtaffeta groom, a graduate of Zeeland High
Police said Scheerhorn, headed 18th St., speeding. $10; James
vitation to a chop suey dinner to cummerbund. She wore a whimsy school,is employedby Riverview
east on 12th St., collided with a Robert Van Putten, of 1278 South
style headpiece trtaimed with Dairy
be held at her home Nov. 23.
car driven by Cornelius Bergen, Shore Dr., improper turn, $5;
Admitted to Holland Hospital
68. of 253 West 24th St., going KatherineLouise Wissbrum. of
Birthday hostess was Mrs. Nellie
Monday were Mrs. Joseph A. DilIsraels.Prizes were awarded to
north on Columbia Ave. Officers 73 Chestnut,followingtoo closely,
Hospital Auxiliary
Zeeland Man Injured
lahunt, 135 West 31st St.; Robert
estimatedthe damage at $100 each $12.
the Mesdames Minnie Van Der
Meets
at
De
Graaf
Home
McCoy, route 2, St. Joseph; BevIn
Two-Car
Collision
to Scheerbom’s 1954 model car and
Bie,
Bertha
Driy,
Marie
Slayer,
Lloyd G. De Boer of 31 East
erly Israels, 333 Lakewood Blvd.;
Bergen’s 1954 model car.
Geraldine Austin and Melvina Rit20th St., right of way, $17; Robert
ZEELAND (Special) Harold The North Shore Hospital Aux- Billy Camp, New Richmond.
terby.
Berry Tate, of 838 South Shore
iliary met Thursday at the home
Discharged.Monday were Mrs.
L.
VerHulst, 61, of route 1, ZeeDr., speeding, $15; Jurden H.
County Employes Among
of President Mrs. Ted De Graaf.
Edward Dutell,-404 West Ninth
land,
was
treated
at
Zeeland
HosMoore, Grand Rapids, careless
Trinity Couples Club
After the businessmeeting, elerChest 100 Percenters
St.; Irvine Chester, 83 East 25th
driving, $20; William E. Pelon,
pital for left shoulder and chest tion of offiderswas held. Mrs.
Holds
Monthly
Meeting
St.; Jeanette Oranje, 35 West 19th
ot
321
Central
Ave.,
disorderly
Employes at the county branch
injuries and released followinga Fred Buursraa was elected the new
St.
building,north of Holland, are indecent,six months’ probation
The Rev. Kenneth Van Wyk, two-car collision Friday at 8:40 president,Mrs. Bernard Smolen, Hospital births list a daughter,
plus
$9.70 costs and $5 a month
the first among public employes
new associateminister at Trinity
p.m. at the comer of 96th Ave.
•«>' Lavonne, bon, Monday to Mr.
supervisionfees.
to report 100 per cent participation
v.in, treasurer. Others
,
jun
ReformedChurch, showed slides of
and Mrs. Richard Weerstra, 450
Norman
Lee
Scholten,
Grand
and
Bingham
St.
in Holland’s Community Chest
were Mrs. Edward Roberts. Mrs.
his work at his former pastorate
Plasman Ave.; a daughter, BarRapids, right of way to through
drive, according to Chest officials
Ottawa County deputies said the George Menken, Mrs. Nelis Bade
in Allegan and his summer assignbara Jean, born Monday to Mr.
traffic, $17; Myron De Jonge, of
Tuesday. This branch building
ments while in the seminary, at other car was driven by James and Mrs. De Graaf. The group is
and Mrs. Carl Miller, 402 Wild1667 Vans Blvd., improper right
, houses health, welfare and sheriffs
the regular monthly meeting of Bouws, 21, of route 1, Holland, planning ’a morning coffee in Nowood Dr.
turn. $24.10.
vember,
with
Mrs.
Bade
as
hosdepartments, and comes under
the TrinityCouples Club Monday who was going soutth on 96th Ave.
division 5, public employes, headnight at the church.
and attempting to pass as Ver- tess for that event.
Tavern Entered
ea by Ray Riedsma.
A potluck dinner was served and Hulst, also headed south, was at- Refreshmentswere served by Owner Wasn't in Car
The.car which smashed into the
Two more 100 per centers were
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
a short business meeting conduct- tempting to make a left turn onto Mrs. De Graaf. The regular NoSHOOTS FIRST FOX
Jack Piers, 12-year-old son of Mr.
reported for Holland'sSingle Soli- City police are investigating
vember meeting ^ill be held at loading dock at Du Mez Saturday
ed by PresidentTom Vander Kuy, Bingham St.
and Mrs. Ted Piers, 45401 112Hi Ave., shot, this red fox
afternoon, although owned by Mrs.
ritatioo Program campaign. They breakin at Snug Harbor Tavern on
. Ken ZuverinkconducteddevoDeputiessaid VerHulst’s 1949 the home of Mrs. Smolen.
shortly after the huntina season opened Monday morning. He
Elizabeth De Visser,was not opare J. C. Penney Co. and R. E. Water St. Sunday night. The place
tions and Mr. and Mrs. Vern model car was damaged in excess
also shot a pheasant while hunting on his parents farm. His
Barber, Inc.
Schipper and Mr. and Mrs. Clar- of its value and estimatedthe damSome of the farm land in China erated by her at the time of the
was entered by breaking the glass
mother believes the fox may be the animal that had been
Community Chest goal this year in a rear door. About $1.50 in penence Luth were in charge of the age to Bouws' 1956 model car a' is occupied by as many as seven mishap, as reported in Monday's
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GRANDSTANDING

started in the Classis.Mrs. Willard

Missionaries
.

1958

.

Van Harn

Grid Writers Meet

told about the mission-

Camp Fire Board Meets
At Home of Mrs. Jones

ary residence providedby. the Zee-

t

Are Speakers

By Rudy Vande Water
ing, more than the entire Central
“A1 Hill is the kind of player beckfield.
Duffy wants, ’• Nick Vista, the
Schlosser said Coleman could
assistant publicity director at play at any school and that he was
Michigan State University said adept at all phases of. the game.
Tuesday at the weekly meeting of "He plays as hard on defense as

Law

Violations
The October meeting of the Hol- In
land Camp Fire Board was held
ZEELAND (Special) - Several
by the Rev. and Mrs. Paul Tanis at the home of Mrs. Carl Jones
and family. Mrs. G. Aalberts re- Monday afternoon. Mrs. Joe Fabi- persons were arraigned Tuesday
before Justice Egbert Boes for
ported on the Prayer Retreat held ano assisted the hostess.
land Classisand now being used

At Conference

.

Hunters Are Fined

Womeif of the Reformed church- at Camp Geneva in September. Mrs. Joseph Lang, president, hunting violations. The arrests
presided and reports were given were by ConservationOfficer
es of the Zeeland Classis gathered Mrs. D. Kooiman .hairman of the
committee on Literaturegave a by committee chairmen. Special Eugene Brown.
at the First Reformed Church of
Gerald Colburn, 84. of Fruitport,
report on the material available. coming events will be the candy
Zeeland on Wednesday for their Mrs. J. Smallegan classical youth sale to be held in November In pleaded guilty to shooting a hen
fourth annual fall Conference.Mrs.
counselor,told some of the meet- which all Blue Birds, Camp Fire pheasant just east of Zeeland arid
Francis Dykstra of Harlem preGirls and Jean Teens will partici- paid fine and costs of $107.30.
ings for the young people. The ofsided.
fertory prayer was given by Mrs. pate. Mrs. Russell Hornbaker is Brown said his shotgun was also
, General theme for the Conference
impounded until after the huntG Top of Overisel and the closing chairman of this project.
was ’‘Thy Kingdom Come." Mrs. prayer by Mrs. G. Ten Brink of
The dad-daughter banquet will ing season.
J. Den Ouden of the First Church
be held at the Civic Center on
Irving Duffee, 35, of Jamesthe Ottawa Reformed Church.
of Zeeland led the devotions Mrs.
A fellowship tea was held im- Nov. 8 with Mrs. Dirk Van Raal- town, pleaded guilty to shooting
L Voss, Mrs. A. Vender Waa and mediately followingthe afternoon te as chairman.
pheasants while on a tractor on
Mrs. G. Van Horne, sang "Nothing
his farm and paid a fine and costs
session. Mrs. Edward Tanis showbut Leaves." A
LiFe"'in
ol $36.30. His shotgun is also being
Holland Toastmasters
the NationalWomen s OrganizationJapan •• The picUlres wcre ute,
held until the hunting season is
Hold Bi-Weekly Meeting
was given in the form of questions b
Rcv Paul TanU whUe
over.
and answers with Mrs. J. Keuning
Felix Coliazo, 24, and his
ing missionary work in Japan.
The
Holland
Toastmasters
club
o* North Holland and Mrs. J. Lambrother, Macilio, 23, both of 4
In the evening Miss Madeline
mers of Jamestown asking the Holmes. Missionary to Bahrain. held its regular bi-weeklymeeting West Eighth St., Holland,pleaded
questionsand Mrs. Dykstra giving
Persian Gulf spoke on her work on Monday night In the Warm Friend guilty to carrying loaded guns in
the answers.
Tavern. W. A. Forberg was toast- l car and each paid fine and costs
the mission field.
All of the presidents of the
Miss Shirley Merryman of the master for the evening and parti- of $17.30. Brown said the offense
societies of the Zeeland Classis are
Ottawa church, soloist,sang "I cipantswere J. G. Bradford, W. occurred Monday south of Forest
to meet at Jte North Holland Walked Today Where Jesus WalkGrove.
A. Hinkle. K. A. Scripsma and J.
Church on Nov. 7 to discuss future
ed ” Mrs. Edwin Ulberg served as R Yerina. The speech evaluators
plans.
organist for the afternoon and Miss were L. N. Brunner. C. R. Sligh Shower Compliments
Highlight of the afternoon was
Linda Hansen was the organist for III, R. L. Sligh' and J. O. Lamb.
Miss Alvina Oetman
the message brought by Andrew
the evening. The offertory prayer
Kamphuis from the Winnebago was given by Miss Della Bowman R C. Hartigan ^resided over the
Mrs. Fred Tubergen and Mrs.
table topics and R. L. Hobeck was
Children'sShelter.Winnebago Neof Hamilton and the closing pray- generalevaluatorfor the meeting. La Vern Sale entertained at a bridbraska. Mr. and Mrs. Kamphuis
er by the Rev J Den Ouden. The
were appointed as Missionaries at offerings for the day totaled $470.64 New members welcomed into the al shower last Friday evening in
group were J. Den Herder. J. Ho- honor pf Miss Alvina Oetman,
the Children’s Shelter in November
and are to be equallydivided be- beck. R. Vande Water and W. bride-elect of Donald Baumann of
of 1956. He stated that most of the
tween the Board for the Christian Woodhans.
Holland.
children at the shelter are from
World Mission and the Board of The newly electedofficers took
Invited guests were the Mesbroken homes and are there by Domestic Missions.
over at the meeting. Hinkle is Dames Leonard Brink, Albert Oetcourt order The biggestproblem
president;R. G. Abbey, first vice man, Henry Stegenga, Tom De
the missionarieshave to deal with
president; R. L. Sligh. second vice Vries, Gerald Overway and the
is alcoholismand the effect it has Couple Married Monday
president; Yerina, secretary, S. B. Missea Paula Bultema, Beverly
or. the Indian families. He closed In Methodist Chapel
Padnos, treasurerand Lamb, ser- Hulst, Linda Serie, Carol Beckhis message with the words of the
man, Arlene Beckman, Wanda
commandment"Thou shall love William D. Winstromand Mrs. geant at arms.
Brink. Glenda Deters, RosellaJagRuby Nibbelink were married in
thy neighbor as thyself."
The
Caribbean
island of Jamai- er, Beverly Smeenge, Carol Molea
simple
ceremony
Monday
Societies from the Allendale,
wyk, Mary Jane Overbeek, DoroFennville and the Haven Reformed in the chapel of the First Metho- ca owes its breadfruitcrops to
Captain Bligh of HMS Bounty thy Tucker, Joyce Oetman, VirChurch ot Hamilton were wel- dist Church of Holland.
The couple is now on a southern fame. The Pacific plant was im- ginia Hulst, Belva Prins, Diane
comed into the Union. Mrs. De
Meiste, Helene Meiste, Sylvia
Bruyn gave a report on the Unified trip and on their return will re- ported as an inexpensive starch
Slagk and ShirleyKruithof.
food
for
slaves.
side
at
1825
South
Shore
Dr.
Reading Program that has been

the state football writers in Kala- offense."Schlossersaid.

mazoo.
"He hasn't hit his potential as
"A1 has a lot of spirit and fire yet and he’s gaining Judgment each
and really likes to mix it,” Vista time he runs in the open field,"
continued, "and after our show- Schlossercontinued.His weight is
ing against Purdue that's what distributed priimtrily in his hips,
Duffy wants on his club.”
thighs and legs.
Hill has been promoted to second
Schlosser explained that Western
string tackle in the shakeup Mon- awarded 11 full scholarshipseach
day by Daugherty which included year to athletes who met the acaputting four sophomoreson the demic requirements.A stipulation
first team. Hill is one of three or. the scholarship is that the boy
sophomoreson the second team. must work seven hours a week
Daugherty has Hill back at during season and 14 during -the
tackle, his position at Holland pff
•
High. Although he weighs 227
He pointed to Bowling Green,
pounds, Hill has been extremely*Miami and Ohio U. as three
fast getting down the field and schoolsin the Mid-AmericanConthat has pleased the MSU coach, ference that give out 700 athletic
Vista explained.
scholarshipseach year.
Hill is expected to see frequent
Rolla Anderson, Kalamazoo Colaction for the Spartans against lege coach, talked about his club.
Illinoisat Champaign,111., Satur- Proviig his |fbint on the lack of
day. He is playing behind tackle speed by the Hornets this year, he
sophomore George Peries of De- said a Beloit Collegetackle caught
troit, who caused regular junior up with the Kazob fullback who
tackle Palmer Pyle to be bumped had a 10-yard head start in thHornets 25-0 loss to Beloit. Hope
to the third string.
Daugherty said Monday he wants plays at Beloit in the season’s
players who will "hit someone.” finale Nov. 15.
They may hit the wrong man, but
Anderson also said of the 17
a; least they will hit someone.” freshmen who started out at
Vista quoted the MSU coach as Kazoo in 1955, only one (Bob
Urschlitz^was left. Urschlitz, the
saymg.
Hill made the 38-man traveling Hornets' captain, and quarterback
WINK TRAP SHOOT — Howard Terry (left) took top honors in
team and saw his first varsity prior to the season, was lost bethe Tulip City Rod and Gun Club trap shoot Saturday at the
action against Purdue last week. cause of a knee ailment before
club grounds. He knocked down 48 of 50 birds. Here. Terry is
Although he started the season at the season started.He also lost
receivingthe championship trophy from Bill Wenzel, chairman
center and was then switched to 224-poundtackle Rog Kramer
of the club trap1 shoot committee. Roy Strengholtfired 43 out of
guard, the switch to tackle ap- Monday.
50 for second place and Denny Bluekamp took third with 42 out
pears permanent.
Milt Marsh, sports editor of the
of
(Penna-Sas photol
Ann Arbor News, said rumors are
About 25 of Michigan's sports persisting on this being the last
Mrs. Sena Overweg, 69,
writers, publicity directors,and year for Bennie Oosterbaanas Mackinac Bridge Film
Western Michigan University of- Michigan football coach. Bump Seen by Optimist Club
Succumbs at Hospital
ficials attended the luncheon in the Elliott,presentbackfieldcoach, is
The Holland Breakfast Optimist
Mrs. Sena Overweg.69. of 170
President’s Room in the Union regarded as the likely replaceClub held its regular meeting
Building in Kalamazoo.
ment.
East
17th St., died unexpectedly
Monday at Glatz Restaurant.
He said the Michigancoaching
Merle Schlosser. WMU's personRonald F. Robinson, president, Monday evening at Holland Hosab’e grid coach, talked about his staff is working more hours this
conducted the meeting and intro- pital.
club and particularly about Lovell year than ever before.Marsh felt
duced a film, prepared by the
Surviving are four daughters,
Coleman, headed toward being the the Wolverines didn’t run enough
United States Steel Corp., enand this caused the many injuries.
greatest back Western ever had.
Josephine and Shirley at home.
titled “Mackinac Bridge Diary.”
Michigan will be using Jim ByColeman, a S'tT, 195 pound
This film depicted the planning Mrs. Abel Kuyers and Mrs John
sophomorefrom Hamtramck, has ers at fullback this week and
and construction of the bridge. The Ten Broeke ol Holland; one son,
scored 12 touchdowns and two Brad Meyers will play at right
story portrayed ferry service George Overweg. of Borculo;16
points after touchdownsin five half or left half.
across* the Straits as inaugurated grandchildren:one great grandgames for 76 points to lead MichEd Hayes, sports editor of the
in 1923. The ferry fleet was dou- child; three sisters, Mrs. John H.
igan. He has rushed 774 yards in Detroit Times, presided at the
bled in 1940, and the bridge was Overweg of North Blendon, Mrs.
those games and against Central meeting, Dale Faunce, WMU vice
opened to traffic Nov. 1, 1957. with Jacob Wolfert of Hudsonvilleand
Michigan picked up 282 yards rush- president,welcomed the group.
Have Your Tiros
a capacity of 6.000 cars per hour. Mrs. Otto Ludema of Coopersville;
The sinking of caissons, erection three brothers.John and Gerrit
Re-capped
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop. Mr and of the two center towers, construc- Buss is of Borculo.Herman Bussis
and
Mrs. Norman Hop and Brian, Mr. tion of the main cables and place- oi Grand Rapids: one sister-in-law,
Vulcanized
ment of the steel sections were Mrs. Margaret Bussis of Battle
The Rev. Harold Lenters fulful- and Mrs John Posma and Mrs.
in Holland
well-describedand illustrated by Creek.
led a classical appointment in the Kate Huizenga were visitorsat
this film.
Haven Reformed church of Hamil- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
In recent years more than 70
Milton Johnston, club chairman
ton. Rev. Miner Stegenga conductAll Work
Kok and sons in Grand Rapids.
assigned to the Community Chest per cent of all expendituresfor
ed the worship services in the
Guaranteed!
The special music Sunday eve- drive, explained the solicitation private productivefacilitiesin the
local church
Pan«nq*r ning was given by Sandra Vries- procedure to be .conductedby club United States have gone for equipHarvey Feenstra was in charge
Truck Tir««.
ment.
members this week.
oi the ChristianEndeavor meeting enga of Jenison.She played sevSunday afternoon, he also pre- eral accordion selections.
sented the topic.
The children of Mr. and Mrs.
Hill
Mrs. Kate Huizenga with Mrs. Peter D. Huyser gathered at their
TIRE and SUPPLY Co.
Jennie Emmelandei' of Hudson- home on Thursday evening. The
9 W. 7th
Ph. EX 8-6524
ville were Wednesday afternoon occasion was the birthday annivisitors at the home of Mrs. versary of Mr. Huyser. Those preSimon De Boer in Holland.
sent were Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Mrs. Lewis W. Steenwyk, Mrs. Huyser of Jenison, Mr. and Mrs.
s
Gerrit Berens, Jane and Carla in Robert Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. Luke
&
campany with Mrs. J. Dyk, June Huyser of Grand Rapids, Mr. and
and Janice and Johnny of Hud- Mrs. Alvin Jager of Hudsonville.
a
sonville visited with Mrs. Richard Mr. and Mrs. Junior Vruggink-of
Klamer at East Lansing Thurs- Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
# Aluminum Combination
day.
Huyser and Mr. Wallace Huyser,
Doors
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Hunger- Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Huyser were
# Self Storing Storm Sash
ink, Karen and Craig. Mrs. John unable to be present.
Hungerink with Mr. and Mrs. Joy
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Schut en# Custom Made Wood
Hungerink of Holland visited with joyed an excursionto Chicago last
Storm Sash — Screens
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bos.
Wednesday with the Senior class
Doors
Mission Guild will meet Thurs- ot the Reformed Bible Institute of
day evening at 7:45 in the chapel. Grand Rapids. They visited the
# Porch Enclosures
Roll Call Word is ''Great."Hos- Chicago Board of Trade Building.
# Glass Repair
tesses are Mrs. Justin Palmbos, The Helping Hand Mission, The
Day or Night
Mrs. Albert Sagman and Mrs. Baha'i House of Worship at Wil111 E. 22nd Ph. EX 4-8240
Earl Mulder. Donations are to be mette, 111., and the Moody Bible
brought in for the Mission Box Institute.The class also took part
which will also be packed at that in the hymn sing over a radio
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Mrs. John Oppenhuizen Jr. has
Mrs. Minnie Huyser of Zeeland
returned home from Ann Arbor spent a few days with her sister.
Hospital.Ollie Koemen is still Mrs. Kate Vereeke.
confined to his home with a heart
Jerry Stob returned home from
ailment.
the Navy last week.
The young people attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Komejan were
skating party of the Golden Chain dinner guests with Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Union last Monday night Peter D. Huyser last Sunday and
which was held in Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brower and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lubbers. children of Forest Grove were supLola and Patty of Graafschap,and per guests at the Huysers.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman spent
The Rev. and Mrs. Jay Weener
Friday evening at the home of and children from Grand Rapids
Mr. and Mrs. Harry De Vries and ! and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Heihn
family.

Rentals
MACHINES

AIR

CONDITIONERS

EX 6-7983

Fire Extinguisher

KEN RUSSELL
Air Conditioning
W#

Serrlct What Wt S«U

228 Pin* At*. Ph. EX 4-8902

Mrs. John Jomes Dwyer Jr.
Elizabeth Vander i and gold mums and pompons.
Through Downtown Area
Martin Hardenberg sang “The
Hill became the bride of John
A five-point buck was seen sev- James Dwyer Jr., in a double ring Wedding Benediction" and “The
eral times around 1 p.m. Monday ceremony in the chapel of Third Lord's Prayer.” He was accomin downtown Holland and it was Reformed Church at 8 p.m. Sept. panied by Miss Lamae Zwiers,orreported he was last seen heading 26. The Rev. John De Kruyter per- ganist. who also played the tradifor the swamp north of the city.
formed the rites before a setting tional wedding music. Mr. and
Bleeding profusely from the of white gladioli, bronze mums, Mrs. Warren Diekema were masmouth after striking a fence, the candelabra,palms and ferns. The ter and mistresss of ceremonies.
deer was first reported to police pews were decorated with gladioli, Mrs. Martin Hardenberg and
on 10th St., between the Woman’s mums, greens and white satin Miss Mary Ellen Walters poured
Literary Club and De Waard’s bows.
for 100 guests at a receptionin
Floor Covering Co.
The bride is the daughter of the church parlors. Mr. and Mrs.
He was cornered briefly but Adrian Vander Hill of 267 West J. Wolbert assisted at the punch
then managed to run through the 14th St. Parents of the groom are bowl and Miss Marlene Huxhoid
fence and was later reported seen Mr. and Mrs. John James Dwyer and Mrs. Mary Noor arranged the
near MichmerhuizenGarage, the Sr. of 68 West 15th St.
gifts.
A and W Root Beer Stand and the
The couple was attendedby Mrs.
A rehearsalparty was given by
Keppel Co., all on Eighth St., be- Mari Overway, cousin of the the groom’s parents at the Eten
tween Columbia and CollegeAves. bride, and Ronald Vander Hill as House. Showers for the bride were
f
maid of honor and best man. given by the Mesdames D. Ver
Prominent Alumni Here
Guests were seated by David Van- Hulst, S. Kroll, A. Vander 'Hill, A
RE-ELECT
der Hill, the bride's brother,and Van Putten,A. Ver Hey, A. OverFor
Hope
Homecoming
YOUR CONGRESSMAN
Warren Diekema, cousin of the way, J. Dwyer, K. Armstrong aqd
Among the Hope College alumni groom. Jack Vander Hill, brother Miss Shirley Deip.
CLARE I. HOFFMAN
The bride was graduated from
who were in Holland for the Hope of the bride, lit the candles.
BECAUSE
A floor length gown of antique Holland Christian High School and
Homecoming festival Friday and
shantung was chosen by the bride. Hackley HospitalSchool of NursHt is alert, honest, patriotic, Saturday are several men who are Medallionsof re-embroideredAlen- ing. She is employedas a regisprominent in the fields of science
has the courage of his convictions.
and medicine.
con lace and seed pearls outlined tered nurse at Holland Hospital.
He stands for "Equal Justice They include Dr. Fredrick Yonk- the sabrina neckline and the short, Her husband, who was educated
Under Low."
man, -vice presidentof the Ciba shirred stoves. The bouffant skirt in the Holland Public Schools,is
Phamaceutical Co., who is a 1925 ended in a chapel train. A crown employed by the Holland Board of
You know his record. He is your
graduate; Dr. Willis Potts, class of Alencon lace neld her elbow Public Works.
"hired mon".
of 1918, superintendent oi Chil- length veil of imported illusion. She
Mrs. Dwyer selected a gray and
dren's Memorial Hospital in Chi- carried white roses and fuji mums. white plaid suit and a white rose
Re-elect him.
cago; and Dr. J. Oliver Lampen, Mrs. Overway wore a beige bal- corsage for a wedding trip to QueFourth CongressionalDistrict
class of 1939, who is directorof lerina length gown featuring a bec, Canada and the New England
Republican Committee
the Instituteof Microbiologyat Rut- large bow in back. Her cascade states. The newlyweds are living
bouquet was composed of bronze at 578 South Shore Dr.
gers University.
—Pd Pol. Advt.

Miss Mary
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HOLUND
READY

HOLLAND
SHEET METAL CO.
2-3314

PHONE EX 2-9051
m HOWARD AVI.

WE INSTALL

WE

WAV OOZf
*ur wf Ntm close

tank5

EXTINGUISHERSAND FEGISTEB
EACH ONE WE SELL OR SERVICE
Yean
BE PREPARED IN CASE OF FIRE

Have An

Extlngulaher Handy.

ol Experience locally

quality work at a price well
within your budget

AUTOMOTIVE

TED VOSS

REPLACEMENT PARTS

US-31 BYPASS t 40th ST.

107 E. 8th

PHONE EX

Ph. EX 2-2351

St.

OVERKAMP'S
WASHER PARTS

PHONE EX

•
•
•

ELECTRICAL
and

'H;

CALL
"TONY'

•
•

-

WASHERS

AT LOW COST

ELECTRIC

Heating • Air Conditioning

WATER HEATERS
DRYERS
VENT DRYERS

Phone EX 6-7716 & ED 5-8353

Eaves Troughing

Ph.

EX

6-1531

RMWONG

Indoor Sunshine" fU^SAd

COMPLETE

QME
CdoH FURNACES

REBUILDING

-

Oil -

Coal

Wf CLEAN and REPAIR
ALL MAKES OF FURNACES
BRANCH OFFICE
G*org*

man. Br. Mgr.
16th ST
PHONE EX 4-8411
Dal

74 FAST

‘

Gas Heat

• TRANSPLANTING

ANYWHERE
VANDENBERG
SHELLANE
M-21

batwaaii Holland - Zoaland

FIRESTONE

STORE
Holland's Tire Safety

HEADQUARTERS

STEAM CLEANING-GAS and
ELECTRIC WELDING

Gas

514 Butternut Dr. Ph. EX 4-8425

and

HEAVY DUTY
WRECKER SERVICE

24 HR.

WE ARE EQUIPPEDTO HANDLE
YOUR TIRE PROBLEMS FROM
THE SMALLEST WHEELBARROW
WHEEL TO THE LARGEST

EARTH MOVER

HOLLAND TRUCK &

AUTO SERVICE
SOUTH

U.8.

31

PH

TIRE.

14-18 EAST 7TH ST.

PHONE

EX 6-6595

EX 2-9008

HAROLD

1960
Case-O-Matic

LANGEJANS

TRACTORS

and

ED S-1340

ELECTRIC
Industrial . Commercial •

G«n*ral Repair on
Autos and Trucks

HOME BUILDER

PHONE

ROERINK
Residential

325 LINCOLN

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

18 Ytars Exparlanca

LIGHTING
FIXTURES

AUTOMATIC HEATING

COMPUTE

FULLY INSURED

CONTRACTORS
SUPPLIES

*=rQ=a

"MIKE"

ELECTRIC RANGES

6-4688

ARMSTRONG

OSHIER'S

FREE ESTIMATES

SERVICE
PHONE EX

8*rrlc* and Injlall All Mak*«

2-3115

• TRIMMING
• REMOVING

DOWNTOWN

MOTORS
CONTROLS

CALL

Flnt Clou Workmanship

AVE

Wrecker Service

BOUMAN

y

151 RIVER

hr.

77 EAST 8th ST

6-1344

BREMER

APPLIANCE
SERVICE

24

pernlta u» to give you

MOTOR

• BUMPING
• REFINISHING
• BODYWORK
R. E. BARBER, INC.

Road Service
V/t

Septic

REFILL ALL TYPES OF FIRE

/r/ry

BUMP SHOP

S ROOFING

SALES and SERVICE

W*
Service

SIDING

12 EAST iTH 8T.

EQUIPMENT
and

ALUMINUM

DUCTS
COPPER DECKING
EAVES TROUGHINO
and GUTTERS

PHONE EX

INDUSTRIAL

Sales

worn
Am conditioninq-

EAST 6TH ST

17

and

were Sunday evening visitors at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim
De Jonge and family.
Five-Point Buck Runs

ICE

heavy SHEET METAL

# DISTRIBUTORS
# STARTERS
# SPEEDOMETERS

SERVICE

—

RESIDENTIAL-

# CARBURETORS
# GENERATORS

PHONE

ROOFING

COMMERCIAL—

SPECIALISTS IN

St

if

Electric

Service

HALLACY

Vows Spoken

INDUSTRIAL-

Auto

Beaverdam

Dwyer-Vander

YOU

LET THESE EXPERTS HELP

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK
Commorrial — Residential

and

CASE
Implements
Utility Equipment
• CRAWLERS

• LOADERS
• BACK HOIS
Solos

ftp

lob Too lore* or Too Small

31 W. 34Hi St. Ph. DC 4.8913

A

Service - ^

Martin Sternberg
429 Chicago Dr. Ph. IX 2-3943
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Fryling-AchterhofVows Spoken

French Farce 'Scapin'

Hope College

Delights First Nighters

To Build

A Hope CollegeHomecoming audience crowded the Little Theatre
Friday night for the opening production of Scapin by Moliere and
thoroughlyenjoyed the 17th Century French farce.
Well cast and costumed by Paul
Reinhardt in stylized versions of
earlier costumingand using an
imaginative setting, the Pallette
and Masque drama group presented the delightful farce with gusto.
Scapin, the Scamp played by Bob
Fisher, enjoyed playing tricks on
his superiorsand iielping young
lovers in the play out of their difi-

Grand Rapids; Mrs. Frank Oudemolen, 53 East Seventh St.; Joe

culties.

Zoet, route 3; Kathleen Tubbergen,

Much

at

home

in

their roles were

George Steggerda as Silvestre; Octave. played by Ron Beyer; Hyacinte, Mary Onken; Nerine, Nancy
Malstrom and Argante.Joe Woods.
Geronte was especially well played by John Lubbers; Leandre,
Chuck Lemmen; Carle, John
Wiers; Zerbinette;Carol Luth;
dancing street rogue, Paul Janes
and porters, Emily Hardee and
Maryland Rocks.
Dale S. De Witt directed and
staged the play, assisted by Carol
Luth. Keith Termat held the important job of stage manager with
a large staff assisting him.
The play was repeated Saturday, Monday and Tuesday in the
Little Theatre with curtain time
at 8 p.m.

New

Hospital Notes

Dormitory

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Thursday were Edward Wieland,

Plane for a new $1,000,000 women’s dormitory on Hope College
campus were revealed Saturday
with the applicationof a building
permit with City Building Inspector William
t
The new dormitory which will
be built at the southwest corner
Of 10th and Columbia will be somewhat comparabletO' Kollen Hall,
a men’s dormitory at the corner
of 12th and* Columbia. The new
facility will house *J60 women, and

86 West 12th St.; Lucinda Tibbitts,
route 4: Mrs. Johanna Brinks, 168

East 16th St.; Tony Nichols, 162
West 26th St.; Mrs. Andrew West-

Layman.'

enbroek, 566 East Eighth St.; Mrs.

William Hamlin, 1922 Diamond,

Nancy Williams,
James Woltman, 446 West

121 West 19th St.;
route 1;

provide dining facilitiesfor

20th St. (discharged same day);
George Lumsden,82 West 21st St.
Discharged Thursdaywere Mrs.
Benjamin Vander Zwaag. route 1,

Hamilton; David Waalkes, 1105
Post Ave.; Mrs. Wesley Kuyers

450

students.

TreasurerHenry Steffens said
plans are currently under study
by the Housing and Home Finance agency of the federal government, which is financingthe building. Bids are expected to be put
out in 90 days. The new dormitory
struct the 200-pound kangaroo "judge" and
DO
REMEMBER?
Hope College
is a 1959 project on Hope campus.
three members of the "jury."A "lowly frosh"
alumni are reminded of their freshman days
Durfee Hall,’ a girls’ dormitory,
is shown kneeling before the "upperclassmen."
in Kangaroo Court by this Homecoming
was erected about 10 years ago.
Praters viewing their handiwork are (left to
displayset up by the Fraternal Society at 135
Other recent constructionincludes
right): John Tysse, Tim Vander Mel and Jack
East Nth St. Members of the fraternii/
Kollen Hall, the music building and
(Sentinelphoto)
worked day and night for 40 hours to conthe heating plant.
Plans call for a structure107
by 1P9 feet of brick construction.
Rites Set in Ypsilanfi
Other applicationsfor building
For Former Resident
permits filed last week for a total

and baby, 20004 Scotch Dr.; Mrs.
William Sims and baby, 9 West 16th
St.; Wilson Van Loo, 182 West 17th
St.; Mrs. Dennis Rowe and baby,
110 East 17th St.; Leonard Kootstra, 126 West Ninth St.; . Mark
Andrew Pitcher,2003 West 32nd
St.; Mrs. John Slagh, 352 Fourth
Ave.
Admitted Friday were Frank
Lepo. 141 Howard; Fred Ten Cate,
29 East 18th St.; David Marshall,
During intermissions refresh- route 3, Coloma; Harvey Van
ments were availablein the art Dam, 350 East 24th St.; Russell
room. Original design plates pre- and Rodney Boeve, 37 East 33rd
pared by Mr. Reinhardtare on dis- St.; Daniel Ira and PatriciaJane
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
Arens, route 1, West Olive.
play in the Greenroom.
DischargedFriday were Mrs. The margin of an extra point cost
Robert Clark. 80 West 24th St.; Holland High's reserve team a tie
Wilbur Whitmer, 118 West 30th
here Friday and the Dutch went
St.; Mrs. Peter Schwander and
baby, route 3; Mrs. Donald Ter down to their first defeat in five

YOU

—

Hoogendoorn.

Mrs. Gerold Jay Fryling
(Princephoto)

Wedding vows were exchanged Bible, gift of the groom, with a
on Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. by Miss corsage of white feathered carnations and sweetheart roses.
Beverly Kay Achterhof and Gerald
The bridal attendantswore balJay Fryling with Dr. Simon De lerina length gowns of mint green

Vries performing the double ring and yellow. They wore matching
ceremony.
picturehats and carried cascade
Parents of the couple are Mr. bouquets of daisy mums. The minand Mrs. Melvin Achterhof. 203 iature bride’s gown was styled like
of $56,990 follow:
Paul L. Cullins, 78. former resiEast Eighth St. and Mr. and Mrs. the bride’s.
Jay
A.
Lankheet,
688
Harrison
T
dent of Holland, died Sunday
Assisting at the reception for 140
Ave., new house and garage, 43 Nick Fryling of Madison Ave.,
morning at Beyer Memorial Hos- Hope College footballC 0 a c h by 28 feet and 22 by 20 feet, brick Grand Rapids.
guests held in FellowshipHall were
pital in Ypsilanti. He lived with
Russ De Vette disclosedhis plan an^ frame construction,$13,000 A background of palms, candela- Mrs. Allen Roberts and Miss
his daughter.Mrs. Robert Mcbra and baskets of mums and Eleanor Smith in the gift room;
and $950; self, contractor.
Donald. ift Ypsilanti for seven (o gamble against Adrian and play
Orlo Strong, 248 Lincoln Ave., featheredcarnationswas used for Miss Marilyn Plaggemeyer and
weeks, coming from Holland where [ for Hillsdale Saturday at the an- add four feet to garage, frame the rites performed in Fourteenth Bob Beukema who served punch,
he resided at 1 West 19th St. j nua| ^ club alumni dinner at Dur- construction, $200; self, contractor. Street Christian Reformed Church. Miss Marcia Fryling who was in
Surviving are the wife. Jennie |
„ „
Wedding attendants were the charge of the guest book and Mr.
Texas Co., Fifth and River, apHaar and baby. 774 Southgate starts as the Ottawa seconds eked Bell Cullins of Ypsilanti;
ply porcelain on exterior of station bride’s sisters, Miss Karyl Lynn and Mrs. Fred Remelts who were
Ave.; Mrs. Joy Schreur and baby, out a 7-6 win at Ottawa Field.
daughters. Mrs. Me Donald and M°re tha" 230 formOT H°Pe ath- $2,300; Wolverine Tile Co., contrac- Achterhof and Miss Patty Achter- master and mistress of ceremoLansing
Lake ft a c a- route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Junior The Holland seconds were up Mrs. Leon Salter of Pangborn, letes attendedthe noon dinner tor.
hof. maid of honor and junior nies. Refreshmentsincluded a
prior to the Hope-Adrian football
tawa, Muskegon Lake and White Talsma and baby. 595 East Eighth
againsta strong Ottawa team, al- Ark.; four grandchildren.
H. H. Hill. 262 West 22nd St., bridesmaids,respectively; Miss three-tiered wedding cake, decorgame. De Vette said that he felt
Lake in West Michigan are con- St.; Mrs. Raymond Van Eck and
tool shed at rear of lot. $100; self, Virginia Fryling,the groom’s sis- ated in yellow and mint green,
so u n b e at e n in four previous
that Hope had the club to defeat
sidered inland waters and not part baby. 99 Clover Ave.; Dr. J. R.
tei, bridesmaid; Vicki Achterhof. made by the groom's father.
contractor.
Hillsdale this season and that alof the Great Lakes for enforce- Mulder, 80 West 16th St.; Patricia games. The Indians scored first
For her daughter’swedding Mrs.
Richard Bonge, 243 West 21st St., small sister of the bride, miniaready the Dutch were making prepment purposes, the Conservation Heyboer, 3586 Van Buren, Hudson- on an end run, after setting up
addition to house, ‘6 by 23 feet, ture bride; Robert Fryling, Jr., Achterhof wore a beige lace dress
vffle; Donald Ray Van Wieren 98
on
leled
Intersection
arations.
Departmentsaid today.
$900; Harvin Zoerhof, contractor. miniature groom; Robert Fryling, with brown accessories and the
...
Since he figured Adrian to be
The departmentannouncement Spruce Ave.; Mrs. Andrew Vander.
Harry Gladden, 651 West 24th Sr., the groom’s brother, best man mother of the groom wore a blue
Ottawa County deputies investi- weaker than usual, he had drilled
followed an attorney general's Vliet, 19 East 35th St.; peter ! They made their converslonSt., house and basement garage, and Gordon Kamstra and Bertus suit with pink feathered hat and
Holland scored in the second I gated a rear-end collision which his team in formations for use
opinion Thursdaywhich said the Brooks, 875 West 25th St.
blue and pink accessories.They
30 by 40 feet, $15,000; James Klom- Van Dis, ushers.
St.Marys River, the Straits of Admitted Saturday were Marinus quarter on a 45-yard pass play 1 occurred at 4:15 p.m. Friday on against the Dales Saturday in Hills- parens, contractor. ,
Miss Gertrude Beekman provided carried bronze mum corsages.
dle. <De Vette's gamble paid off
Mackinac, the St. Clair River, Ten Brink, route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. from quarterback Chuck KlomparA program at the receptioninKayle De Poy, East 40th St., appropriateorgan music and Mrs.
US-31, M-21
as Hope whipped Adrian, 41-7)
Lake St. Clair and the Detroit Cecil O’Connor, 761 Lincoln Ave.; ens to end Ben Farabee. Farabee M-21 just east of the
Arthur Alderink was soloist.
cluded a solo by Mrs. Alderink,
new
house
and
garage,
frame
and
took the 30-yard aerial and ran ' intersection.
Jack Baas, president of the club,
River were the only ‘‘connecting LaVern Nyland, 789 Oakdale.
The bride, given in marriage by piano solo by Miss Plaggemeyer;
brick construction,5< by 29 feet
Officers said that a car driven presidedand Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers,
Discharged Saturday were Mrs. the rest of the way.
waters” of the Great Lakes.
her father, was attired in a floor solo by Patty Gail Achterhofand
and
16
by
22
feet,
$15,660
and
$880;
Gary Smith tried the kick. Two b> Glenn L. Nykamp, 17, of 135 college presidentspoke briefly and
“The U.S. Corps of Engineers Anna Jaarda, 175 West 20th St.;
length gown of Chantilly lace over closing remarks and prayer by
self, contractor.
considersthese three (West Mich- Mrs. Alvin Viening and baby, 182 officials ruled the kick good and East Lincoln.Zeeland, struck the athletic director A1 Vanderbush exHolland
Welding
Service,
262 taffeta.A sabrina neckline and Dr. De Vries.
plained the ticket procedure for
igan) lakes as connecting chan- East Ninth St.; Sally Ver Hey. the other ruled it not good. Coach
For a wedding trip to Niagara
East 26th St., additionto present long tapered sleeves featured the
rear of a car driven by Mrs.
Hope home basketballgames.
nels for navigation purposes," route 1, Hamilton; PatriciaJane Ed Damson said. After a conferfitted bodice, and panels of lace Falls the new Mrs. Fryling
building,
$50
by
50
feet,
steel
conRandall C. Bosch presented Bud
said Joseph Stephansky, assistant and Daniel Ira Arens, route 1, ence they decided the kick was ! Joyce N. Vermeer, 24, of 119 East
struction, $8,000;self, contractor. and tulle with lace applique on changed to a black and white tweed
chief of the department's lands West Olive; Mrs. George Bontekoe, not to_be allowed and the halfj16th sti Holland. Both vehicles Hinga with a gift from the group.
Nick Lanning, 130 East 13th St., tulle decorated the full skirt chemise suit. She wore her bridal
were headed west on M-21. accord- H i n g a celebrated his birthday
194 West 16th St.; Mrs. Emma ended
division.
tear down house; William Victor, which terminatedinto a train. The corsage.The couple will reside in
Although Holland played better in?, t0 deputies. Jim Van Dam, 16, Saturday.
But he said the state will con- Mangum, 15 South River Ave.;
elbow length veil of tulle was held their new home on JeffersonBlvd.
contractor.
tinue to enforce its watercraft Mrs. Frank Oudemolen, 53 East ball in the second half, they were o; rouie 2, Holland, a passenger Harold Japinga of Grandville
in place by a fitted cap of lace in the Brooksidesubdivision of
and other laws on the three lakes. Seventh St.; Mrs. Paul Mulder, not able to push the ball across, j jp ^e Nykamp car. was treated and Fred Brieve of North Muskeand pearls.She carried a white Grand Rapids.
Penaltiesdeep in Ottawa terri- 1 by a doc't0r for cuts received in gon, both former Holland residents, Farm Bureau Group
Stephansky said the department 476 Columbia; Rodney and Russell
were named to the H club board Meets at Town Hall
has asked for an attorney gen- Boeve, 37 East 33rd St.;_Neal lory bogged down several scoring lbe accjdent.
Ticket Holland Driver
Nykamp was ticketedfor driv- of directors.
eral’s ruling. on whether channels Zeerip, Pullman; Mrs. Sherman chances.Holland,after looking
The Arbeider Farm Bureau For Failure to Yield
dredged by propertyowners along Snyder, 99 East 21st St.; Mrs. Al- somewhat spotty in the first half, ing at an excessiverate of speed
Group met Wednesday evening in
the Great Lakes should be con- fred Kane and baby, 1680 West was stronger in the last half, es- for conditions. Officersestimated Henry Jay Van Oordt
pecially with its five-man defensive damage to Nykamp's 1953 model
the Olive Center town hall. Neil
32nd St.
7
Albert Westrate,71, of 133 West
sidered “connecting waters."
Dies in Ferrysburg
Meyer led the discussionon the 23rd St., received a ticket from
Admitted Sunday were Mrs. El- l‘ne.
car at $500 and to Mrs. Vermeer's
topic “Members Must Decide on
len Clark, route 2, South Haven;
1957 model car at $800.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Holland police for failure to yield
Farm Bureau Future."
Mrs. Ida Henrietta Smith, 20 South Cunard Resident Dies
Henry Jay Van Oordt, 50, died unthe right of way as the result of
It
was
announced
that
there
will
Aniline; Mrs. Robert Cole, 1688
Indiana Woman Gets
expectedly at 4:15 p.m. Friday at
At Home of His Sister
be two information meetingsat an accidentThursday at 6:20 p.m. James Bennett was elected presSouth Shore Dr.; Ben Reimink,
his home. 301 Maple, Ferrysburg.
ident of the Council for Civic BeauTicket in Accident
the Allendale township.Democratic I at the corner of River Ave. and
route 3, Allegan; Henry Kuyers,
in
Fred A. Lindgren.69. of Cunard,
He was employedas a welder at
ty at a meeting Thursday night in
nominees will be interviewedat the
646 Michigan.
| Third St.
Mrs. Velma Jean Bays. 25. of Johnson Bros. Boiler Works in
Mich., died at the home of his sisthe band room of City Hall.
Holland'sleaf loader continued Discharged Sunday were Jeffrey
first meeting this evening and the
Ferrysburg
and
had
just
returned
ter and brother-in-law,
Mr. and route 1. Kouts. Ind., was ticketed
Other new officers are Garrell
j
Police
said
Westrate,
making
a
Republicans on Monday, Oct. 27.
picking up thousands and thou- Sieger, 399 James St.; Mrs. Nelson
Mrs. Henry Haringsma.route 2, by Holland police for failure to home from work and was watch- The meetings, called for 8 p.m., I left turn onto River Ave. from Adler, first vice president; Dick
sands of dry leaves Friday from Shock, Shepherd, Mich.; Mrs. Arkeep an assured clear distancebe- ing someone install a door on his
Smallenburg, second vice presiHolland, Saturday morning.
are open to the public.
atreet gutters.
thur Banks and baby, 451 Beach
| Third St. ,4 collided with a station
dent, and Mrs. Robert Long, secMr. Lindgren had been ill for tween cars as the result of an ac- home when he was strickenwith
This week, the loader will oper- St.; Mrs. William Osterban and
wagon driven by Mrs. Sylvia S. retary. Arthur F. Schwartzwas
the past year and had been cared cident Saturday at 10:03 a m. at a heart attack.
ate two eight-hour shifts every day baby, route 4; Mrs. Gordon
Hekman, 39, of 67 East 29th St., named to the board and Ken ZuBesides the wife, the former Man Charged After Car
for by Mrs. Haringsma for the past |the corner of Michigan Ave. and
and possibly may operate around Bouws, 862 East Eighth St.; Mrs.
Elsie
Crouse,
he
is
survived
by
a
verink will continue as treasurer.
three months. He was born in Iron 24th St.
Mows Down Guard Rails going south on River Ave.
the clock if necessary,Engineerr Robert Holtrust, 290 Birch St.;
Officers estimated the damage He was elected last year for a
Police said Mrs. Bays, headed daughter, Faye Ann and a son,
Mountain and had lived in the
Lavern Seme said Friday.
Mrs. Bertha Plummer, route 1,
GRAND Hj\VEN (Special) to Westrate’s 1953 model car at two-year term.
northern peninsulamost of his life. north on Michigan Ave.. collided James, both at home: six sisters,
All leaves are taken to the rear Fennville.
Announcement was made that
He
had been employed at Western with the rear of a car driven by Mrs. William Baker, Mrs. Arthur Woodrow A. Smith, 35. Grand Hav- $40 and the damage to Mrs. Hekof Pilgrim Home Cemetery where
Hospital births list a son, Kirk
of 881 Colum- Rummler Jr. and Mrs. Donald en. was charged with reckless driv- man’s 1957 model station wagon the Holland township board has
Park Supt. Dick Smallenburg uses Alan, born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Michigan Tool Co. and the Citizpns Sterns R. Dye. 79,
Gronevelt, all of Grand Haven; ing followingan accident at 2:18 at $100.
appropriated approximately $500
them for leaf mulch. Leaves are Willus Lambers, 8 West 17th St.; Transfer Co. in Holland about 17 bia Ave., who had stopped to make
Nellie Van Oordt and Mrs. Her- a m. Sunday in which his car
for poplars fo screen the towna
left
turn
onto
24th
St.
years ago.
mixed with top soil and after about
daughter, Sandra Jean, born
ship dump on the north side of
Officers estimated the damage man Swiftney of Ferrysburg and knocked down all the guard rails 270 Chippewa Scouts
two years the mulch is used for Sa/irday to Mr. i.nd Mrs. Warren Survivingare three sisters.Mrs.
Black River. County Park Supt.
Signe Johnson of Iron Mountain. to Mrs. Bays' 1956 model car at Mrs. Arthur Belter of Spring between the lanes of US-31 near
tulip lanes and other planting pur- Wolters. 151 North DivisionAve.;
Attend
Annual
Camporee
Richard Smallenburg hopes to have
Mr$.
Haringsma
and
Miss
Helen $200 and the damage to Dye's 1949 Lake; a brother, George of Ferrys- Stone school in Grand Haven townposes.
son, Jerry Lee, born Saturday
ship.
burg.
' model car at $50.
A total of 270 Chippewa District these trees planted this fall. RusSeme emphasized that only to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walters, Lindgren of Cunard.
Boy Scouts and their leaders par- sell Bouws has served as contact
leaves should be raked to the gut- route 1.
ticipatedin a district camporee man of the township board for
ter, not brush, sticks or rubbish.
A daughter,Mary Jo. born SatSaturdayat Camp Kirk, located this project.
The presence of even a small stone urday to Mr. and Mrs. Roger
John Benson reported 1,200 perthree miles north of Port Sheldon.
can cause considerable damage to Knoll, 711 Central Ave.; a son
sons had attended the garden and
Troops
attending
from
the
Holthe mechanism which operates born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Hanland area included7, 6, 42, 22, 43, landscapeclinic last March in
much like a giant vacuum sweep- nes Meyers, Jr., 388 Lakeshore
44, 56, 41, 10. 11 and 34. Other Civic Center, sponsored by the
er.
Dr.; a daughter,Brenda Sue, born
Council and other agencies. A total
troops were 33, 45, 46, 21 and 29.
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Glen VerA Junior leaderstraining course of 700 soil samples were tested.
eeke, route 2.
Ther was considerableenthusiwas also staged Saturday at the
A son, Bruce Emerson, bom
camp in charge of Otto Dressel astic comment on the fine showSunda/ to Mr. and Mrs. David
and Lester Douma. The Beech- ing of Marigolds in the tulip lanes
Byron, 6-0
Scobie, 187 West 10th St.; a son
wood Explorer Post 2022 served as this fall. Conditionsthis year were
BYRON CENTER (Special' Hud born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs.
guide and the Order of the Ar- fine for a long season of fine
•onville’i football team chalked up Richard Keating, 1681 Perry St.;
row group handled the council fire bloom which still remain beautiful
its second straight victory and a ion, Michael Allan, born Sunday
on local boulevards and in many
and directed traffic.
evened its OK League mark at to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wolbert,
areas on the lanes.
1-1 here Friday night with a 6-0 112 West 23rd St.
The council expressed apprecia-
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Hudsonville
Edges

win over Byron Center.
Ken Visser broke the

Marriage Licenses

defensive

tion to Park Supt. Dick SmallenOttawa County
burg anu the many local residents
Peter Gormez, 20, route 2, Zeewho cooperated in this project
land, and Gloria Ruiz, 19, Holland;
which started last summer when
Dale Edward Vander Yacht, 19, Camp Fire girls distributed more
Holland, and Nancy Kay Borr, 16,
than 500 leaflets on instructions on
Holland.
species and plantings. Considerable
ALLEGAN — The following mar- complimentary comment was reriage licenses were issued during
ceived from visitors on these fine
the past week by County Clerk Esplantings, and also for the hanging
ther Warner Hettinger, Coral
all summer in the downTremaine 37. Allegan, and baskets
town area.
Margaret Brown 23, Allegan; Retiring PresidentSchwartz preJarties Kaake 20, Dester, and Wansided.
da Conklin 20, Allegan; James
Carter 20, South Haven, and Diane
Kopinski 19, South Haven; John- Heater Causes Alarm
Holland city irecen Friday at
nie Boerman Jr. 18, Pullman, and
Joan Hunsburger 16, dloomingdale; 11:50 ajn. were called to the home
Pete Burd 20, Plainwelland San- ol Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Johnson,
dra Mills 18, Plainwell; James 573 West 22nd SL, where an overTyink 62, Holland, and Ida Mod- heated water heater had begun
ders 62, Holland; Robert McCor- smoking. Firemen said the situamick 23, Allegan, and Margaret tion was under control when they

Vriesland

deadlock in the final two minutes
with a 40-yard run for the lone
The Men’s Brotherhood met on
touchdown. Earlier in the game
last week Thursday, at 8 p.m. A
the Eagles had been able to get
filmstripon "Stewardship” was
inside the Byron 20 but couldn’t
shown.
score.
Marian Faber is confined to her
Byron's Larry Van Haitsma rehome because of illness.
turned the Hudsonvillekickoff to
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob T. De Witt
the Eagles six where Dale Ensing
were Monday evening guests of
made the tackle. Hudsonvilleheld Mr. and Mrs. Martin D. WyngarByron and quarterbackJim Schuck
den and family.
intercepted a fourth down pass to
Mrs. Howard Bouwens of Zeestop the drive.
land spent Thursday afternoon with

Coach Dave Kempker compli- Mrs. Jack Wyngarden.
mented the work of his defensive
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss in
team. He pointed out the group company with Mr. and Mrs. Sywas showing rapid improvement rene Boss of Galewood went to see
and included Gerald Brouwer, Jim
the new bridge at Mackinac Island
Vander Molen, Jack MacDuffee, last week.
Dave Me Donald, Bill Kramer, EnMr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wynsing and Rip Raterink along with
Bruce Struck, Wes De Jonge, Visser and Schuck. Hudsonvillehas a
2-3 record and will play a league
game at Rogers next Friday.

garden were recent guests of Mr.
and Mr*. Albert G. Pyle of Zee-

Jorgenson 18, Allegan; Samuel
Marfia 29, Allegan, and Virginia
Germaine 22, Allegan; Louis Van
Dine Jr. 18, Saugatuck and Bon-

land.

Mrs. Harold Ter Haar was a
Sunday afternoon guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Mulder of Zeeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tanis and
Body Recovered
Funeral services for the Re.. family of Hudsonvillewere Sunday
Wilburt Lemmen were held Satur- evening guests of Mr. and Mrs.
day in Manitoba,Canada. Rev. Donald T. Wyngarden and family.
Lemmen was drowned on Sept. 2 Nelva Ter Haar of Kalamazoo
in Lynn Lake, Manitoba, when his and Sharon Ter Haar of Grand
boat capsized in rough waters. Rapids were weekend guests at the
The body was found Friday ac- Harold Ter Haar home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fish of Grand
cording to word received here.
His wife the former Mary Van Rapids were Saturday eveningcallWynen, is the daughter of Mr. and ers, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Genzink
Mrs. Gil Van Wynen. Mr. Lemmen and family of Holland were Saturwas the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben day 'evening guests at the Martin
P. Wyngardenhome.
Lemmen 4 6J6 Lawn Ave.

arrived.

'V

nie Stull 18, Saugatuck; ..esse Bur-

ger 63,

Fennville,
Olive 68, Fennville.

and

Linnie

Car Kills Deer
GRAND HAVEN
SUBSTRUCTURE RISES — Workmen

at the M-21, US-31

intersection,where a semi-doverleaf traffic bridge is being

abutments which will
form the substructure for the bridge. There will be five
abutments, and workmen now are building the forms and
pouring the cement. The forms are filled by the crane in the

built, are busy these days laying in the

right foreground, which hoists

a

large bucket, filled with

cement at the hopper (center)to the top of the form, where
workers dump it. Bridge Project Enaineer Ernest Malkewitz
said the work is going well, and said he hopes to have all five
abutments in before work is suspended for the winter,early in
November. The view is south froa the old intersection.
feotinelphoto)
i

(Special)- A
deer was killed at 11:30 p.m. Sunday when it ran in front of a car
driven by Donald L. Leak, 23, of

Muskegon on US-31 in Grand
Rapids township. Damage to the
car was estimated by state police
at $150 and the deer was turned
over to conservationofficers.
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